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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this collective case study was to examine the manner in which 
teachers delivered content-specific lessons using music as a medium of instruction. All 
three participants graduated from the Creative Arts and Learning Masters program at 
Lesley University and received training in their degree programs on the use of music as 
an instructional tool. Two of the participants had elementary teaching assignments and 
one taught high school Spanish. All three participants expressed enthusiasm about the use 
of arts and music-infused techniques in their classrooms and were willing to share both 
their practical and philosophical approaches to instruction. 
Participants exhibited their capacity to teach core subject matter by implementing 
music-infused instructional strategies across an array of different grade levels. 
Investigating how teachers applied these techniques, examining their philosophical 
beliefs and practices regarding integration, and exploring how they prepared and 
implemented these instructional approaches established a clearer understanding of their 
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professional practice. The central research questions were: 
(a) How do participants make use of music-infused techniques? 
(b) In what ways, if any, do participants use music-infused techniques? 
(c) How are the music-infused techniques that participants use aligned with 
the Techniques ofMusic-lnfused Instruction (TOMI) inventory scale? 
(d) How does the use of music-infused techniques reflect participants' 
attitudes and beliefs and the training they received? 
Data was collected through observation, reflective responses, interviews, and written 
artifacts to discover how teachers applied instructional styles and techniques reflected in 
the literature. Patterns of behavior among case study participants revealed practical 
application of music-infused techniques in their classrooms including subservient 
techniques, experiential activities, historical, cultural, and thematic approaches to 
integrated music-infused instruction. The study revealed that TOMI functioned best when 
taught in a synchronized manner. When teachers focused together on thematic and 
conceptual ideas that integrated music and art across the curriculum, students developed a 
deeper understanding of the material through the multiple perspectives they used to 
explore different academic subjects. 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
In an environment ofhigh stakes testing, the need to demonstrate continual 
growth in student achievement is a hotly contested issue at every level of educational 
governance. As officials seek ways to hold educators accountable, often basing public 
funding and governing autonomy upon the concept of continual growth, policy makers 
must actively seek new ways to demonstrate ongoing achievement in the classroom. It 
seems clear that educators will try almost anything if they see the potential for 
maintaining or raising test scores (Abeles, Hafeli, Horowitz, & Burton, 2002). Pressure 
exerted from different levels of government (e. g. , State Departments of Education, State 
Legislatures and the Federal Government) result in a perceived need to justify the 
existence of music programs in schools (Snyder, 1999; Reimer, 1989; Winner & Hetland, 
2000). In tum, educators often advocate for the use of the arts as a tool of academic 
instruction (Goldberg, 2006; Jacobs, Goldberg, & Bennet, 2004; Marron, 2003; Perret & 
Fox, 2006). Although there is a place for such a use of the arts and music to assist in the 
delivery of academic content, that is by no means their primary function (Reimer, 2004). 
It is important to note at the onset of this investigation that although music can be used as 
an instructional tool, resulting in a boost to achievement, its primary value derives from 
its intrinsic worth and not from its capacity to deliver academic content (Eisner, 1998b; 
Reimer, 1989, 2004). 
Access to formal education is an important part of children's development as free 
and participating members of a democratic society. This development is even more 
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essential when considering an education in the arts and music. Bowman (2004) stated that 
there is seldom a need to convince people of the value of becoming proficient and 
knowledgeable about a subject [music] if they already find meaning in it. Although this 
statement was made in the context of the use of popular music as a tool of instruction, it 
is also applicable with regard to how people perceive the value of a music education. 
Bowman (2004) also established the idea that cultures are not stable, but fluid and 
dynamic, having multiple identities and subjectivities that define the collective as 
circumstances warrant. What is vital for the establishment of a workable philosophy of 
education and a definitive plan for delivering content is an understanding of culture and 
the fluid nature of integrated instruction within the classroom. 
Rationale 
At present, there is a renewed interest in the use of the arts as a vehicle for 
delivering content in a variety of different academic disciplines. In an article in the 
Washington Post, Rabkin & Redmond (2005) stated: 
[The arts and music] are deeply cognitive. They develop the tools 
of thinking itself: careful observation of the world, mental 
representation of what is observed or imagined, abstraction from 
complexity, pattern recognition and development, symbolic and 
metaphoric representation and qualitative judgment. We use these 
same thinking tools in science, philosophy, math and history. 
Students care more deeply about what they study, they see links 
between subjects and their lives, their thinking capacities grow, 
they work more diligently and they learn from each other. (p. A19) 
Although this perspective gives a notion of the potential impact of music and the arts in 
the classroom, it is not in and of itself a rationale for investigating music as a tool of 
academic instruction. To begin to understand the importance of music as both an 
autonomous art form and a lens through which other academic subjects can be studied, it 
is essential to look at how the arts in general, and music in particular, function. Eisner 
(2005) expressed the value of arts-oriented thinking this way: 
The arts [and music] teach students to act and to judge in the 
absence of rule, to rely on feelings, to pay attention to nuance, to 
act and appraise the consequences of one's choices, to revise and 
then make other choices ... Such forms of thought integrate feeling 
and thinking in ways that make them inseparable. Another way of 
putting it is that as we learn in and through the arts [and music], we 
become more qualitatively intelligent. (pp. 208-209) 
It is this sense of developing many different viewpoints from which to study content that 
is at the heart of music-infused instruction. When students discern different patterns of 
connectivity among subjects through the lens of music, they can begin making new 
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connections between subjects and highlight interrelationships between those subjects. Art 
and music instruction offer special opportunities to view the possibilities that emerge 
around embodied knowledge (Davidson, 2004). 
What is yet unclear is the extent to which teachers with some basic training in 
music-infused instruction use these techniques to teach academic content. While there has 
been a variety of investigations into such academic subjects as music and reading 
(Butzlaff, 2000), music and mathematics (Vaughn, 2000), school-wide arts programs 
(Rosenbloom, 2004; McClellan, 2002; Corbett, McKenney, Noblit, & Wilson, 2001; 
Barry, Gunzhauser, Montgomery, & Rainer, 2003), art collaboration and instruction (Barr 
2006; Soccodato, 2007), music integration and achievement (Wilson, 1994), and music 
and arts integration in the early grades (Schuck, 2005), there are no studies that give rich 
descriptions of school life where teachers use music-infused instruction. There has yet to 
be any study exploring the relationship between embodied knowledge and enacted 
curricula, especially regarding teachers who have undergone training in music-infused 
instructional delivery (Davidson, 2004). 
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The value of investigating a music-infused instructional approach lies in seeing 
how teachers use this technique to teach non-musical content. Studying this process will 
also reveal how teacher training is lived out in classroom settings, reflecting the attitudes 
and beliefs teachers exhibit as a part of engaging students in the study of a variety of 
subjects through music. Participants can demonstrate their instructional thinking, their 
practical use of music-infused techniques, and reflect upon how they see student learning 
impacted. The study of academic disciplines through music-infused instruction provides 
important insights for other teachers, administrators, and instructional leaders as they 
gain insight into how music-infused techniques are used within the classroom. 
It is important to reiterate that the use of music as a tool of instruction is not 
meant to devalue music as an art form, nor challenge its rightful place within the 
curriculum of the public schools. Although there is a place for such a use of the arts and 
music to assist in the delivery of academic content, that is by no means their primary 
function. In this regard, Reimer (1997) expressed a concern that music instruction may 
become valued primarily for its ability to reinforce other non-musical aptitudes, such as 
spatial-temporal reasoning, rather than for its own intrinsic value. At a time when NCLB 
and high stakes testing are held as the primary measure of school achievement and 
valuation, this may indeed be a valid concern. The idea is not to value music simply 
because of its potential utilitarian role as a differentiated method of instruction, but to 
acknowledge music as a discipline that possesses its own intrinsic worth while also 
functioning as a valuable teaching tool for instruction in other content areas (Winner & 
Hetland, 2000). 
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Much has been written about art integration in a variety of different settings 
including: (a) dance integration (Mcintyre, 2005; Nikitina, 2003); (b) drama integration 
(Kelner & Flynn 2006; Weber, 2005; Wilhelm, 2002); (c) visual arts integration 
(Bopegedera, 2005; Coufal & Coufal, 2002; Stokrocki, 2003); and (d) multi-arts 
integration (Winner & Hetland, 2000; Gardner & Boix-Mansilla, 1994a; Brown, 2007). 
However, relatively little research has been undertaken with regard to music-infused 
instruction at the elementary and high school levels (e.g., Youm, 2007; Bresler, 1995c; 
Ellis & Fouts, 2001). The need for further investigation of music-infused instruction at 
the primary and secondary levels is clear. To understand how trained teachers use music 
as a teaching tool will require additional research. Approaching this issue qualitatively 
through a series of descriptive case studies will provide educators with a deeper 
understanding of instruction and how the development ofknowledge through a variety of 
perspectives can positively impact student learning (Eisner, 1996). 
Given the interest in enhancing instruction across the curriculum, the use of 
music-infused lessons can be an important component of arts education. Because students 
learn in a variety of different ways, teachers should offer them alternative ways to engage 
in learning. Consequently, teachers need to acquire a variety of strategies, different "tools 
in their toolbox," for the purpose of delivering content. To date, there has been no 
research investigating practices of teachers who have studied music-infused techniques or 
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how they manifest these techniques in their teaching. Inquiries into the nature of this 
problem focused the direction of the case study, identifying the purpose and generating 
valid research questions. The value of studying music's ability to enhance the instruction 
of academic content is an important objective because of its ability to offer students 
multiple perspectives that they can apply to their own learning (Goldberg, 2001; Jensen, 
2000). By aligning the significant curricular goals of a given discipline with similar 
musical objectives, teachers can stimulate student interest in both subjects while 
respecting both subjects' mutual integrity and autonomy (Campbell & Scott-Kassner, 
1995). 
Among the relatively few scholars who studied music integration over the past 
decades, some investigated the relationships between music and other academic subjects, 
identifying how they complemented each other in various instructional environments 
(Boix-Mansilla, 1998; Brown, 2007; McClellan, 2002; Wiggins, 2001). Further studies 
undertaken around the subject of instructional practices of non-musical/academic content 
focused on different aspects of interdisciplinary instruction and arts integration (Barr, 
2006; Cerniglia, 2006; Hixon, 2007; Schuck, 2005; Soccodato, 2007). Additionally, 
Burton, Horowitz, & Abeles (1999), and Winner & Hetland (2000) identified 200 
individual studies focused on arts integration and achievement. Using correlation, 
ethnography, case studies, and other naturalistic methodologies, researchers in these 
studies investigated a variety of different approaches to arts-infused instruction. More 
specific studies directly involving music-infused instruction were also done, 
demonstrating the impact of music on core curricula (Aaron, 1994; Bamberger, 2000; 
Barrett, 2001; Boix-Mansilla, 1998; Gardner & Boix-Mansilla, 1994a; Wiggins & 
Wiggins, 1997). Although the results of these studies informed the literature base, they 
did not specifically address the issue of how teachers who received graduate instruction 
in methods of music-infused instruction with core subject matter went about the task of 
using music-infused techniques to instruct non-musical curricula. 
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Therefore, a study is needed that will clarify how teachers take the essentials of 
cross-disciplinary instruction and apply them to their own classrooms. Such a study 
would clarify how instructional strategies taught across an array of different grade levels 
function to invigorate the learning process, allowing students new and dynamic 
approaches for learning. Investigating how teachers employ the essentials of cross-
disciplinary instruction in their own classrooms is important to the teaching profession as 
it provides insight into how students learn in different ways. Although classroom teachers 
often use other specialists to support this instruction, it is important to specifically 
address how teachers implement music as a medium for teaching non-musical content. 
Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this study was to observe and identify the instructional techniques 
and styles of delivery in the music-infused classroom by investigating the actions of 
participants who used music-infused techniques to teach non-musical content. 
The central research questions were: 
1. How do participants make use of music-infused techniques? 
2. In what ways, if any, do participants use music-infused techniques to teach 
non-musical curricula? 
3. How are the music-infused techniques that participants use aligned with the 
Techniques of Music-infused Instruction (TOMI) inventory scale? 
4. How does the use of music-infused techniques reflect participants' attitudes 
and beliefs and the training they received? 
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The focus of this study centered on the actions of teachers, observing how they integrated 
music and sound in the service of teaching non-musical content. 
Literature Review 
Music is often considered to be one of the many effective methods of delivering 
instruction, helping students begin to comprehend an ever-expanding core curriculum 
(Bowman, 2004; Goldberg, 2006; Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002; Jensen, 2000). 
Although it may be valuable to use a variety of different disciplines, such as music, for 
the instruction of content, offering different avenues of learning within various 
disciplines, it is vital that music maintains its traditional role and intrinsic value as an 
artistic and aesthetic discipline (Bresler, 1995c; Eisner, 2002; Reimer, 2004). As a way of 
exploring the literature base, I reviewed art and music-infused research beginning with a 
general overview of interdisciplinary instruction and arts instruction and then focusing on 
academic achievement through the use of music. Results and conclusions from these 
studies support the need for the present study. 
Interdisciplinary Instruction and Integration 
Interdisciplinary education is not a new concept. The identification and 
application of relationships between two subjects for the purpose of creating connections 
and understanding concepts is at the heart of interdisciplinary approaches to instruction 
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(Goldberg, 2006). In 2002, the Consortium ofNational Arts Education Associations 
(CNAEA), including such organizations as the Music Educators National Conference 
(MENC), the National Arts Educators Association (NAEA), the National Dance 
Education Organization (NDEO) and others, published a document that addressed many 
issues regarding interdisciplinary work in the arts. The definition offered by this group 
affirmed many of the goals and content standards associated with models of arts 
integration: "Interdisciplinary education enables students to identify and apply authentic 
connections between two or more disciplines and/or to understand essential concepts that 
transcend individual disciplines" (Consortium ofNational Arts Education Association, 
2002, p. 3). 
The idea of interdisciplinary instruction is closely tied to the concept of integrated 
education. Fan (2004) described integration as a multi-faceted approach: "It is not only 
about giving people knowledge, but also helping them to translate that knowledge into 
true wisdom" (p.l ). Integration as a concept involves combining separate elements into a 
functional whole (Goldberg, 2006; Scripp & Subotnik, 2003; Catterall, 2005). In 
educational settings, teachers create interdisciplinary units by maintaining traditional 
subject boundaries while aligning content and concepts from one discipline with those of 
another (Barr, 2006). This practice often involves two or more academic, scientific, or 
artistic disciplines. "With integrated education, there is no division between school and 
society, study and human life, knowledge and goodness" (Fan, 2004, p. 1). 
Barrett (2001) addressed interdisciplinary work and musical integrity, discussing 
the comprehensive nature of music education and how it can embrace valid 
interdisciplinary relationships: 
Interdisciplinary connections can open up possibilities for 
comprehensive study while preserving the integrity and validity of 
musical experience .... It is not surprising, then, to find many 
examples of"relationship standards" in national, state, and local 
proposals for curricular reform ... although educational institutions 
segment knowledge into separate packages called "subjects," deep 
understanding often depends upon the intersections and 
interactions of the disciplines. (p. 27) 
With regard to music, Rosenbloom (2004) gave a practical example of this 
integration, combining social studies and music to teach the French Revolution. By 
examining the musical evolution of the folk songs and political songs of the period, 
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students experienced this social studies lesson in terms of dates, historical figures, crucial 
events during the Revolution, political ideologies, and the infusion of music. This process 
maintained the integrity of both curricular areas while continuing to concentrate on the 
French Revolution as a lesson focus (Rosenbloom, 2004). Specific musical activities 
included examining and analyzing historical development, musical form, and the 
harmonic structure of La Marseillaise, as well as a review of popular theatrical music 
such as Mozart's politically controversial opera Le Nozze di Figaro (The Marriage of 
Figaro). 
Integration and conceptual connections. Wiggins & Wiggins (1997) addressed 
the idea that teachers must establish specific instructional priorities in the planning 
process. This does not mean simply that one discipline operates as an instructional lens 
for another, but that both disciplines interact in authentic ways, complimenting each 
other. Teaching in an interdisciplinary setting must also assure equality among curricular 
disciplines, maintaining the integrity of each individual subject area. For example, 
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connecting or changing the lyrics of a song to fit into the context of another subject may 
or may not be appropriate for teaching musical content (Wiggins & Wiggins, 1997). 
Teachers should make sure that conceptual understandings in both subject areas within an 
interdisciplinary unit are valued. This process can be accomplished by making conceptual 
connections rather than establishing purely content oriented links (Wiggins & Wiggins, 
1997). 
From a decision-making perspective, cognitive connections made in one area are 
similar to those made in another. Examples of these include: (a) literacy in language arts 
including verbal communication and word reading; (b) literacy in music where students 
engage in sight-reading, listening, interacting, and understanding music; and (c) art 
literacy-seeing, analyzing, and creating art to develop a clearer perspective of what art is 
and how it functions (Wiggins & Wiggins, 1997). The connection of affective responses 
among disciplines may also serve as a conduit for interdisciplinary instruction. Common 
affective themes such as the political fervor associated with a historical event, the use of 
voice in writing to induce an emotional response in the reader, or an awareness of the use 
of melody, timbre, and other musical elements to evoke an aesthetic response in the 
listener can be used to create interdisciplinary connections (Wiggins & Wiggins, 1997). 
Encouraging students to begin to think like a historian, artist, or musician, reasoning 
through a problem and approaching it from different cognitive perspectives, is an 
essential part of creating theme-based interdisciplinary units. 
Wiggins & Wiggins ( 1997) further identified five levels of interdisciplinary 
curricular connections including: (a) teaching-tool connections, (b) topic connections, (c) 
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thematic/content connections, (d) conceptual connections, and (e) process connections 
(Wiggins & Wiggins, 1997). In the last two levels, interdisciplinary instruction allows 
intellectual connections and cognitive decisions made between disciplines to become the 
common unifying element. Valid distinctions between disciplines provide impetus to 
design instruction that accentuates the autonomy of subject areas while exploring the 
potential for interdisciplinary interaction (Wiggins, 2001). This is the kind of 
transcendent approach in which students begin to understand the relationship between 
music and other non-musical disciplines, forging connections that make learning 
meaningful (Consortium ofNational Arts Education Association, 2002). 
Missouri Fine Arts Academy. McClellan (2002) explored these meaningful 
connections in an investigation of the Missouri Fine Arts Academy (MFAA), a model 
program of interdisciplinary learning in and through the arts. This program of instruction, 
designed for artistically talented high school students (N = 200), engaged them in 
interdisciplinary classes encompassing artistic domains (e.g., music, dance, visual art, and 
theater) and other academic disciplines. Given a pre and post survey upon entry into and 
departure from the program, students self-identified as having achieved an advanced level 
of ability in one of the four areas (i.e. , 40% exceled in music, 40% exceled in visual arts, 
15% exceled in theater and 5% exceled in dance). Although MFAA selected students 
based on their abilities in one artistic area, the program's aim was to encourage student 
growth in divergent artistic and academic disciplines based on their participation in 
various interdisciplinary environments (McClellan, 2002). 
Because of these experiences, students often initiated interdisciplinary learning 
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structures in their own home schools and communities, suggesting alternative arts-based 
approaches to learning (McClellan, 2002). The program included students as a part of the 
planning process, helping them to shape their own learning at MF AA by suggesting areas 
of interest (e.g., topics, themes, and units of study). Additionally, the program required 
students to do one day of community service each week, and on other days visit off-
campus sites and venues (e.g., historical sites, art museums, and interactive museums) 
that might have a positive impact on their interdisciplinary studies. 
As a point of reference, MF AA used several National Standards for the Arts as a 
framework for their curricular structure, aligning the goals and objectives of their 
interdisciplinary instruction with these standards (U.S. Department of Education, 1992). 
As a measure of the success of the program, the faculty at MFAA administered a 
formative survey on the first day of the program and a summative survey at the end based 
upon these national standards. One of the outcomes arising from this data demonstrated 
an increasing awareness on the part of students of the many connections among various 
artistic and academic disciplines. After completing the program, most students responded 
positively to MFAA's standards based interdisciplinary approach to learning (McClellan, 
2002). Often these new understandings resulted from students making an association 
between musical and academic disciplines. By creating these bonds of understanding, 
neural networks in the brain reinforced common links between disciplines, providing 
students with the opportunity to absorb content from multiple perspectives (McClellan, 
2002). 
Brown (2007) also supported reinforcement of common links between disciplines, 
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proposing the implementation of new modes of transfer "in which learning in all 
disciplines is interrelated through various cognitive capacities" (p. 173). Brown (2007) 
considered capacities such as elaboration, fluency, and focused perception higher order 
thinking skills that enabled students to create significance and articulate their learning. 
This multi-dimensional model in which students constructed meaning by examining the 
interrelationships between music, the arts, and other academic subjects has great potential 
as a conduit for engagement, persistence, and overall ownership ofthe learning process. 
As learners continue to explore content and the relationships between different 
subject areas, they begin to develop the disciplines oflearning and discovery. Gardner 
and Boix-Mansilla (1994b) used the term proto-disciplinary knowledge to describe these 
emerging phenomena in which students explore interrelationships between music and 
other academic subjects, common links between disciplines, and their own capacity to 
learn content from multiple perspectives. By observing teachers as they demonstrate the 
process of disciplined, integrated inquiry, students begin to exhibit comprehension and 
proficiency between intertwined domains. This process provides students with a practical 
context that frames the use of music as an instructional tool. 
Arts-Infused Instruction 
Numerous studies and pilot programs across the nation make use of arts-infused 
instructional philosophies. These programs serve as models for designing lesson delivery 
systems that reach across all subject areas within a single school. Arts-infused instruction 
involves a variety of different subject areas within the arts including drama, visual arts, 
dance, and music. Using these artistic tools enables teachers to breathe new interest and 
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vitality into academic lessons, giving students multiple lenses through which to interact 
with the material (Snyder, 2001). In North Carolina, the A+ Schools Program established 
instructional protocols based in part on Howard Gardner's (1983) Multiple Intelligences. 
In this study, music, visual art, drama and dance, were infused into daily instruction 
across the curriculum. In addition, arts specific instruction occurred for all students at 
least once a week (Marron, 2003). 
A+ Schools North Carolina. The Kenan Institute, a private non-profit 
organization at the North Carolina School of the Arts, established the A+ Schools 
program in 1995. A network of25 K-12 public schools in North Carolina that combined 
art integration throughout their schools with the support of ongoing faculty development, 
the program was the first of its kind to use an aggregate arts-infused approach. Prior to 
initial implementation, all staff members took part in several hands-on workshops to 
assess the readiness of the school and to develop staff support for the A+ program. Initial 
implementation of the program occurred over three years beginning with a five day 
seminar outlining the eight essentials of the A+ program: (a) art, (b) curriculum, (c) 
experiential learning, (d) multiple intelligences, (e) enriched assessment, (f) 
collaboration, (g) infrastructure, and (h) climate (Corbett, McKenney, Noblit, & Wilson, 
2001). In the second and third years as the program continued to grow, all staff members 
participated in a three-day, school-wide seminar. A vital component of the success and 
sustainability of these programs, this ongoing training proved invaluable to the success of 
the A+ program in North Carolina and beyond (Corbett et al., 2001). 
In both the fourth and eighth year evaluations, the data showed significant 
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positive effects in a number of areas. Because instructional strategies created by teachers 
became more engaging and experiential, the resultant academic environment was more 
conducive to student achievement (Corbett et al., 2001). Assessment strategies also 
improved with teachers and students alike regarding them as more diverse and 
substantive. Participants also stated that they considered the program effective for all 
students regardless of ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or cognitive development. Even 
with the new A+ curricula, standardized test scores as measured by the North Carolina 
Department of Education were equal to or higher than other non-arts schools across the 
state in the areas ofmath and reading (Corbett et al., 2001). 
Equally important was the fact that this level of achievement occurred in 
conjunction with increased communication, parental and community involvement, 
increased student/teacher attendance, and a reduction of classroom management issues 
(Corbett et al. , 2001). Located in areas with large populations of minority students, 
diverse student populations of the A+ schools brought with them a variety of cultural and 
linguistic experiences. Blending their cultural capital with a new arts-integrated 
methodology gave students a wider perspective of all disciplines and subject areas. This 
approach also afforded students more growth socially and emotionally while broadening 
their intellectual investigation of such non-tested academic subjects as science and 
history (Corbett et al., 2001). Given the success of the North Carolina A+ Program, 
similar programs funded by private foundations evolved in Oklahoma and Arkansas. By 
2003, a consortium of A+ schools developed across the three states for the purpose of 
furthering the cause of arts-infused instruction (Corbett et al. , 2001). 
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A+ Schools Oklahoma. In Oklahoma, educators implemented a plan that closely 
followed the North Carolina A+ Schools program of study. Implemented in 14 different 
schools, teachers used the same essential methodology for implementation as the North 
Carolina program. Program organizers began with initial pre-implementation workshops 
and school-wide seminars in the first three years, using a set of eight "essentials" used in 
the initial A+ Schools curriculum. In the sixth year of the program, a qualitative study 
assessed the success of this arts-infused approach, measuring teacher engagement, 
student attendance, attitudes, student sense of self-efficacy, and overall school culture 
(Barry, Gunzenhauser, Montgomery, & Rainer, 2003). Data indicated an overall increase 
in 9 out of 10 of the percentile reports on the Stanford Nine Test. Six of these categories 
showed minimum scores that were higher after the first year with a continuing decrease 
in the number of minimum scores in the remaining three categories (Barry et al., 2003). 
Data from the study further established a number of emergent themes. The role of 
teachers in the process of engaging in and planning the A+ curricula was paramount. 
Given the nature of the integrated materials, teachers served as the primary delivery 
system for arts and music-infused content, creating an atmosphere of excitement that 
engaged students. Clearly defined leadership roles for developing school community and 
sustaining infrastructure supported this effort (Barry et al., 2003). 
Led by Gunzenhauser in 2004, another research team revisited the 14 schools in 
the Oklahoma A+ project and discovered that the same kinds of training, support and 
individualized staff development that succeeded in the original program in North 
Carolina also contributed to the success in Oklahoma (Gunzenhauser, Montgomery, 
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Barry, & Rainer, 2004). Feedback from both leadership and staff identified a number of 
different behaviors deemed essential to the success ofthe program including: (a) use of 
multiple intelligences; (b) arts-infused academic curricula; (c) experiential learning; (d) 
standalone arts programs (e.g., music, visual art, drama, and dance); (e) collaborative 
effort on the part of all staff members; (f) provision of infrastructure; and (g) a variety of 
enhanced forms of assessment (Gunzenhauser et al., 2004). As a result of these efforts, 
the Oklahoma Core Curriculum Test reflected authentic gains in student achievement in 
fifth grade for all of the A+ schools. The group of 14 schools also reported substantial 
improvement with regard to the Academic Performance Index, a measure of overall 
achievement when compared to other schools within the state (Gunzenhauser et al., 
2004). Although it is clear that these programs demonstrated measurable success for 
students taught within the context of school-wide programs infused with art and music, 
these efforts represented aggregate processes rather than individual efforts. 
Elementary arts-infused curricula. One example of a study about the use of the 
arts as a tool of instruction within a single classroom came from Wheat (2005). This case 
study involved observing and interviewing an exemplary teacher, who had won a number 
of teaching awards including Teacher of theY ear and the Presidential Award for 
Elementary Science teaching, for the purpose of investigating the methodologies and 
reasoning behind her use of the arts as an approach to instructing academic content. The 
study took place in a self-contained second grade classroom in a suburban central Texas 
district. 
By employing each of the arts to create links to the subject matter being taught, 
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the teacher forged connections with students, providing them with alternative pathways to 
learning. The teacher focused student thinking through the use of visual art, giving them 
an opportunity to create their own learning experience while reinforcing content. In an 
effort to foster critical thinking and expressive communication, the teacher also employed 
drama and role-playing as a way of communicating content in active and participatory 
ways. Finally, the teacher used music to help memorize material, stimulate creative 
writing, and reinforce thematic material, using song templates and simple tunes to create 
lyric adaptations of content that engaged students, and got them excited about the lesson. 
This approach offered students alternative ways of expressing themselves (Wheat, 2005). 
Although the data showed student growth across all academic subjects, three 
themes emerged from the observational and interview data. First, the activities were 
open-ended in nature, that is, students were encouraged to create original works of art, 
drama, and music as a way of expressing their learning. This kind of activity focused 
student thinking on their own ideas and creativity rather than on copying and reiterating 
the work of others. Second, the teacher spent a lot of instructional time focusing students 
on specific aspects of detail, concentrating on structural details that demonstrated 
freedom of expression. Finally, academic content was the focus of all activities, 
grounding students in a subject specific/arts related program of study, providing them 
with opportunities to explore academic content in dynamic ways. Likewise, student 
achievement improved through the provision of multiple perspectives, motivation, and 
creativity (Wheat, 2005). Although this study provided some detailed insights regarding 
the use of arts instruction across many academic disciplines, my study focused 
specifically on the use of music as an instructional tool, identifying ways teachers used 
music to teach non-musical content. 
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Curricular implications. Since 1999, the Arts Education Partnership has funded 
studies that established new connections with academic material through the use of self-
directed learning, community interactions, and expeditionary learning. Through the 
collaborative efforts of teachers, specialist arts instructors, and external artists in the 
community, Burton, Horowitz, & Abeles, (1999) developed a study in cooperative 
learning that included such dimensions as: (a) conceiving ideas or problems from 
multiple perspectives, (b) organizing thoughts into meaningful units, and (c) elaborating 
on their own ideas. 
In this longitudinal study, Burton et al. (1999) investigated the extent to which 
arts and music-infused learning scaffolded cognitive, social, and personal skills. 
Researchers sought to discover how learning through the arts supported growth within 
each school community and collected qualitative data through a variety of surveys. 
Researchers also interviewed students, teachers, and administrators and explored 
instructional delivery through classroom observations, field notes, team meetings, 
performances, and a variety of different written artifacts (Burton et al., 1999). 
Detailed analysis demonstrated that students who studied a high arts-infused 
curriculum scored well in measures of creativity, fluency, originality, elaboration, and 
resistance to closure (i.e., the ability to keep possible options and ideas open long enough 
to make the leap to original ideas). Students also scored well in such general 
competencies as the ability to express ideas, take risks, and exercise their imaginations 
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creatively (Burton et al., 1999). Interview data corroborated these findings, providing a 
rich context for understanding how involvement in music and art allowed students to 
unify divergent thoughts, and express their ideas using different approaches. The data 
also revealed that students from the high arts group were more confident academically 
and saw themselves as capable learners whose knowledge reached beyond their abilities 
in music and art to other disciplines (Burton et al., 1999). 
This collaborative interdisciplinary approach ensured that music and art were 
neither ancillary nor central to the instructional setting. Rather, these disciplines 
functioned as co-equal partners in the development of critical ways of thinking. This 
process characterized a dialectic exchange between each discipline enabling students to 
explore the meanings of one subject area in terms of another. Further studies involving 
the specific use of music as a tool of instruction explored some of these ideas using a 
variety of qualitative and quantitative methodologies. 
Art and Music Integration 
Numerous studies and programs demonstrate how arts and music can be 
integrated with non-musical subjects to offer new perspectives through which to view 
content. Integration, as defined by Snyder (2001), involves addressing a specific topic or 
theme through the unique lens of a specific discipline such as art or music. The following 
studies focus around instructional practices that integrate art and musical concepts in a 
variety of ways. 
Project Zero. One of the longest running studies on Arts Integration, Project 
Zero, originated at Harvard. Implemented in 1967, the program acquired its name from 
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the belief that "zero" was known about education in the arts. As a result, the project 
began to investigate the manner in which learning, critical thinking, and creativity in the 
arts enhanced understanding within various disciplines (Project Zero, 2012). Winner & 
Hetland (2000), two of the researchers in this effort, collated a variety of interesting data 
from nearly 200 individual studies investigating integration, comparing the study of art 
and achievement. They concluded that the oft-claimed causal link between arts 
integration and achievement was tenuous at best. Even so, Winner & Hetland (2000) 
identified the integration of music as an entry point for academic subjects, helping 
students experience success through this artistic lens. 
In his study of the PROPEL Approach developed by Harvard's Project Zero, the 
Educational Testing Service, and the Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) Public Schools, Aaron 
(1994) explored how children became constructors of their own learning. Enhancement 
of learning in production, perception, and reflection occurred through the integration of 
music-infused instruction in conjunction with core curricula (e.g., literacy, science, math, 
and social studies). Similarly, Gardner and Boix-Mansilla (1994a), also of Harvard's 
Project Zero, established four essential elements that interacted together in the process of 
integrating the arts: (a) essential questions that generate probing in depth thought; (b) 
generation of learning goals; (c) performance of understanding; and (d) various methods 
of ongoing assessment such as observations, modeled benchmarks, and performance. 
Gardener & Boix-Mansilla (1994b) along with Wiggins and Wiggins (1997) 
posed interesting and thoughtful questions regarding how music could be used as a 
medium for teaching content. They stressed the need for teachers to integrate conceptual 
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connections that are appropriate to both disciplines. This reciprocal relationship, which 
Bamberger (2000) addressed in a discussion of shared structures and strategies, 
juxtaposed activities that embodied underlying conceptual structures and problem solving 
strategies common to both disciplines. These studies represent only a portion of the total 
literature base, but they offer a basic overview of some ofthe optimum conditions present 
when music is used to instruct non-musical content. 
Music and arts in preschool. Cerniglia (2006) studied the use of a variety of 
different arts including music, visual arts, drama, and dance in a preschool setting in New 
York City, using questionnaires along with interviews, observations, teacher journals, and 
lesson plans as a means for collecting data in the qualitative case study. Cerniglia (2006) 
found that although many of the teachers at the site were highly educated, few had any 
course work specific to the use of integrated arts instruction, particularly with younger 
children. One recommendation called for content specific training in developmental 
growth for all of the arts listed above, including music. Cerniglia's (2006) dissertation 
focused both on preschool instruction and the broad categories of arts curricula listed 
above, providing insight into the nature of integrated instruction. 
Co-equal arts integration and achievement. Hixon's (2007) correlation study 
investigated the relationship between co-equal arts integrated lessons involving music 
and reading comprehension as well as music and writing ability. The treatment given to 
the first group (n = 16) involved exposure to integrated arts instruction with a second 
group (n = 15) receiving typical music instruction. Using a variety of statistical cross 
checks such as Cronbach 's Alpha to check for consistency among raters, and paired 
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sample t-tests to search for significant differences between pretest and posttest scores in 
listening, content, and writing, Hixon (2007) investigated the relationship between music-
infused instruction and achievement. 
Although findings from this study supported the achievement of intact groups 
(i.e., those who had received the treatments vs. those who had not) and the positive 
impact of integrated arts instruction on music, reading comprehension, and writing for 4th 
and 5th graders, the study was limited in scope to these specific disciplines. The scope of 
the study did not include investigation into how teachers used various research based 
music-infused instructional approaches to teach content in a variety of different non-
musical subjects across grade levels. 
Integrated arts and collaborative planning. Barr (2006) and Soccodato (2007) 
focused on the collaborative efforts of teachers as they generated interdisciplinary 
integrated art lessons. In two studies Barr (2006) and Soccodato (2007) investigated how 
teachers worked together, generated ideas, resolved conflicts and functioned as a team to 
generate arts-infused lessons. Using a grounded theory approach, Barr (2006) studied five 
arts specialists and how they worked in partnership with classroom teachers to gain a 
deeper understanding ofthe collaborative process, its potential impediments, and the 
support necessary to further these efforts. 
Soccodato (2007) used a qualitative case study methodology to investigate the 
interactive productive process of integrated lesson planning. Usingjournaling, video, and 
audio recordings of collaborative planning sessions as well as an investigation of the 
lesson plans and materials generated by these efforts, both Barr (2006) and Soccodato 
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(2007) gained a better understanding of how music specialists and non-music specialists 
worked together to generate content. Although these studies provided new perspectives 
with regard to the creation of arts-infused curricula, they were primarily investigations 
into the collaborative process and did not focus specifically on music. 
Integrated arts and music in middle school. Wilson (1994) studied the attitudes 
and perspectives of middle school teachers regarding their use of integrated arts in the 
classroom. Wilson (1994) synthesized information from a variety of different sources to 
create three categories of art-infused curricula: (a) categories that combined one art form 
with another such as visual art and music; (b) categories that involved the use of one or 
more art forms such as music, drama, or movement/dance as a vehicle for instruction for 
non-arts areas of study; and (c) that fused common elements between the arts into a 
common curricular orientation such as form, rhythm, color, and timbre (Wilson, 1994). 
This common definitional framework provided a basic structure for understanding the 
integration of the arts and music into instruction. 
Five middle school teachers participated in Wilson's (1994) study. Four of the 
participants were typical classroom and academic teachers who had little or no training in 
the area of arts integration with one specializing in music. All five participants took part 
in an in-service training class concerning the use of integrated arts techniques at the 
beginning of the year. Then, through a series of pre and post questionnaires, observations, 
and interviews as well as other conversations, journal entries, and written 
communications, Wilson (1994) measured the change in participants' beliefs and 
practices concerning integrating arts and music in their classrooms throughout the year. 
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Wilson (1994) generated profiles of the five participants identifying the arc of 
their experience and the processes through which they perceived, engaged, and interacted 
with changes in their lives and careers. How teachers integrated arts and music into 
instruction was both complex and challenging, requiring them to attain a wide variety of 
new skills. The dynamic of change included a broad spectrum of art forms in the 
integration model. With some participants functioning as leaders in the process of change 
and others remaining skeptical or even resistant, the tendency to implement integrated 
techniques into their teaching practices varied widely (Wilson, 1994). In considering 
these findings, it is important to remember that the training received by participants 
constituted only a basic introduction to the topic of arts integration rather than an 
extensive preparation for infusing art and music into the curricula. 
Music integration and elementary achievement. Schuck (2005) examined 
accountability expectations for music integration, research, and practitioner based models 
of integration in a qualitative case study in central Florida. The investigation also 
included an inquiry into educator's perceptions of the process and suggestions for its 
improvement. The study investigated levels of integration implemented at one elementary 
school, overall awareness, training, and planning of integrated music instruction, as well 
as perceived obstacles to using music as a tool of instruction. 
Working with fourteen teachers at an elementary school in central Florida, Schuck 
(2005) asked several questions that focused on music integration involving the frequency 
of music integration, the need for additional training, planning materials and support, and 
the impact of integrated music instruction on students in music and other core academic 
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areas. Schuck (2005) chose Bentley Elementary because of its reputation for innovative 
arts-infused instruction and implementation of music-infused instruction. 
Data collection took the form of surveys, observations, lesson plans, interviews 
and student achievement documentation. Interestingly, although the school was known 
for integration, there was little instructional support for preparing teachers in the process 
of integration. In fact, one of the primary findings of the study was teachers' lack of 
awareness of the nature of music integration and music-infused instruction (Schuck, 
2005). Although a few teachers possessed some fundamental training in music 
integration, most had little or no training. There was also a lack of professional 
development in music integration. Although principals gave teachers materials, funding, 
and emotional support, the general absence of specific training was a hindrance to the 
uniform application of music integration techniques. Most efforts were on the low end of 
the integration spectrum and used only subservient styles of integration that involved 
simple topics and tools. Some teachers even reported that they were teaching integrated 
music lessons for the first time (Schuck, 2005). 
Though encompassing only one school, this study appears to be comparable in its 
approach to my study, with a similar focus. I used both the Schuck (2005) study of 
elementary music integration in conjunction with the Wilson (1994) study on integration 
in middle school as models for the purposes of comparison. With these two studies in 
mind, I focus the remainder of my review ofliterature on other studies involving music-
infused instruction. 
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Music-Infused Instruction 
It is important to denote the difference between music integration and music-
infusion in instruction. Integration involves addressing a specific topic or theme through 
the unique lens of a specific discipline such as music (Snyder, 2001). This process may 
involve the use of music in a more basic manner such as using a song or rap to teach 
content, or simply using music as a backdrop for an instructional event. By contrast, 
music-infusion could be compared with a food that has been saturated with another 
condiment, such as garlic-infused olive oil or a chocolate-infused liqueur. The two 
substances blend together to make something new, combining the attributes ofboth 
elements in unique and complimentary ways. In the same manner, music-infused 
instruction uses music as a partner in the exploration of academic subjects so that all 
disciplines are treated equally, offering new and dynamic ways of considering 
instructional foci (Bresler, 1995b ). 
Using music as a method for teaching other academic subjects is often a subtle 
and purposeful undertaking (Bresler, 1995c; Eisner, 2002; Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 
2002). Infusing non-musical curricula with musical concepts and ideas in an attempt to 
bring a fresh perspective to the learning process takes a particular kind of savvy. 
According to Bresler (1995b) the key element is to approach the process so that both 
subjects are valued and neither discipline is overshadowed by the other. By promoting 
this co-equal approach, teachers activate higher order cognitive skills in their students, 
enabling them to observe, analyze, and synthesize information from multiple frames of 
thinking. Not only is this a dynamic approach to instruction, it also promotes deeper 
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thinking, a more profound interaction with academic material on the part of students, and 
equality among subjects throughout the instructional process (Bresler, 1995b). 
Music infusion and elementary reading. Lyons (2008) employed an 
experimental design to investigate how a music-infused curriculum impacted 
achievement and gain scores for 2"d grade students. The intervention group of students 
received music-infused instruction for reading twice per week for seven weeks. Teachers 
taught the curriculum in a co-equal manner (Bresler, 1995b) using a DVD format to 
instruct students holistically, using many of the same elements ofbrain-compatible 
learning that exist both in music and in reading. Through this process, students began to 
connect ideas and concepts shared between music and reading as well as concepts taught 
in other subject areas. 
The intervention involved a number of music-infused methods conjoining many 
musical and reading concepts. Using sights, sounds, and other sensory inputs, numerous 
brain pathways and functions brought into play episodic memory pathways, contextual 
recall processes, and semantic memory system (Lyons, 2008). The contextual nature of 
these musical and reading connections invoked the individual intelligences that students 
brought with them to the classroom, resulting in a heightened level of engagement in the 
subject matter. Through the infusion of music, teachers highlighted reading concepts, 
which enabled students to sort, synthesize, integrate, and expand a variety of reading 
strategies. This process of elaboration allowed students to connect concepts from both 
disciplines (music and reading) organizing information in critical and meaningful ways 
(Lyons, 2008). 
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Results of this investigation demonstrated that music-infused instruction that 
valued music and reading equally worked well, especially for students in the early 
primary grades (Lyons, 2008). Through this infused instructional approach, teachers 
helped students to successfully create links between cognitive and sensorimotor skills, 
which are vital in the development of reading competency. Researchers attributed this 
increased performance to the universal nature of pictures, sound, and music (i.e., non-
linguistic representations) that crossed over linguistic barriers and made it easier to 
assimilate new learning, resulting in higher gain scores and student achievement (Lyons, 
2008). The study focused solely on 2nd grade students at one school rather than a variety 
of grade levels and subject areas at multiple schools. This limited focus in conjunction 
with the use of an experimental methodology limited the scope and generalizability of the 
results of the study. 
Elementary music-infused curricula. Perret & Fox (2006) addressed the 
problem by implementing a long-range study of music-infused instruction across a 
variety of subject areas at a Title I elementary school in Massachusetts. With more than 
70% of the student population receiving free or reduced-price lunches and coming from 
poverty stricken single-parent homes or homeless situations, scores at the school did not 
meet Adequate Yearly Progress (A YP) levels as measured by local, state, and federal 
departments of education. The researchers convinced teachers at this at-risk school to use 
music-infused techniques to teach an array of subjects including math, science, and social 
studies. The study focused on a third grade cohort who received specialized music-
infused instruction over the course of three years starting in first grade. Professional 
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musicians from a woodwind quintet collaborated with teachers in the process of 
delivering music-infused lessons twice a week for half an hour for 12-16 weeks per year. 
Teachers began each session with an opening piece performed by the guest 
musicians. Students listened attentively to this music and then reflected upon the 
experience. This opening exercise was followed by movement and cognitive activities 
that afforded students the opportunity of applying musical elements to academic subject 
matter. Teachers also used sound as an instructional tool through the use of "soundscape" 
exercises in which students listened both to musical examples and the sounds in the 
surrounding environment, responding in writing using a sound journal. These experiences 
became increasingly more complex as students cycled through the lessons across grade 
levels. Subject area teachers focused on scientific, mathematical, and literacy concepts 
such as pitch discrimination, acoustic subdivisions, fractions, and phonemic awareness 
(Perret & Fox, 2006). The musicians and teachers also focused instruction on 
interpersonal skills such as team work, commitment, and cooperation. 
Results from the study demonstrated a substantial change in test scores over the 
course of three years. The third graders who experienced the enhanced curriculum 
demonstrated a 50% increase in math and reading scores on standardized tests over their 
peers who did not receive the treatment (Perret & Fox, 2006). This study demonstrated 
the value of music-infused techniques across subject areas and over several years of 
instruction. The collaborative model between professional artists/musicians and licensed 
teachers is one that appears in much of the research literature. For most teachers however, 
music-infused instruction is a technique that they must apply alone. Although many 
teachers may use their music teacher as a resource, it is only recently that educational 
leaders provided professional development for their teachers in the methods of music-
infused instruction. 
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Music-infused instruction as a learning mode. Schmidt (1975) investigated an 
enormous assortment oflessons, materials, and music-infused curricula collected from 
individual teachers, districts, and state departments of education. Advocacy for music-
infused instruction has been taken up by a number of states including Michigan, Rhode 
Island, and Connecticut. In Michigan, special education teachers used music as a mode of 
delivery for cognitive, affective, and motor skills. Students who experienced music-
infused teaching acquired these skills at an accelerated rate compared to those who were 
exposed to traditional instructional methods (Schmidt, 1975). Similarly, the Rhode Island 
Department of Education reported how music and movement techniques positively 
impacted reading instruction. This multi-modal reading method, using musical elements 
such as form and rhythm, resulted in increased reading scores for students who 
experienced music-infused instruction (Schmidt, 1975). 
Likewise, the Connecticut IGE (Individually Guided Instruction) also used the 
element of form when creating a pictorial score using shapes placed in specific order. In 
this creative exercise, students were given the task of generating the pictorial score so 
that they could demonstrate their ability to determine sets, recognize patterns, reconcile 
written and musical elements, and demonstrate their learning through these musical 
manipulations of mathematical and special content (Schmidt, 1975). Repeatedly, Schmidt 
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illustrated how social studies, language arts, and math could be taught effectively using 
muSIC. 
Summary 
Barrett (2001) wrote about how teachers promote deep understanding by 
facilitating intersections and interactions between music and their individual disciplines. 
How this process unfolds is at the heart of music-infused instruction. Eisner (2002) 
suggests the need for further research and investigation into how the arts intersect with 
other academic areas and affective process areas such as self-identity, social skills, 
persistence, and participatory group learning. Further investigation is needed to explore 
how concept skills, concept structures, and learning strategies are integrated at different 
grade levels. This is linked to how administrators evaluate teachers regarding their ability 
to deliver effective music-infused curricula (Eisner, 2002). 
There has been relatively little research concerning how music integration is 
developed and integrated at the elementary level (Youm, 2007; Bresler, 1995c; Ellis & 
Fouts, 2001) and even less about the secondary level (Bumaford, Brown, Doherty, & 
McLaughlin, 2007). There has also been little research investigating the instructional 
practices of teachers who have attained graduate training in integrated music-infused 
techniques. Investigation and critique of quality methods for the implementation of 
music-infused lessons should be undertaken in conjunction with disseminating these 
related research-based practices (Elliott, 2005; Greene, 2000). In the course of assessing 
the collaborative process of music integration among teachers, teacher preparation 
programs, and researchers at all levels, the integrity of all disciplines must be preserved 
(Scripp & Subotnik, 2003; Greene, 2000). For these reasons, I investigated how, with 
some initial training in integration, teachers at both the elementary and secondary level 
implemented music as a medium for teaching non-musical content. 
Significance and Contributions 
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The objective of the present study was to investigate how teachers trained in the 
use of music-infused instruction used these techniques to instruct academic content. The 
process of using music throughout the curriculum as an instructional tool is one that 
Bresler (1996), Abeles, Hafeli, Horowitz, & Burton (2002), Bowman (2004), and 
Goldberg & Scott-Kassner (2002) explored extensively. The idea of infusing an academic 
topic with music is similar to the common practice of instilling different flavors into 
foods or liquids. By steeping a solid or liquid comestible, such as meat or cooking oil, 
with another substance, the properties of one penetrate and are absorbed into the other. 
This is the essence of music-infusion, imbuing various academic subjects across the 
curriculum with the "flavor" of music, allowing students to approach academic content 
with a fresh perspective. 
The literature reviewed above includes many of the studies and programs 
involving integrated education, interdisciplinary learning, and arts-infused programs 
across the nation. Although extant research included many issues that were similar in 
approach to music-infused instruction, previous researchers did not focus on the specific 
area of research addressed in the present study. My collective case study addressed the 
infusion of music across different grade levels and subject areas by teachers who 
completed graduate course work in music-infused instruction. Studying these teachers 
within their classroom environments aided me in understanding how these educators 
applied their own learning to teach specific academic content. 
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This study contributes to the knowledge base in several ways. While many of the 
studies above addressed issues of integrated education, interdisciplinary instruction, and 
arts-infused instruction, I investigated the extent to which teachers made use of music-
infused instruction. Although many of the study participants used different arts-oriented 
approaches during instruction, my focus was specifically on their use of music and sound 
to teach non-musical curricula. While other research has not examined how participants' 
reflected their attitudes, beliefs, and the training they received through their instructional 
practice, the current study explored these issues in detail. The framework for the study is 
based on the foregoing research into music-infused instruction and will be explored in 
further detail in Chapter 2. 
Approached qualitatively, the present study also differs from previous research 
because I generated a thorough and detailed description of each participant's practices, 
experiences, and beliefs about music-infused education. Although integrated education 
and interdisciplinary programs, such as the A+ Schools in North Carolina and Oklahoma, 
and the Missouri Fine Arts Academy, combined the arts with other subject areas, my 
study contributes to the literature base by examining three individual teachers and how 
they applied music as a tool of instruction in their classrooms. This has value for all 
educators because the knowledge gained from the present study may empower individual 
teachers to use music as an instructional tool for specific purposes by providing examples 
of the TOMI technique in real classroom situations. 
CHAPTER2 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
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Many educators consider music to be an effective method for delivering 
instruction, helping students as they begin to comprehend an ever-expanding core 
curriculum (Aaron, 1994; Burnaford, Brown, Doherty, & McLaughlin, 2007; Goldberg, 
2001). Although it may be valuable to use multiple perspectives for the instruction of 
content, offering different avenues of learning within various disciplines, it is vital that 
music maintain its traditional role and intrinsic value as an artistic and aesthetic discipline 
(Eisner, 2002, 2005; Reimer, 2004; Winner & Hetland, 2000). 
Previous researchers explored many of the different ways music functioned to 
impact learning and achievement and how music influenced student performance 
directly, through integrated music teaching techniques, or indirectly, through the 
independent study of music as an art form. Among these studies, Butzlaff (2000) 
examined relationships between music and reading performance, Vaughn (2000) 
investigated the connection between involvement in music and improved math scores, 
and Gromko (2005) studied the impact of musical instruction on the development of 
phoneme-segmentation fluency in kindergarten students. Gromko based the study's 
theoretical framework on the seminal work of Jerome Bruner (1966 & 1977), whose 
theory of cognitive development was predicated on the idea that early childhood 
development should focus around the formation of concepts through purposeful 
experience. All of these studies focused on activities in which students learned about 
various academic pursuits by creatively engaging in music. Unlike many studies in 
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integrated arts instruction that focused on how various art forms were employed to 
positively impact learning, these studies included investigations about how engaging in 
musical activities such as singing, playing instruments, and learning about music 
impacted student performance in other academic areas. The research from which I 
distilled my theoretical framework involved a more direct approach to the use of music as 
a tool of instruction for academic curricula. 
In the development of my framework, I drew from the literature a number of 
different theoretical approaches on integration and the use of music as an instructional 
tool. Entitled Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI), the framework consists of 
six areas of instructional engagement: (a) Tuning techniques, (b) Subservient tools and 
topics, (c) Historical/Cultural techniques (d) Creative techniques (e) Common themes and 
content, and (f) Conceptual/Process integration. These elements existed on a scale of 
ever-increasing complexity from the simplicity of tuning and topical techniques through 
historical/cultural and creative techniques, to the intricacies of thematic content units and 
conceptual/process integration. In order to create a hybrid instrument with which to 
investigate music-infused instruction, I designed TOMI as a synthesis of the ideas of a 
variety of researchers. In the remainder of this chapter, I examine in detail the literature 
from which this model derives. While there are distinct categories within TOMI that 
represent different approaches to instruction, the techniques exist over a broad range, 
gradually transitioning from simpler forms to more complex ones. The categories are 
connected along a path of expanding complexity creating a continuous series that exists 
as a whole while being comprised of distinctive parts (see Figure 1). 
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Conceptual Process Infusion 
Figure 1. Hierarchy of TOMI Techniques 
Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction 
There are many ideas and approaches reflected in extant literature related to music 
integration, many of which overlap conceptually in their approaches. As a result, I chose 
to combine the ideas of Bresler (1995), Brogla-Krupke (2003), Dickenson, (2005), 
Goldberg & Scott-Kassner (2002), Eisner (2002), Felix (1989), Lehman & Gassner-
Roberts (1988), Lozanov.& Gateva (1988), Snyder, (1999 & 2001), Wiggins & Wiggins 
(1997), and Wiggins (2001) into a new theoretical framework. Blending the best ideas 
from each of these researchers into a new model provided an innovative way to look at 
how music-infused instruction functioned across grade levels and content areas. Each 
technique will be explained in greater detail in the following sections. 
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Tuning Techniques 
It seems prudent to begin with the simplest and most basic amalgamations of the 
concepts, one that might be seen most often in the early primary grades (K-2) but might 
also be used for upper elementary, middle school, or even high school. Tuning techniques 
represent the most basic of level of musical involvement wherein the affective mood of 
students is "tuned" within the classroom through the use of music. Lozanov & Gat eva 
(1988) suggested that the use of music during learning had the potential to place students 
in a heightened state of relaxation while stimulating their cognitive awareness. 
Associated with changes in alpha brain wave activity and a drop in blood pressure, this 
created a physiological environment in which students performed better on academic 
tasks, particularly language acquisition. Lozanov & Gateva (1988) also believed in whole 
brain learning in which both hemispheres of the brain in conjunction with the neo-cortex 
provided multiple channels of input, increasing the retention of learned materials across 
an array of subject areas. Lehmann & Gassner-Roberts (1988) also supported this dual 
benefit of music as an accompaniment to the learning environment. Affecting both the 
. physical state of students by relaxing them and broadening their perceptions of the 
material presented, music positively impacted attention and awareness. 
Felix (1989) concluded that the use of music as an ambient background to 
learning not only relaxed students but demonstrated a positive impact on their retention 
of vocabulary, increased their performance on reading activities, and aided them in 
sustaining on-task behavior. Felix further stated that music used as a background in the 
learning environment positively influenced students' ability to concentrate on learning 
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tasks, focusing their attention on the activity at hand. The sonic environment created by 
music provided students with another pathway with which to store and retrieve their 
learning. 
Bresler (1995b) referred to this use ofbackground music as the affective style of 
music-infused instruction. The affective style has two sub-categories: change of mood 
and creativity. Mood altering manifestations of this style involve the use of music to 
"tune" the environment of the classroom, to alter students' affective disposition. This can 
be done through playing ambient music to calm students down after a rousing event, or 
by using up-tempo music such as a march to positively impact their physiological state. 
These aesthetic experiences are being manipulated on a very primal level, receptively 
engaging students in the process of connecting with music (Bresler, 1995b ). Through this 
process, the teacher uses music on its most visceral/emotional level. In other words, 
specific kinds of music are played to impact the emotional and behavioral state of 
children. By creating a musical atmosphere within the classroom (i.e., playing soothing 
ambient music to bring down the activity level of students or using up tempo music for 
cleaning up or lining up) the teacher uses the tuning technique to regulate the emotional 
state of students. In the TOMI system, I use the term tuning with reference to music's 
ability to influence the emotional state of students through the manipulation of various 
elements such as tempo, timbre and rhythm, tuning them "up" or "down" a few notches 
depending on the need of the moment in the classroom. Bresler's term "affective" is 
appropriate because of the nature ofhow music is used to impact and regulate mood, 
physiological response, and attention. Often the use of music and sound can dramatically 
impact how students interact with curricula and with each other within a classroom 
setting (Bresler, 1995b ). 
Subservient Topics and Tools 
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In creating the TOMI scale, ·I blended several researchers' ideas into a second 
category that I entitled subservient topics and tools. Given the frequent discussions of 
learning in, with, and through the arts (Jacobs, Goldberg, & Bennet, 2004; Dickenson, 
2005, Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002), I chose to combine similar instructional ideas 
into a new category that amalgamated the scholarly thinking within the literature. 
Learning in the arts involved the study of various arts in their natural contexts while 
learning with the arts involved a simplistic use of music in a curricular context (e. g., the 
use of the song Fifty Nifty United States to teach politicaVgeographical content). Reimer 
(1989, 1997, 2004) spoke passionately about how music would be devalued ifused as a 
servant of other subjects, functioning only to enlighten non-musical content. Regardless 
of one's view of the beneficial or detrimental effects of this style music-infusion, it 
occupies a place on the TOMI scale. 
Learning with the arts was what Bresler (1995b) called a subservient approach 
and Wiggins (2001) referred to as a teaching tool connection. In the subservient 
approach, instruction is simplistic and craft-like, functioning on the lower end of the 
cognitive spectrum. Focused on simple tasks such as memorizing lyrics, using a song as a 
pneumonic device, or rewriting lyrics, this approach does not address higher order tasks 
such as aesthetic awareness, artistic and academic skills, or critical thinking (Bresler, 
1995b ). This style simply allows teachers to instruct their content with modes that are not 
verbal or numerical in nature. Wiggins' (2001) teaching tool connections functions like 
Bresler's (1995b) subservient style, at a very low cognitive level. Teaching tool 
connections occur when teachers use one discipline as a vehicle for communicating 
content in another, relegating music to a lesser role in the service of teaching other 
subjects. Examples include singing songs for the purpose of memorizing the alphabet, 
state capitols, or historical events. Although memorizing a series of events through the 
use of a song may have value, memorization does not directly support the learning or 
valuation of musical concepts and does not allow music and the connected subjects to 
function on an equal level (Wiggins, 2001). 
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Goldberg & Scott-Kassner (2002), Dickenson (2005), Shtakser (2001), and 
Salcedo, (2002) also addressed this issue of teaching with music by describing how 
teachers use music to assist students in memorizing materials, historical dates, grammar 
facts, mathematical formulae, and other curricular facts and information. Science 
concepts reinforced through rhythmic games, although helpful for the purposes of 
retention, use music in such a way as to create a differential relationship between the art 
form, music, and the topic, science. Although singing a simple song might function as a 
way to learn academic content, it does not serve to instruct musical content unless there is 
a specific effort to teach each subject as equal partners in the lesson (Bresler, 1995b ). 
Snyder (1999, 2001) called this kind of instruction that uses music to reinforce concepts 
from other curricular areas connection. By using music to connect and reinforce other 
non-musical subjects, teachers can begin the process of infusing their lessons with music, 
if only in rudimentary ways (Shtakser, 2001; Salcedo, 2002). Although this initial step 
often functions to begin the journey toward more complex forms of music-infused 
instruction, it cannot be substituted for authentic interactions between music and other 
subjects at higher levels of the TOMI scale. 
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Eisner (2002) categorized two different approaches that involved differences and 
similarities between musical and non-musical content. This notion could include an 
exploration of music, drama, movement, or visual art through a discussion of their 
common elements such as form, color and musical timbre, value and rhythm, or line and 
melody. An exploratory lesson such as this might also entail similar kinds of comparisons 
regarding other subjects such as language and music (e.g., phonemes and sounds, 
graphemes and notes, words and motives, sentences and phrases, themes, and 
expression), math and music (e.g., unit, sequence, pattern, proportional hierarchy, and 
duration) science and music (e.g., measurement, categorization, and experimentation) or 
other non-musical disciplines (Scripp, 2007). 
Wiggins (200 1) also addressed these differences and similarities in instructional 
approach using the terms teaching tool connections and topical connections. Although the 
former category was mentioned above, the latter category involves bringing two subjects 
together employing a common topic. In this process the knowledge of one discipline 
enriches the understanding of the other. These topical connections, unlike Snyder's 
(2001) connections, function as curricular associations that enrich one another. Teachers 
refine ideas with different interdisciplinary activities such as reading a play about 
Abraham Lincoln in a history class or studying the music of Mozart and other 
revolutionary era composers. Teachers must take care that one subject area (history) does 
not dominate another (music), integrating curricular structures for the benefit ofboth 
disciplines as they inform the human condition or speak to the cultural context of an 
artistic work (Wiggins, 2001 ). 
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In creating the TOMI subservient topics and tools category, I considered a 
number of researchers' ideas, blending them into a single category. This class of 
instructional approaches derives from combining Bresler's (1995b) subservient style, 
Wiggin's (2001) teaching tool connections and topical connections (Goldberg & Scott-
Kassner, 2002; Dickenson, 2005; Snyder, 1999 & 2001; and Eisner 2002). These 
approaches are very similar in style, because they all address the issue of how one 
discipline is often subjugated in the service of another. Examples of these styles involve 
the use of rhythmic chants, re-writing the lyrics of songs with content for the purpose of 
memorization or review, or learning a song written specifically for teaching content. 
Although topical approaches constitute a somewhat higher order of function, they often 
fall into this subservient category given the nature ofthe inequality that often results in 
instructional settings (Wiggins, 2001 ). However, if a teacher takes care to focus two 
different subject areas in equable and complimentary ways, this category can offer 
students an opportunity to study the two separate areas of academic endeavor in an 
atmosphere of equality (Bresler, 1995b ). This higher order relationship can be even more 
easily seen when music is used as a lens for viewing historical and cultural topics. 
Historical/Cultural Techniques 
This category comes from a synthesis of several different studies and scholarly 
writings (e.g., Eisner, 2002; Bresler, 1995b; Brogla-Krupke, 2003; Goleman, 1998; and 
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Hom, 1990. Eisner's work in particular addresses a method of infused instruction that 
functions well in academic settings. If care is taken in the construction and delivery of the 
lesson, teachers can use process so that both musical portions and historical/cultural 
portions of the unit occupy equal roles and status within the lesson. This style is often 
present in multicultural lessons, ESL classes, Music Appreciation classes, and Social 
Studies classes throughout primary and secondary grades. 
Eisner (2002) defined integrated arts and music-infused instruction in terms of 
four curricular structures. The first of these is the history and culture approach, in which 
students focus on a specific period of time in history or culture. A historical focus might 
involve the study of ancient Greece, its focus on mathematics, rhetoric and music, the 
ideas of Pythagoras and the overtone series, the importance of the number twelve in the 
subdivision of the scale, the use of primitive instruments at the time, or the function of 
music in theater and culture (Eisner, 2002). TOMI reflects this same combination of 
approaches by allowing teachers to facilitate student learning and awareness of specific 
historical and cultural topics across an array of grade levels. By investigating specific 
historical topics and cultural phenomena through the lens of music, students can begin to 
make connections between these different subject areas that support and influence one 
another in mutual and co-equal ways. 
Dealing with historical and cultural materials in co-equal ways requires discipline 
specific knowledge and the skills to implement both sets of content. These skills are 
generally already a part of the teacher's repertoire but could come from outside sources 
such as music specialists or professional artists. Teachers might, for example, take the 
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study of a composer to a deeper level, integrating social studies concepts including 
stylistic, cultural, and political issues relevant to the historical era. In this way, instruction 
involving teacher collaboration across disciplines using specific content topics and 
curricula facilitates student use ofhigher order cognitive skills to observe, interpret, 
analyze, synthesize, and critically reflect upon their work (Bresler, 1995b ). 
Goleman (1998) also spoke to the value ofusing music-infused instruction, 
especially regarding the development of intellectual and emotional intelligence. 
Intellectual intelligence is the ability to learn and retain information and apply it in a 
variety of ways. Emotional intelligence is the ability to respond in appropriate ways to a 
dynamic and ever-changing social structure (Goleman, 1998). From the standpoint of 
TOMI, the ability to feel the emotions of a situation gives new depth to a learning 
experience. Whether enriching the experience of the Civil War through song or 
understanding the depths of emotion during the civil-rights era through a survey of 
protest music and the lyrics that gave meaning to these songs, TOMI's historical/cultural 
approach relies heavily upon this concept of emotional intelligence and its ability to 
enrich the learning of academic material. An example of this comes from the research on 
social studies and the use of music-infusion as a way to highlight intersections of musical 
and historical/cultural curricula. 
Music and arts infusion in middle school. Hom (1990) studied the impact of 
music and art-infused instruction on middle school student achievement. In an effort to 
investigate the academic benefits of social studies lessons infused with music, art, and 
drama, Hom (1990) exposed one group of students to a traditional social studies curricula 
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and the other to integrated music/arts-infused lessons. While both groups focused on 
cognitive achievement in the delivery of the curriculum, the experimental group received 
the additional opportunity to view the material through both musical and artistic lenses, 
thus applying an effective approach to their learning. 
The results demonstrated a statistically significant increase in achievement for the 
experimental group (p = .05) as a result of their interaction with the art and music-infused 
social studies curricula (Horn, 1990). Additional information derived from the treatment 
group through an interview process yielded much qualitative; students expressed their 
beliefs and experiences regarding the value of music and art in the classroom. 
Researchers prepared a content analysis of the responses from two open ended questions: 
(a) What activities in social studies do you prefer? (b) How do you feel about the music, 
art, and drama activities you experienced in class? The content analysis revealed that 
students preferred arts related activities used in instruction, particularly music oriented 
instruction. Students also said that they considered art and music-infused lessons 
engaging, which helped them to learn more about the subject in dynamic ways (Horn, 
1990). Once again, this study clearly generated important data concerning music-infusion 
and arts integration into the middle school curricula, focusing primarily on the area of 
social studies. Likewise, the inclusion of drama and art as a medium of instruction 
afforded students a variety of approaches to the learning of social studies material. 
Music-infused instruction and social studies. Brogla-Krupke (2003) explored 
various historical, cultural, and geographical curricula with fifth-graders over the course 
of a six-month period using music-infused techniques. The span of this project reached 
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from ancient Native American cultures and their use of music in ritual celebrations of 
their culture to the shanty songs and music that accompanied early explorers and settlers 
as they traveled across North America. Historical periods included the Civil War with its 
music and the emergence of the blues from the emotionally charged lyrics of African 
American spirituals, field hollers, and slave songs. Journaling about these experiences, 
students related that they learned so much and had so much to say about the different 
historical eras and cultural contexts that they were surprised at the amount of information 
they retained (Brogla-Krupke, 2003). This was especially true of the emotional impact of 
African American spirituals when studied in conjunction with the historical origins of the 
songs. Even the use of musical call charts (i.e., charts with musical facts, composers, 
instrumental groupings, musical nomenclature, etc.) allowed students to make 
connections with geographic features, legend symbols, and map reading while learning 
about both geography and music. Teachers helped students create a new awareness of the 
relationship between the categorization of musical elements and the different strata of 
geographical characteristics, landforms, and natural formations (Brogla-Krupke, 2003). 
The power of music gave fresh perspectives about a variety of social, historical, 
and cultural studies, infusing each discipline with renewed energy and interest. By 
linking music with different areas of focus, teachers created intersections of common 
experience that generated understanding in students beyond what each subject could 
accomplish in isolation (Brogla-Krupke, 2003). The same interest generated by the 
juxtaposition of musical, historical, and cultural material in this study is also evidenced in 
the TOMI scale. By infusing social studies curricula with musical topics and instructional 
techniques teachers gave students the opportunity to experience a deeper understanding 
of the material. This partnership between music and culture is at the heart ofTOMI. 
Creative Techniques 
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The basis for the creative techniques category in TOMI comes from a variety of 
different researchers and studies (e.g., Bresler 1995b; Wolf, 1999; Dickenson, 2005; 
Brogla-Krupke, 2003; and Snyder, 2001). In this process, students are given the task of 
creatively engaging integrated instruction by generating some kind of artistic 
performance using movement, musical composition, and the creation of sound stories. 
Teachers play a facilitative role by providing materials to students such as instruments, 
recordings, and costumes, allowing them to use their creative imaginations as they 
interact with curricular material. By expressing themselves freely and having ownership 
over their projects, students can create musical, theatrical, and movement oriented 
performances that integrate content. As an example, students might create a cross-
disciplinary play, opera, or dance that embraces subject matter and solves a conceptual 
problem, or create sound montage stories that manifest content learning. These are 
examples of teaching through the arts using creative music-infused techniques (Bresler, 
1995b). 
Dickenson (2005) provided an example of a French teacher who infused music 
into the teaching of French translation. Focusing students on the translation of an 
abbreviated version of the opera Hansel and Gretel into French, adapting the lyrics into 
the song forms, students created a final performance using their translated lyrics and text 
set to music. While this project is a smaller unit that allows students to interact with both 
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language and music as they creatively manipulate French in an effort to accommodate the 
lyrical needs of song form, rhythm, and melody, it is an appropriate example of how 
students use music-infused creative techniques to apply elements of music to their study 
of world language. Another more elaborate example of this comes from the research 
surrounding the holistic study of the nature of opera and the creation of an original work 
by students. 
Music-infusion and the creation of opera. In an attempt to explore what 
children learn when engaged in the process of creating their own opera, Wolf ( 1999) 
undertook a qualitative study of students collaboratively designing, composing, and 
staging an original opera. The unit involved a variety of artistic disciplines such as music, 
drama, acting, creative writing, and dance. Students also integrated academic subjects 
such as language arts, literacy, movement, and collaborative learning. With qualitative 
data generated from interviews, observations, and examples of student work, the Creating 
Original Opera project (COO) sought information from teachers in four different 
classrooms to identify evidence of student learning stemming directly from their 
involvement in the program (Wolf, 1999). The purpose was to identify what, if any, 
differences existed between students involved in the COO project and those who received 
instruction in a "typical" classroom, especially with regard to problem solving and 
collaborative behaviors. 
Upon examination of the teacher evidence and observational data, researchers 
identified a pattern of student growth as a result of participation in the program. It 
became clear that the increase in collaborative behaviors went far beyond simple 
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participation and tum-taking. In the specific area of applied learning (i.e., making links to 
experiences and previous comments) there was more than a two fold increase in the 
percentage of students who engaged in this behavior across opera and non-opera contexts 
(Wolf, 1999). Similarly, there was a threefold increase in the percentage of students who 
participated in constructive critiques of their peers, revised their own ideas of previous 
proposals, and made links back to long term themes and group issues (Wolf, 1999). 
Clearly, there was more sustained interest and active collaboration (e.g., questioning, 
revising, critiquing etc.) by those students involved in this arts and music-infused venture 
than by those who were not involved. Wolf(1999) observed that "we go beyond the 
observation that the opera experience produces students who collaborate effectively to 
solve artistic problems. We can begin to specify what it is that students learn about 
collaboration in the search for quality" (p. 94). 
The crux of these discoveries lies in the excitement and focus students 
demonstrated as they engaged in music-infused learning that had real-world application 
for the academic subjects involved. This work and these achievements engaged students 
more broadly as they began to grasp multiple modalities and numerous layers of 
meaning, communicating this meaning to their peers and to the larger audience outside of 
the classroom (Wolf, 1999). TOMI techniques approach different subjects in just this 
kind of holistic manner. Whether by creatively engaging students in a process of writing 
their own music works, or creating their own simple songs, chants, and raps for the 
purpose of manipulating and engaging academic material, students can benefit from a 
variety of creative musical tasks. 
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Music-infused creative activities. Teachers can use this approach to facilitate 
student-generated activities that focus their creative musical abilities on academic topics 
that rehearse, review, and interact with academic material. As a way to interact with and 
memorize continents, countries, and explorers from a fifth-grade social studies unit, 
students created a series of raps, songs and chants that gave them the opportunity to 
interact with the material in creative ways (Brogla-Krupke, 2003). By manipulating the 
elements of melody, rhythm, timbre, and form, students interacted not only with the 
subject matter, but with the elements of music as well. This deliberate manipulation of 
both subject areas for the purpose oflearning content is a prime example of how students 
interact with curricular materials creatively as they engage in creative music-infused 
techniques. A further example of this application of student creativity occurred at 
Guggenheim Elementary school in Chicago. Students used math and science concepts in 
creative ways as they engaged in the creation of musical and rhythmic games and 
activities for the purpose of generating new approaches to the learning of and interaction 
with these academic materials (Dickenson, 2005). 
The creative techniques category in TOMI allows for simple creative activities, 
such as the writing of a song or rap, to more in-depth projects, such as the unit on 
transforming Hansel and Gretel into a French version, complete with text and songs. This 
process may even involve the creation of an original work of music, such as Wolfs 
(1999) Creating Original Opera project. What is important in this process is to allow 
students the freedom to create authentic creative musical works that demonstrate their 
learning in authentic ways. This "informance" might consist both of performance 
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oriented presentations as well as displays of student generated products which establish 
links to both the musical and academic subject areas under investigation (Snyder, 2001). 
By demonstrating the new skills and understanding they have attained through the 
creative process, students show that their location on the TOMI scale is predicated on 
their creative use of both musical and academic techniques. 
Common Themes and Content 
Thematic units in which common subject matter is taught across different 
disciplines exist in various forms throughout all levels of public education. With common 
themes and content to drive the lessons, teachers can coordinate their efforts in a cohesive 
manner so that students focus on an overall theme taught throughout the school. Based 
upon the thematic and content work of Eisner (2002), Bolak, Bialach, & Dunphy (2005), 
Bloom (2010), Snyder (2001) and Wiggins & Wiggins (1997), instruction begins with the 
primary focus in mind. As lessons unfold, thematic material in the respective disciplines 
are highlighted and emphasized. Although this approach can be undertaken within a 
single classroom, units using common themes and shared content function best when the 
thematic material established in the unit link multiple disciplines together. 
The themes/content category of the TOMI scale arises out of an approach that is 
essentially thematic, exploring and identifying ideas and concepts through multiple 
disciplines including art, music, and other academic subjects (Eisner, 2002). This 
thematic approach is much like Snyder's (2001) focus on a series of"big questions" that 
arise out of thematic material in such a way that Students explore all subjects, discussing 
them in detail (Snyder, 2001). Both Eisner and Snyder seek to identify central curricular 
themes in and through music and the arts. TOMI focuses these ideas into specific 
approaches using music. 
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Objectives for music-infused thematic units include collaborative thinking, 
collegial planning, and parent/community participation as an aid to their success. Large 
thematic units, such as "Exploring the Universe" and "The causes and conflicts of the 
Civil War," function as frameworks for thematic learning across the curriculum (Bolak, 
Bialach, & Dunphy, 2005). Ideally, these projects are designed to allow such thematic 
material to flow searnlessly from subject area to subject area, across disciplines and 
sometimes across grade levels. This kind of content-oriented thematic unit is not always 
possible on such a collaborative scale, with teachers working together to assure thematic 
cohesion of lessons. It can also function on a smaller scale as well. 
Bloom (2010) related how a thematic unit on Langston Hughes became more than 
justa study in poetry. Using a music-infused approach, Bloom developed a series of 
learning events that provided students with multiple perspectives on the poetic writings of 
Hughes. Using key words from three different poems, students created improvised 
chants, rhythmic ostinatos using Orff instruments, and rhythmic dance movements that 
created an accompaniment to the form and meaning of each poem. This performance was 
then rehearsed, recorded on video, and critiqued by students (Bloom, 2010). What is 
striking about this process is how the ebb and flow of the lesson crossed a number of 
different TOMI categories with creative techniques used to address thematic content such 
as the jazz oriented rhythmic qualities of Langston Hughes' poetry. Students were given 
the opportunity to experience music-infused instructional techniques by engaging in a 
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variety of roles including: readers, singers, writers, instrumentalists, players, dancers, 
researchers, artists, composer, and conductors (Bloom, 2010). Again, the flexibility of the 
TOMI system in providing many different learning experiences is evidenced in this 
music-infused poetry unit. 
What is important to remember in creating learning environments using the 
common themes and content category is that lessons need to be based on both cognitive 
and affective connections. This means that students must engage in activities that offer 
opportunities to interact intellectually and express feelings and emotions through action 
during learning (Wiggins & Wiggins, 1997). This also means that it is important to 
maintain boundaries in between distinct disciplines in an equal manner such that 
individual disciplines operate within a lesson or unit with equity and integrity (Bresler, 
1995b; Reimer, 2001). Likewise, the choice and construction of thematic material often 
works best when students are afforded the opportunity to be a part of the development of 
the theme. For primary grades, K-2, this might be topical in nature, such as farm animals, 
the rain forest, or Native American tribal customs. For third graders and above, it is 
possible to move to more conceptual kinds of thematic material, imaginatively exploring 
class conflict, political change, or other socially oriented issues (Snyder, 2001). What is 
important to remember is that each discipline works independently, bringing their own 
specific perspective to the thematic unit. 
Conceptual/Process Infusion 
The final category, conceptual/process infusion, combines attributes of Bresler's 
co-equal style (1995b), Eisner's problem solving structure (2002), Garland & Kahn's 
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music and mathematical concepts (1995), Hansen, Bemstorf, & Stuber's music and 
literacy connection (2004), and Wiggins' conceptual connection (2001). This approach is 
integrated music-infused instruction functioning at the highest level. In this process-
oriented approach, subject areas function alone or as a part of a coordinated effort, using 
concepts as the focus of instruction (e.g., classifying, predicting, connecting, sequencing, 
and interpreting). The concept of contour or linear directionality can be explored across 
the curriculum with each discipline addressing different aspects of these elements 
independently. Arts teachers might address different shapes oflines (e.g., straight, 
curved, jagged) while music teachers speak about melodic contour such as parallel, 
contrary, and oblique motion. Math might explore different kinds of data in graphic form 
while literacy teachers discuss plot profiles and linear vs. disjointed prosaic styles 
(Bresler, 1995b ). Students might also explore material that is more process oriented 
including topical areas such as steps in the writing process, effecting change, mediating 
conflict, or the three-step creative process of imitation, improvisation, and creative design 
(Snyder, 2001). Teachers also design units around concepts such as conflict and 
resolution, force and counter-force, and consonance vs. dissonance. As students 
experience ideas that function across the curriculum in a variety of disciplines, it is 
important to maintain the focus of instruction around a content area where each subject is 
treated equally (Bresler, 1995b ). 
On a more practical level, many researchers explored specific content areas using 
conceptual and process oriented approaches. Garland and Kahn (1995) explored the 
relationship between math and music discussing how concepts such as fractals, 
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proportions, pattern repetition, rhythmic imitation, and the measurement of sound waves 
and acoustics functioned as co-equal partners for instruction. Further extensions to these 
ideas included how teachers combined these concepts to form end products resulting 
from student interaction with the material. Teachers paired rhythmic imitation, melodic 
inversion and retrograde used in the composition process with the study of fractal 
repetition and the study of proportions and ratios as students solved equations and 
interacted with the order of operations. These were good examples of conceptual and 
process oriented explorations within the TOMI system (Garland & Kahn, 1995). The 
composition and analysis processes in music closely emulated problem-solving strategies 
in math. Eisner (2002) described these problem-solving strategies as an approach in 
which a problem is identified and all subject areas and teachers address the issue through 
their own specific disciplinary lenses. 
Hansen, Bemstorf, & Stuber (2004) investigated conceptual links between 
reading, literacy and music. Conceptual processes such as decoding, deciphering 
symbols, and interpreting nomenclature were all processes that functioned within these 
disciplines. Writing processes also closely paralleled the development of melodic lines 
and song forms (Hansen, Bemstorf, & Stuber, 2004). Part of this process involved mutual 
support on the part of reading, literacy, and music teachers to discuss and share specific 
strategies for music-infused instruction. So close was the relationship between music, 
reading, and literacy that the line between the two disciplines often blurred. Indeed, 
researchers considered music teachers to be literacy teachers and literacy teachers to be 
music teachers (Hansen, Bemstorf, & Stuber, 2004). 
Regardless of the conceptual approach or process connection between two or 
more subjects, music-infused instruction functions best when approached from a more 
holistic framework, viewing the world from multiple perspectives (Eisner, 2002; 
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Wiggins, 2001 ). Teachers focus instruction on a concept or set of concepts that cross the 
boundaries of all subject areas so that students experience each of the disciplines through 
the lens of specific individualized content. Teachers use a common idea as a unifying 
instructional focus, providing students with multiple perspectives through which they can 
internalize constructs that can be applied beyond the scope of the unit (Wiggins, 2001). In 
the conceptual/process category, students focus their learning on classifying, predicting, 
connecting, sequencing, interpreting, and applying actual processes common to 
individual disciplines across subjects such as science, creative writing, math, and music. 
Students explore multiple subjects while maintaining the integrity of each individual 
branch oflearning (Wiggins, 2001). True music-infused instruction occurs when teachers 
deliver lessons and units from a variety of viewpoints so that students understand 
common processes and how they are linked to a central idea. 
Conclusion 
The ideas expressed above represent a variety of different approaches, providing 
teachers a wide spectrum of music-infused instructional applications that encompass 
many grade levels and disciplines. Techniques of Musical Instruction (TOMI) make it 
possible to engage in investigating teachers who use music as a tool of instruction in the 
classroom. I have included a textual summary of the ideas within each category ofTOMI 
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along with the research from which each area was derived. Collating these concepts in 
abbreviated form should provide more clarity to the theoretical framework. 
Tuning Techniques 
Specific kinds of music are played to impact Bresler (1995b), Felix (1989), 
the emotional and behavioral state of children Lozanov & Gateva (1988), 
(e.g., playing soothing ambient music to bring Lehmann & Gassner-Roberts 
down the activity level of students or using up (1988) 
tempo music for cleaning up/lining up etc.) 
Subservient Topics and Tools 
One discipline is often subjugated in the Goldberg & Kassner (2002), 
service of another (e.g., the use of rhythmic Dickenson (2005), Snyder (1999 & 
chants, re-writing the lyrics of songs with 2001 ), Scripp, (2007), Shtakser, 
content for the purpose of memorization or (2001); Salcedo, (2002); and 
review, learning a song written for the Wiggins (2001). 
purpose of teaching content-Fifty Nifty United 
States). Eisner (2002), Bresler (1995b), 
Historical/Cultural Techniques 
Teachers use this method to study history Eisner (2002), Bresler (1995b ), 
and culture in such a way that both the musical Brogla-Krupke (2003), Goleman 
portions and the historical/cultural portions of (1998), and Hom (1990). 
the unit occupy equal roles and status within 
the lesson. This style is often present in 
multicultural lessons, ESL classes, music 
appreciation classes, and social studies classes. 
Creative Techniques 
Students engage in integrated instruction by 
creating an artistic performance (e.g., sound 
stories, movement, musical compositions). 
Teachers provide students with materials. 
Bresler (1995b), Wolf (1999), 
Dickenson (2005); Brogla-Krupke 
(2003), and Snyder (2001). 
Common Themes and Content 
A thematic unit in which common subject 
matter is taught across different disciplines in 
Eisner (2002), Bolak, Bialach, & 
Dunphy (2005), Bloom (20 1 0), 
various forms throughout all grade levels. This 
technique functions best when the thematic 
content links multiple disciplines together. 
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Snyder (2001), and Wiggins (2001). 
Conceptual/Process Infusion 
Each subject area uses concepts as the focus 
of instruction (e.g., classifying, predicting, 
connecting, sequencing and interpreting). 
Students approach learning a concept across 
the curriculum through a variety of 
disciplines. 
Bresler (1995b), Eisner (2002), and 
Wiggins (2001), Garland & Kahn 
(1995), Hansen, Bemstorf, & 
Stuber (2004). 
Music can be used as a tool of academic instruction, but it is important to reflect 
upon both the intrinsic and utilitarian value of music education itself. As a result, 
educators increasingly suggest the use of art and music as an instructional tool without 
regard to music's intrinsic value as an artistic discipline. I intend to explore the viability 
of infusing music into the mainstream classroom for the purpose of teaching non-musical 
content while maintaining the integrity both of music and the curricula that it supports. 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
Overview 
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The purpose of this study was to observe and identify the instructional techniques 
and styles of delivery used by teachers in music-infused classrooms. By investigating the 
actions of participants who use music-infused techniques to teach non-musical content, I 
sought to attain a clearer understanding of how their beliefs and practices were impacted. 
The central research questions were: 
1. How do participants use music-infused techniques? 
2. In what ways, if any, do participants use music-infused techniques to teach 
non-musical curricula? 
3. How are the music-infused techniques that participants use aligned with the 
Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI) inventory scale? 
4. How does the use of music-infused techniques reflect participants' attitudes 
and beliefs and the training they received? 
I addressed these research questions through a series of observations during fall 
and spring semesters of the 2010-2011 academic year. In addition, I interviewed 
participants early in the observation period and then again near the end of the study, 
allowing participants the opportunity to reflectively share their own beliefs and 
experiences about their instructional practices. Additionally, I asked participants to share 
communication materials, written materials, or other artifacts that might further inform 
my understanding oftheir use of music-infused instruction. These methods of data 
collection provided me with rich sources of material that answered the research 
questions. 
Qualitative Research 
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Eisner (1998b) identified four specific areas of focus for qualitative observation in 
educational settings: (a) quality of the content taught, (b) variety of forms of 
representation, (c) incentives employed in the classroom, and (d) student engagement. He 
noted that quality of content is "frequently neglected in classroom observation," (p. 178). 
I chose a qualitative methodology for the following reasons: (a) the subjective nature of 
the personal experiences of participants, (b) the sorts of data collected in the field, (c) the 
need to describe and interpret the perspectives and experiences of participants, and (d) 
my own personal involvement as a researcher/observer within the context of this study. I 
used a case study design for the purpose of "systematically gathering enough information 
about a particular person, social setting, event, or group to permit the researcher to 
effectively understand how it operates or functions" (Berg, 2001, p. 42). Qualitative 
methodology was best suited to exploring individual participants' actions and 
experiences. 
Research Design 
Having reviewed a variety of case study approaches including explanatory, 
exploratory, descriptive, and multiple-case designs (Yin, 2003), as well as intrinsic, 
instrumental, and collective designs (Stake, 1995), I determined that the best fit for this 
study was Stake's collective design. I made my choice based upon the purpose of a 
collective design, which is to investigate an overarching issue or theory rather than an 
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individual case. 
The nature of collective case studies allowed the investigation of more than one 
participant, thus yielding richer data for comparative purposes within and between cases 
(Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003). I investigated each case in-depth, scrutinizing data and 
detailing findings generated through this process, and because the unit of analysis in the 
study was each individual participant, I concentrated my investigation on the actions of 
each teacher within her classroom (Stake, 1995). Applying music-infused techniques to 
teach non-musical content allowed participants to demonstrate their practices surrounding 
the delivery of content rich integrated music-infused instruction. 
Participants 
All of the participants were graduates of the Creative Arts and Learning (CAL) 
division of the School of Education at Lesley University, where they studied in cohorts 
ranging in size from 9 to 18 students. Because I needed to spend extended periods of time 
observing and interviewing participants, a sample was drawn from several cohorts of 
graduate students from the Front Range area of the Rocky Mountain region. The 
participants drawn from these cohort samples taught at three different schools located 
throughout the Denver metropolitan area and all lived close to the communities they 
served. Because the potential participants' teaching assignments ranged from 
kindergarten and early childhood through high school, I was able to recruit participants 
who taught a variety of instructional levels. 
The Program 
Lesley University, founded in 1909 by Edith Lesley, is located in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. The Lesley University mission statement affirms: 
Lesley University is committed to active learning, scholarly research, 
critical inquiry, and diverse forms of artistic practice through close 
mentoring relationships among students, faculty, and practitioners in 
the field. Lesley prepares graduates with the knowledge, skill, 
understanding, and ethical judgment to be catalysts who shape a more 
just, humane, and sustainable world (Lesley University, 2010a, para. 
1). 
The Creative Arts and Learning Division of the School of Education offers a 
Master of Education degree in Curriculum and Instruction with a specialization in 
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Integrated Teaching through the Arts. This program of study involves an investigation of 
cultural history, story-telling, drama, dance and creative movement, critical literacy, 
technology, visual arts, poetry, and music as they pertain to general classroom 
instruction. The central focus of the program is to teach students to design curriculum and 
assessment tools that facilitate teaching academic content through artistic methods. 
Students in this degree program are encouraged to develop their own creative abilities, 
infusing their instruction through a variety of artistic perspectives and approaches 
(Lesley, 2010b). 
Both undergraduate and graduate students have the choice of attending classes on 
campus in a traditional semester format, or in one of many cohorts located across the 
United States. When held off-site, each class functions as a combination of on-line 
research, student dialogue, and blog posting as well as an intensive two weekend face-to-
face seminar. The course in the traditional format lasts an entire semester while the off-
site weekend seminar format occurs over an intensive seven-week period, requiring 
extensive individual research and group work between seminars. Over the course of two 
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years, students take 10 different creative integrated arts classes, including a music-
infused course entitled Multiple Perspectives through Music (EARTS 6105). At the end 
of this period, students prepare a fmal integrated unit in which they infuse a long-range 
project with a variety of instructional techniques including creative arts and music. 
Lesley University details the specifics of this process further on their website: 
The program, offered at a number of off-campus sites, is delivered 
in an intensive weekend format, where a cohort group moves 
together through a sequential program of study. This format allows 
working professionals to continue to teach or work in a related 
setting while using their classrooms as learning laboratories to test, 
evaluate, and implement the theory and practice of arts-integrated 
curriculum. This program is aligned to NBPTS standards (Lesley 
University, 2010b, para. 2). 
The focus of this study was the musical portion of Lesley's degree program and 
its consequent impact on classroom instruction. Among the 40 hours of coursework taken 
by graduates in the Creative Arts and Learning program, students engaged in a course 
entitled Multiple Perspectives through Music (EARTS 6105) involving the study of 
music as a medium of instruction to teach non-musical content. Students studied a variety 
ofresearchers (e.g., Eisner, 2002; Wiggins, 2001; Bresler, 1995b; Campbell, 1995; 
Jensen, 2000) and began to explore the application of music-infused instructional 
techniques evidenced within the literature. This process included practicing methods for 
using music as a source of building skills in self-expression, problem solving, motivation, 
critical thinking, team building, cooperative learning, and creativity. 
This course gave students the opportunity to reflect on their own musical 
experience, explore the elements of music and become aware of the ways music can 
enhance the process of teaching and learning. It challenged students to rethink their 
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personal perspective of music, the nature of music education, and the purpose and 
function of education in general from broader and deeper perspectives. Students 
examined their cultural assumptions about the role of music in their lives and in 
education, exploring the many connections between music and curriculum. 
In the Lesley program, students are challenged to reconsider and expand their 
definition of music and to move beyond a framework in which traditional Western 
European musical values and perspectives (i.e., the canon of European art music, 
instrumental categorization, and performance practices) are esteemed above all others. As 
a result of this, students begin to value world music and the music of indigenous peoples 
differently. Further, students examine multiple musical perspectives as a vehicle for 
demonstrating cultural sensitivity toward students, families, and community members 
and for meeting the diverse needs of each student. Students experience and then create 
musical activities that positively impact learning, build stronger school communities, and 
improve instruction. Specific course objectives include: 
• Exploring how music can be implemented to create a 
positive, tolerance-based approach to learning. 
• Recognizing the value of teaching to musical intelligence 
and how teachers can use music as a tool for building 
self-esteem. 
• Describing and gaining familiarity with some of the basic 
elements of music (rhythm, dynamics, pitch, timbre, 
melody, harmony). 
• Developing an increased awareness of sounds in the 
environment and demonstrate how music is an integral 
part of everyday life. 
• Exploring and applying diverse cultural interpretations 
and roles of music in society. 
• Demonstrating their creative ability as musicians in the 
fullest sense ofthe word (composer, conductor, singer, 
instrumentalist, performer, and improviser). 
• Creating musical learning experiences that support and 
enhance the curriculum and motivate, deepen & assess 
the learning of students. 
• Developing comfort and confidence in making music. 
• Using music as a source ofbuilding skills in self-
expression, problem solving, motivation, critical 
thinking, team building, cooperative learning and 
creativity. 
• Generating learning experiences using music in many 
areas ofthe curriculum. 
(L. Pascale, Personal Communication, March 17, 2009). 
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These objectives offer students a path of inquiry and exploration to gain new perspectives 
about how music and sound can be used as tools of instruction for academic content. In 
this study, I sought to investigate the extent to which participants demonstrated music-
infused instructional techniques and styles of delivery supported in extant literature. 
Participant Selection 
Recruitment. I drew potential participants from a list of Creative Arts and 
Learning (CAL) graduates currently working in the Denver metropolitan area and the 
Northern corridor of Colorado. This list was obtained from professors and administrators 
from Lesley University. The Director of CAL gave me permission to contact twelve 
adjunct professors, who in tum, supplied me with the names and emails of 227 graduates 
of the CAL program at Lesley. The pool of potential participants included elementary, 
middle school, and high school teachers. Confident that potential participants possessed a 
basic understanding of integrated arts/music instruction, I believed they would be good 
sources of information regarding music-infused instruction. I then developed a simple 
pre-screening questionnaire to identify the best participants for the study (see Appendix 
A) and contacted the 227 potential participants by email. Of the 227 students who were 
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contacted, 188 (83%) were non-respondents. The remaining 39 (17%) were selected for 
follow-up contact. 
Sampling. I began the process by using criterion sampling to identify specific 
cases. From the pool of39 initial respondents, nine responded positively to the initial 
email inquiry and follow-up phone call. I contacted these nine candidates for a personal 
phone interview and asked them questions from the pre-screening questionnaire. Based 
on their answers to questions regarding current teaching position, characteristics of their 
instructional practices, and my accessibility to their schools, I determined that three of the 
nine would not be suitable participants in the study. The remaining six participants 
responded positively to the pre-screening questionnaire and demonstrated an awareness 
of the literature base regarding the application of cross-disciplinary, integrated music-
infused instruction. These teachers became the primary candidates for participation in the 
study. 
Although the optimal number of case study participants was three, the six 
candidates described previously provided a diverse sample from which to choose, 
offering a cross-section of educational professionals from a variety of disciplines and 
teaching levels. I began my research with six participants to compensate for possible 
attrition during the course of the study. The interview process for these six candidates, 
who will be referred to hereafter by pseudonyms, served as a means to answer specific 
questions regarding participants' present use of music in the classroom, the frequency of 
such use, and how they applied music-infused techniques. In the phone interview I also 
discussed with respondents their philosophy of integrated music-infused instruction (i.e., 
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why they valued music as an instructional tool and how they used it within their 
classrooms) as well as their willingness to participate in the study. At this point, all six 
candidates responded enthusiastically to the prospect of participating in the study. At this 
point I assigned pseudonyms to each of the participants to assure their anonymity. 
Almost immediately, the first grade teacher from this group of finalists, Patricia 
Taylor, dropped out of the study citing a belief that perhaps she was not, after all, the best 
candidate to continue her participation. Also, upon further reflection, I decided that 
although the second grade math resource teacher, Brandi Arwen, was motivated to 
participate in the study, the nature ofthe leadership within her school did not allow the 
use of alternative instructional approaches. This limitation excluded her from the study. 
The pool of participants now consisted of four teachers: three elementary teachers 
and one high school teacher. The first elementary teacher, Ruby Fiedler, was selected 
based upon her philosophical stance with regard to the use of music as a tool of academic 
instruction. She spoke with passion about using music to support academic instruction 
and was heavily involved with other teachers in her building in planning interdisciplinary 
music-infused units. The next participant was a Spanish teacher at a high school located 
in west Denver. Faith Ellesar taught multiple levels of Spanish language and culture 
using music as an integral part of her instruction. The third participant, Carolyn Rohan, 
taught humanities and technology at a large elementary school south of Denver and her 
teaching often included fine art, dance, and technology. The final participant, Mary 
Addison, taught third grade but was forced to drop out approximately six weeks after the 
study began due to an unforeseen family crisis. The remaining three participants 
enthusiastically participated throughout the rest of the study. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
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Informed consent. Because this study posed no greater than minimal risk to 
participants, my study was granted expedited status and received IRB approval from 
Boston University in September 2010. Using a standard consent form, I explained 
specific details about the different phases of the study, the methods used in the 
investigation, the researcher's role and responsibilities, and the participant's role and 
responsibilities. This process took place at a face-to-face meeting in which participants 
consented by verbal affirmation, signing a written consent agreement (see Appendix B). 
Confidentiality. All names used in the study, including names of school sites and 
participants, are pseudonyms that I created. I maintained the coded list that included 
names of participants, school sites, and other identifiable material in a secure manner 
(i.e., digitally stored on a secure key-coded server accessible only by me). At the 
conclusion of the study, these codes were erased. When recording interviews, actual 
names of school sites, participants, and their colleagues were not used. I also used only 
pseudonyms whenever referencing participants, school sites, or other similar material in 
written transcripts of interviews. 
Summary 
The length and breadth of the investigation, the number of participants, and the 
time frame in which it occurred set certain restrictions and limitations on the scope of this 
study but also allowed me to focus closely on each individual case. Immersion in each of 
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the sites was a vital component in developing an intimate knowledge of participants, their 
students, and the surrounding school environments. Engaging with such a wide variety of 
different teachers enabled me to develop familiarity and rapport with the participants, 
allowing for a deeper intimacy with the subject matter and a more comfortable process 
for everyone. 
Data Collection 
To acquire the rich description that is so important for descriptive qualitative 
research, I gathered and collated various kinds of data. I identified specific cases based 
upon the instructional setting and specific methodologies used by teachers to deliver 
content using music as a medium of instruction as outlined above (Jensen & Rodgers, 
2001; Lichtman, 2006). These case studies provided a snapshot of classroom instruction 
and included actual events as well as pictures of the classroom environments in which 
participants worked. The data set included observations, communication materials, 
transcribed interviews with participants, and the written materials or artifacts that 
participants made available. All of these components combined in a variety of 
complementary ways to bring the data from each case into focus (Lichtman, 2006). 
The process of this case study unfolded in several different stages. First, I 
observed participants by watching them teach their lessons. Their use, or non-use, of 
music-infused techniques became evident as I observed their approach to instruction. I 
took detailed field notes using the Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI) 
inventory (see Appendix C) and later cross-referenced these notes with other written and 
reflective materials. Next, while collection of written and observational material 
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continued, I developed interview protocols (see Appendices D, E, & F). I piloted the 
interviews with several colleagues, all of whom had designed and implemented their own 
research studies in the past, been personally involved in research, or were otherwise well-
versed in techniques and protocols ofboth qualitative and quantitative research. These 
educators included a researcher with a PhD in Education from the University of 
Colorado, a teacher who was finishing her MAin Administration from the University of 
Denver, and a PhD candidate at the University of Colorado who held the position of 
assistant principal of a college preparatory academy in a large public school east of 
Denver. After piloting the interviews, receiving feedback, and revising the protocols 
(Fontana & Frey, 1998). I interviewed participants for the first time. 
This first interview included discussion of different issues of music-infused 
instruction, allowing participants to express their thinking and approaches to instruction. 
To prepare participants for the second interview, I emailed them a set of guiding 
questions (see Appendix E). Participants then chose some ofthe lessons and materials 
they previously developed and reflectively analyzed their own process of music-infused 
instructional delivery in our second guided interview (see Appendix F). Additionally, I 
did not include citations for the observations and interviews in chapters 4-6 in order to 
assure easy reading. 
Observations 
The central purpose of research observation is to observe human beings in natural 
settings to examine the complex interactions and interrelationships in and among various 
groups. Therefore, it is important to create scenarios in which this can occur with a 
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minimum of interference (Creswell, 2003; Gay & Airasian, 2002). Although it is 
important to maintain the integrity of the observational environment by remaining as 
unobtrusive as possible within the classroom, immersion into the culture of the classroom 
and school is paramount (Jensen & Rodgers, 2001; Patton, 1990). Data obtained by direct 
observation includes such elements as teaching styles of participants, identifying the 
instructional styles used for the delivery of music-infused instruction, classroom 
environment, participants' interactions with students and colleagues, and the culture of 
the school as a whole (Borg, Gall, & Gall, 2003; Creswell, 1998; Eisner, 1998b). 
As a way of recording these events, I planned a series of five to nine observations 
for each participant over the course of the 2010-2011 academic year. Additional 
observations were necessary because of the complexity of the final lessons taught by 
participants. I performed a total of 27 observations over the course of the study, nine 
lessons for each participant. To facilitate the documentation of multiple classroom 
instructional sessions in the most unobtrusive and natural way possible, I assumed the 
role of objective observer, examining the interaction between participants and their 
students in the process of generating observational data (Borg, Gall, & Gall, 2003). 
Attempting to avoid functioning as a "cold observer" of events, I kept a reasonable 
distance at all times in my role as observer, watching lessons unfold, answering inquiries 
of students, and taking field notes. The observational data arose from the interaction of 
participants and students as they explored different curricula through the lens of 
integration and music-infused instruction. By observing participants in a variety of 
different classroom settings, I allowed teachers to participate at th,eir convenience. 
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Observational protocols. Observational protocols were based upon the work of 
Eisner (2002), Bresler (1995b) and Wiggins, (2001) and took the form of a content 
inventory protocol I developed: the Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI) 
Inventory Scale (see Appendix C). Using this inventory, I observed each participant's 
lesson for the presence of six distinct styles of music integration. 
Tuning, the most basic style of music-infused instruction, involves manipulation 
of the ambient musical environment in an effort to impact the physical and emotional 
states of students. By creatively changing the mood ofthe classroom through the 
manipulation of musical stimuli, teachers can change the effect of students and prepare 
them for new instructional experiences. 
Subservient Topics and Tools function at a low cognitive level and are used in an 
almost casual way such as playing a song in the background, singing songs for the 
purpose of memorization, or doing simple musical tasks and activities. 
Historical/Cultural Techniques explore issues ofhistory, culture, ethnic 
traditions, and customs in tandem with music. 
Creative Techniques afford students the opportunity to explore and manipulate 
non-academic content in dynamic and creative ways using the elements of music (i.e., 
rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre, and form). This might include students writing and 
performing songs as an expression of their learning, or using music as an integral part of 
a classroom demonstration or project presentation. 
Common Themes and Content supports the development and implementation of 
interdisciplinary study units that engage every discipline in thematically based content 
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specific areas. 
Finally, Conceptual/Process Techniques activate higher order cognitive skills that 
require students to observe, analyze, and synthesize information about specific concepts 
or processes using different musical, non-musical, and academic lenses. The Consortium 
of the National Arts Education Association (2002) also identifies areas of cross-
disciplinary instruction such as maintaining integrity and balance between disciplines, 
promoting meaningful connections and multiple solutions to problems, as well as 
involving students in authentic ways (i.e., creating, performing, interacting). This 
terminology is similar to differentiated instructional styles articulated by Bresler (1995b). 
Using these observational protocols enabled me to identify the presence of one or more 
styles within the framework of multiple observed lessons, facilitating the recording of 
field notes for later review without disturbing the natural classroom environment. 
Content inventories. As the observer of these case studies, I functioned as the 
primary instrument of data collection. To guide this process, I used several observational 
content inventories including: (a) collection of demographic information such as teacher 
gender, ethnicity, subject, grade level, and classroom size as well as gender, and ethnicity 
of students; (b) field notes addressing the lesson purpose, the exploration of concepts 
from multiple perspectives, supporting evidence for the use of integration; and (c) an 
observational instrument that inventoried specific instructional styles used in the delivery 
of content as measured by the Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI) Inventory 
Scale (see Appendix C). Additionally, I emailed a series of questions to participants 
guiding them through a process of self-reflection regarding the integrative techniques 
used in their lessons (see Appendix E). I then triangulated these data along with data 
collected from interviews, reflections, observations, lesson plans, and written artifacts. 
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Observational field notes. As observations began, teachers gave a simple 
overview of each lesson detailing what they taught, what music-infused strategies they 
used, and the general chronology of the lesson. As teachers engaged students in the 
lesson, I took field notes with a time index identifying five minute intervals. At each of 
these time markers, I took detailed notes about what was happening in the lesson and how 
teachers were interacting with students. After the lesson was over, I spent additional time 
evaluating the events I witnessed during the lesson, reviewing the time-indexed events 
and reflecting on how music-infused instruction was or was not evidenced. This initial 
analysis proved an important step in the process of gathering data, as it contextualized the 
meaning of each observation, solidifying both on paper and in my mind how each lesson 
progressed (Angrosino & Mays de Perez, 1994; Lichtman, 2006; Marshall & Rossman, 
1999). 
Written Data Sources 
I archived all observations, the notes and transcripts generated during this process, 
along with other data for later analysis. Written artifacts documenting various aspects of 
social, classroom, and interpersonal discourse between participants and students 
stimulated further reflection and interpretation by participants. 
Personal journals and communications. Teachers kept written artifacts, 
reflections, and communications (e.g., letters, press releases, etc.) of their professional 
experiences. This sometimes took the form of a daily planner, personal notes/reflections 
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on instructional practice, as well as written communications to parents and colleagues. As 
participants made these resources available, I added them to the data set. 
Lesson plans & artifacts. I asked participants to submit lesson plans they 
developed, which served as artifacts of their teaching. These lesson plans provided a way 
to codify instructional techniques used during the lessons such as conceptual, behavioral, 
and language objectives. Other artifacts in this process included written and email 
communication, memos, and telephone conversations. 
Interviews 
All study participants engaged in two interviews. By offering participants the 
chance to express their use of integrated instructional processes, I gained new insights 
into both their philosophical and instructional thinking. I developed the interviews using 
qualitative techniques as described in Lincoln and Guba (1985), affording teachers a 
different way of expressing their philosophies of music-infused instruction. These 
insights allowed me to generate rich descriptions during the course of the study (Borg, 
Gall, & Gall, 2003; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Most interviews 
were semi-structured and occurred throughout the academic year at the convenience of 
the participants. Each interview lasted for an hour and was transcribed for further 
analysis. 
First interview. The first interview took place after some initial observations 
occurred. I used a protocol of questions developed during the research process in these 
interviews (see Appendix D). The questions covered different integration issues and 
offered teachers an opportunity to discuss how they used music as a tool of instruction for 
non-musical subjects (Abeles, Hafeli, Horowitz, & Burton, 2002; Bresler, 1995b & 
1995c; Eisner, 1998a, 1998b, & 2002; Ellis & Fouts, 2001; Erickson, 2001; Goldberg, 
2006; Wiggins, 2001; and Wiggins & Wiggins, 1997). The questions were field tested 
and revised prior to being used in the initial interview process. 
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Guided questions. Snyder (2001) and Youm (2007) addressed ways of 
approaching content by linking music with other disciplines. From their 
recommendations, I developed five written questions to focus teacher responses on the 
nature of their integrated instructional practices (see Appendix E). These questions, 
emailed to each participant in advance, guided teachers in thinking about how they 
designed and implemented effective methods of music-infused instruction. I intended the 
questions to stimulate simple but direct answers about the cognitive processes 
participants experienced in the generation of integrated music-infused lessons (Schon, 
1983; Zeichner & Liston, 1996). 
Second interview. Teachers participated in a second one-hour interview about 
their personal background, musical experiences, theoretical perspectives and their social, 
political and multicultural rationale for using music in the classroom. This interview was 
more self-reflective in nature than the first interview and allowed participants to 
contemplate their use of music as a tool of instruction. The second interview used the 
guiding questions mentioned above as well as additional questions designed to elicit more 
thoughtful responses (see Appendices E and F). By asking participants to reflectively 
revisit their thinking about the development of instructional styles and personalized 
systems for delivering content, I sought to explore the metacognitive processes used by 
participants in even greater detail. The second interview allowed participants to express 
their social, political, and multicultural rationales for using music an instructional tool, 
adding additional materials to the data set (Schon, 1983; Zeichner & Liston, 1996). 
Data Analysis 
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Analysis of data began with the simultaneous activities of collecting observational 
data and reflectively reviewing field notes after each observation and interview session. 
Further examination involved the initial coding and categorization of all data. By cross-
referencing written materials, observational materials, and interview transcripts, I gained 
a clearer understanding of how teachers applied music-infused instructional techniques. 
By identifying relationships between various data sources, I performed an overall 
contextual and critical evaluation ofthe data (Feldman, 1995). This aided in 
understanding the interdisciplinary instructional techniques and music-infused 
pedagogical approaches observed. Review of the data focused on understanding the 
content, analyzing the materials, and evaluating the relationships and themes that arose. 
Transcribing Interviews 
I transcribed the text of each recorded interview using notational devices 
enumerated by Poland (2002), offering the transcription process a level of detail 
appropriate for evaluating the interviews. The first step was the generation of a working 
transcript resulting from repeated listenings of the taped conversations (Rapley, 2007), 
which functioned as a "first edition" of the interview. In this process I used italics and 
underlining to denote what participants were passionate about in their thinking and 
planning of music-infused lessons. The reporting transcript derived from the working 
transcript and was a fifth generation edition of the interview, offering sufficient textual 
detail to understand the analytical categories arising from the text (Rapley, 2007). 
Coding the Data 
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After conducting observations and transcribing interviews, I assigned codes to 
teaching behaviors and instructional styles. In identifying common delivery styles and 
instructional techniques, I developed over one hundred initial codes through analysis and 
evaluation of the data (Creswell, 1998, 2003; Borg, Gall, & Gall, 2003). An examination 
of the codes highlighted similarities and thematic connections in the data. I divided data 
into separate participant categories (i.e., Fiedler, Ellesar, and Rohan) and split it into three 
separate domains (i.e., interviews, observations, and documents). 
The patterns and themes that emerged helped me to identify and describe the 
techniques each teacher used as they infused their lessons with music. This analysis aided 
in interpreting the material and facilitated an understanding ofthe perspectives held by 
participants (Lincoln & Guba, 1990). Through the use of enumeration and frequency 
counts (i.e., counting how often a participant employed a specific instructional strategy or 
mentioned an important construct) during observations, I gained a clearer understanding 
of how participants approached instruction (Feldman, 1995). Through multiple reviews of 
the interview data, I selected participant quotations that articulated the music-infused 
instructional strategies and the styles of implementation they represented. Similarly, I 
coded different music-infused techniques, interactions with students, and interactions 
with other staff. As I identified these codes in the observations, interviews, and written 
materials, I established categories and structures (Creswell, 1998; Borg, Gall, & Gall, 
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2003; Lichtman, 2006). Using the text functions of Microsoft Word, I patterned the data 
and conducted qualitative analyses such as, word analysis, schema analysis, and constant 
comparison (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 1990; Ryan & Bernard, 1994). 
Part of this process involved searching out words and phrases within the 
observational, interview, and document data, noting similarities between participants, the 
frequency with which they mentioned, discussed, or employed different music-infused 
techniques, and forming a picture of where on the TOMI scale participants' instructional 
practices fell. Often as I began to unpack the ample amounts of data from these sources, 
new categories began to form based on the values and pedagogical beliefs held by 
participants. These were noted and classified according to their type and quality. Some 
ideas were related to music-infused or art-infused instruction while others were more 
general in scope. I placed many pages of data and interview text configured and grouped 
according to the different ideas expressed by participants into a gigantic mural on the 
wall. This enabled me to outline the different schema and philosophical approaches to 
music-infused teaching, constantly comparing these patterns between and among the 
participants. Through these varied processes, I began to develop a clearer understanding 
of what similarities and differences existed among study participants. 
With new categories of data arising from further revision of the codes and 
development of updated categories of behavior and philosophical perspectives, I 
represented the data graphically using charts in Microsoft Word. I organized these data 
into new groups of codes that were graphically represented within the inclusive domains 
designated by observational, interview, and document data (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, 
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& Allen, 1993; Marshall & Grossmann, 1999). In each of these charts, the initial category 
focused on identifying the use of various Techniques ofMusic-Infused Instruction 
(TOMI). I graphed remaining categories in terms ofthe frequency that a particular 
behavior, instructional style, or philosophical approach was mentioned or demonstrated 
by participants. All of these graphic representations were derived from information listed 
in the codebook I compiled from the raw observational, interview, and document data. 
Each set of graphs represented specific data from one of the primary categories of 
inquiry. The first domain was observational data and consisted of nine separate diagrams 
representing a variety of different behaviors including: (a) TOMI; (b) student thinking 
and behavior; (c) instructional strategies; (d) teacher efforts, awareness, and concern; (e) 
encouragement and motivation; (f) musical topics of instruction; (g) assessment and 
curriculum; (h) sound environment; and (i) subject areas (see Appendix G). These 
categories derived from the initial codes and represented many different behaviors, 
actions, and attitudes demonstrated by participants throughout the observational period. 
In a similar manner, I charted data gathered from interviews using essentially the 
same categories (see Appendix G). However, there was a need for a tenth category 
having to do with teacher experience and personal influence. The manner in which 
teachers characterized their opinions, intentions, and philosophies of instruction became 
clearer and provided an interesting contrast to the observational data. 
The final domain consisted of data derived from the many documents and written 
source material provided by participants (e.g., lesson plans, songs developed for 
classroom use, personal reflections, projects, philosophical statements, communications, 
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and presentations). This document data contained the same ten categories as the interview 
data, and provided additional support for participants' use of music-infused instruction 
(see Appendix G). I created the additional category in the latter two domains (interviews 
and documents) to highlight the experiences and familial influences that participants 
talked and wrote about. After systematically reviewing this data using the codebook and 
graphic data, I began a process of analyzing the data through graphic representation, 
schema analysis, and analytic induction, drawing out additional relationships within the 
data (Lichtman, 2006; Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Ryan & Bernard, 1994). 
Coding information and representing data graphically enabled me to see some of 
these instructional and philosophical patterns more clearly. Taking this more quantitative 
approach to data analysis and considering the detail afforded by the diagrammatic 
illustrations of classroom observations and behaviors allowed me to approach these 
materials in a new way. Likewise, taking the patterns and ideas expressed by participants 
during the interview process and presenting the data graphically allowed me to quickly 
assess relationships among different schema, solidifying my understanding of how and 
why participants approached classroom instruction as they did. While not used as a 
metric in the quantitative sense, these visual illustrations of the data aided me in 
understanding the thematic concepts arising from the data. 
Secondary Data Analysis 
Having synthesized all of the data, I then identified unspoken assumptions, biases, 
timeframe considerations, and the range of participant responses, comparing information 
gathered from all sources (Erickson, 2001; Borg, Gall, & Gall, 2003). In much the same 
way that I generated interview transcriptions through repeated reading and review, I 
analyzed field notes, coded categories, and tested my understandings of emergent 
patterns within the data (Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Lichtman, 2006). I then looked at 
some of the frequency counts and numeric data generated during the coding process, 
further reducing this material into a series of summaries. 
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I created these summaries as a way to distill the data emerging into concepts and 
themes. I summarized each of the domains in the study (i.e. observations, interviews, and 
documents) identifying general trends from a deeper analysis of the data. This process 
involved the generation of descriptive statistics, such as mean scores in specific 
categories, as a way oflooking at outliers and emergent patterns. I produced these 
summaries by identifying the primary, secondary, and tertiary styles of instruction and 
philosophical approaches used most often by participants. I combined similar codes and 
continued to refine and condense data in new ways, extracting modes of instruction 
evidenced in the classroom (Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Lichtman, 2006). 
By first listing the results from the TOMI data in each of these summaries, I 
sought to clarify how teachers delivered music-infused content instruction. The data from 
the TOMI inventory scale were split into three subcategories: (a) Subservient, (b) 
Creative, and (c) Higher Function. I analyzed all remaining categories in a similar 
manner--identifying the primary, secondary, and tertiary areas of instruction most 
commonly used by each participant. These analyses were also accompanied by textual 
descriptors derived from my research journal (Miles & Huberman, 1984 ). 
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Emergent Themes and Conceptual Lenses 
Through this combination of graphic analysis, color coding, and textual 
commentary, a clearer understanding not only of what was happening in the classrooms 
of study participants, but how and why it happened began to emerge. A further appraisal 
of the material identified themes and concepts revealed from repeated reflection, and 
analysis of the data (Lichtman, 2006). These themes came from a careful and thoughtful 
compilation of the most common behaviors and attitudes evidenced in each of the ten 
categories (see Appendix G), and generated a clearer understanding of participants and 
their music-infused techniques. I then validated my conclusions using plausible reasoning 
based upon evidence and counterevidence uncovered during the research process (Denzin 
& Lincoln, 1994). 
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
As a former assistant principal in public schools and a professor of integrated arts, 
curriculum, instruction, and assessment at Lesley University in Boston, I was adequately 
prepared to undertake this research and had the necessary skills, experience, and distance 
to undertake this collective case study. The experience gained from working with 
elementary, middle, and high school students served me well in understanding the value 
of music as an instructional tool. My instructional experience at the University of 
Colorado and Lesley University in Boston gave me unique insights into the issue of 
music-infused instruction. 
Reliability of Data 
Writing the report was a critical time in the research process as many of the risks 
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to reliability and researcher bias came to the fore (Glesne, 2006). I am aware that my own 
personal bias toward the use of music as an instructional device derives from my work in 
the Creative Arts and Learning Division of the School of Education at Lesley University. 
As a graduate instructor, teacher, and practitioner of music-infused instruction, I 
functioned both as an advocate for this approach and as instructional coach to many 
teachers from a variety of disciplines. These experiences caused me to consider what 
Glesne (2006) described as a reflective inquiry into how these values and experiences 
shaped my research decisions. An awareness of my own personal biases and theoretical 
presuppositions aided me as I began to identify and articulate my findings, helping me to 
generate more honest and trustworthy interpretations of the data (Glesne, 2006). Given 
these considerations, I believe that my position as a graduate professor was a benefit to 
the study rather than a liability. Nonetheless, the unique insight into the training and 
implementation ofthe music-infused instructional process that my position afforded me 
compels me to disclose my insider status and how these sociocultural contexts impacted 
my findings (Patton, 1990; Glesne, 2006. 
As a way of addressing these issues, I used peer debriefing and an auditing 
process to ensure that data analysis and interpretation met rigorous standards of reliability 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 1990). This peer debriefing involved a number of 
different professional educators, researchers, and university professors who were well-
versed in qualitative research methods. Member checks generated feedback from 
participants regarding the accuracy of the overall research process (Denzin & Lincoln, 
1994; Creswell, 2003). Upon completion ofthe narrative, I contacted each ofthe 
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participants, emailing them a copy of their individual chapter to read and review. Fiedler 
gave some basic feedback surrounding names, dates, and personal information but felt 
that the representation of her instruction and interaction with students was simple and 
accurate. Ellesar mostly spoke ofhow she felt that there was a lot of repetition of her 
statements in the interview section. This I responded to by tightening up the narrative and 
eliminating any superfluous text. Rohan gave very little in the way of feedback beyond 
her statement the she hoped she had given me what I needed. My assurance to her was 
that I simply wanted her to teach her students and reflect upon her classroom practice in 
as authentic a way as possible. In all of the observations, interviews and 
document/material examinations, I sought to accurately depict each participant and her 
approach to music-infused instruction. Finally, the prolonged engagement at the research 
sites and persistent observation of each participant provided me with a breadth and depth 
of understanding during the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Glesne, 2006). All of these 
methods helped to strengthen the reliability and trustworthiness of the study. 
CHAPTER4 
RUBY FIEDLER 
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In this study, I investigated how participants went about the task of implementing 
music-infused techniques and how those techniques were aligned with current research 
practices. As I established in Chapter 3, the value of studying music's ability to enhance 
the instruction of non-academic content is an important objective, and one that served as 
the focal point of the present study. As participants spoke openly about their experiences, 
values, and educational philosophies, they also demonstrated the manner in which they 
delivered music-infused instruction in their classrooms as well as the struggles they often 
faced in that process. The documents and materials participants supplied further 
illuminated their perspectives and beliefs while supporting the events I witnessed in their 
classrooms. This chapter details the results of the present study as it unfolded in the 
classroom of Ruby Fiedler at Denver East Parochial School over the course of the fall 
and spring of2010-2011. 
Teacher Background 
Ruby Fielder is a music teacher in a Jewish Parochial school in a suburb of 
Denver. She is of Jewish-Russian descent and grew up in the former Soviet Union. Her 
father, a civil servant, provided a modest living in the USSR for his wife and only child, 
and the family shared a one-room apartment for more than a decade. She remembers her 
involvement with the Young Pioneers, a communist children's league that sang political 
songs and encouraged patriotism, loyalty, and strict obedience to the communist party. 
As Fiedler grew to better understand the blind faith espoused by the Soviet Union, she 
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became more aware of restrictions to freedom of speech, thought, and action, particularly 
with regard to limitations placed on artists and musicians. 
Childhood and Early Education 
Music and singing were always an important part of Fiedler's family experience. 
Throughout her community and Russian culture, people celebrated and related with each 
other through song. Fiedler's father loved the arts and believed in the beauty and power 
of music, encouraging her to pursue piano at a young age. She took lessons three times a 
week and attended many plays, ballets, operas, symphonic concerts, museums, and art 
exhibitions. Her father made sure that she had many repeated opportunities to experience 
the rich cultural tapestry that was Russia in the former Soviet Republic. 
Fiedler also attested to the serious nature of her upbringing and education in the 
USSR. She described everything that she did with classmates as a serious undertaking. 
Studying, learning, participation in music, knowledge of art and poetry, were all sober 
efforts on behalf of herself and the young Soviets around her. Commitment, industry, and 
pride of accomplishment were all attributes valued by her family, community, and society 
as a whole. She related that, 
We were more serious about life ... as children. We did not fool 
around. We went to school, we studied, we were respectful of our 
teachers ... and then we moved to another country, and I continued 
studying ... and it was serious. It was always not to fool around. And 
I was also told, when you start something, you ... you don't start and 
finish, and change, and then .. .like over here that I see. You know 
kids that they ... two months they play this and then ... "I don't like 
this one. Let me try this" ... No! You want it or you don't. You go 
and you do it. And this [is] how our mind was ... very respectful of 
adults, very respectful. And whatever you study, you study! 
For Russian Jews, life in the former Soviet Union was not always easy, however, and 
they were not always well treated. Over time, this ill-treatment led to a decision by her 
parents to immigrate to Israel. 
Adolescence and Adulthood 
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After arriving in Israel at age 11 in 1971, Fiedler continued her study of music, 
language and academics. She attended the Israel Arts and Science Academy, a 
performing arts high school in Tel Aviv, where academic and artistic rigor was the norm. 
She described her primary and secondary education as the foundation of her later success 
as an adult, "I think the way you are raised, the background when you are a child is what 
gives you ... this base." After attending high school and university in Israel, she 
immigrated to the United States in 1986 at the age of 26. 
In the United States, Fiedler became an interpreter for a multinational corporation, 
accompanying many different business associates all over the world. She was hired for 
several years by the U.S. Air Force to act as a language and culture instructor for young 
cadets at the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs and worked as a Russian language 
teacher at a Colorado Springs high school. She also worked for five years as an 
undergraduate professor of Russian language studies in one of the state universities. 
Hired ten years ago at Westmarch Elementary, she soon began work on her master's 
degree in curriculum and integrated arts instruction at Lesley University. Graduating in 
2006, she continued working full time at Westmarch while maintaining a private piano 
studio. 
As a way to begin speaking specifically about the role participants played when 
they used integrated arts and music to teach their content, I considered what kinds of 
attributes best described their philosophical approach and style of instruction. Ruby 
Fiedler, the Russian emigre who came to the United States as a young woman, had a 
number of different philosophies of life, learning, music, language, and social justice. 
From her childhood in the former Soviet Union through her young adulthood, and her 
work as an international corporate translator, she saw much of the world and solidified 
many of her personal beliefs and philosophies. 
Denver East Parochial Academy 
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Denver East Parochial Academy (DEP A) is a Parochial school in a suburban 
section ofDenver. The campus is located on a large plot of land sandwiched between an 
upscale gated community on the east and a commercially zoned area with stores, 
businesses, and office buildings to the west. The campus includes an elementary, a 
middle school and a high school. It is a fully accredited institution and seeks to provide a 
rigorous academic education for all students through an integrated secular and religious 
study program. The desire of the teachers and administration of DEP A is to provide 
students with a high quality, individualized college preparatory curriculum that will 
develop critical thinking skills and prepare them to move into post-secondary institutions 
of learning and beyond as responsible productive citizens (Denver East Parochial 
Academy, 2011). Student enrollment at DEPA is well over 400 for both the upper and 
lower schools. These numbers are split roughly into thirds, with two-thirds in upper 
(high) school and the remaining third in the lower (elementary) school. 
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Westmarch Elementary 
The elementary school is located on the western most region of the DEPA 
campus. With an enrollment of 239, Westmarch is a small elementary school. The 
mission statement at Westmarch includes a reference to the desire to endow students with 
a positive work ethic, organizational tools , and the academic skills they need to be 
successful in high school and beyond (Denver East Parochial Academy, 2011). As part of 
realizing this mission, kindergarten through fifth grade class sizes are limited to maintain 
an 8:1 student-teacher ratio. Services for special learners, enrichment programs, and 
advanced placement courses are also available . These services are fairly progressive 
considering that Westmarch is a private school, but it is clear that school leaders are 
interested in meeting the needs of all learners. The school also offers an experiential 
learning program, enhancing knowledge through trips to the opera, symphony, Denver 
Art Museum, class trips, guest speakers , and artist residencies. These events bring life 
and energy to many curricular areas throughout the learning environment (see Figure 2) . 
Figure 2. Main hallway as seen from Ms. Fiedler's room. 
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School site. The main building was constructed in the 1990s and has a modem 
wing attached to a somewhat older wing on the north side of campus. The newer section 
contains the main offices, library, computer core, and the upper grades (fourth and fifth 
grade). The older wing holds the lower grades (kindergarten through third grade) as well 
as the gymnasium and lunchroom. Set in a kind of lopsided "T" configuration with the 
newer section at the base and the older section running east to west, Fiedler's classroom 
is located at the cross-section of the two buildings at the central core of the school, with 
equal access to the upper and lower grades. Her room is large enough to comfortably 
accommodate 15 to 20 students, but most ofher classes have fewer than 10 students. This 
aligns with school-wide policy on class size. 
Classroom design. Located in the northernmost section of the building, Fiedler's 
room is adjacent to both the main hall and the eastern and western wings of the building. 
The room has a teacher's desk and computer station in the southwest comer of the room 
with a piano and choir risers on the south wall next to the windows. There is a dry erase 
board on the west wall and storage closets/shelves along the east wall of the room. There 
are a variety of instruments, mostly membranophones and idiophones, stacked on plastic 
shelving along the north wall, with two doors accessing the north wing hallway on the 
left and right (see Figure 3). Students generally come in and begin class on the risers, 
moving throughout the room as they work in small groups during class. There is a full set 
of grade-level music texts (Making Music by Silver Burdett), a portable stereo system, 
and an electronic keyboard that is used in both the classroom and in different 
performance areas throughout the school. 
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Figure 3. Percussion instruments inside Ms. Fiedler' s room. 
As a way to begin speaking specifically about the role participants played when 
they used integrated arts and music to teach their content, I considered what kinds of 
attributes best described their philosophical approach and style of instruction. Ruby 
Fiedler, the Russian emigre who came to the United States as a youngwoman , had a 
number of different philosophies of life, learning , music, language, and social justice. 
From her childhood in the former Soviet Union through her young adulthood, and her 
work as an international corporate translator, she saw much of the world and solidified 
many of her personal beliefs and philosophies . In order to discuss the intricacies of 
Fiedler's teaching style and educational philosophy, I included all of the observational, 
interview, document, and material data in the Case Study Data section below. I combined 
these data in chronological order so that observations that occurred in the classroom, 
statements made during the interviews, as well as all documents and written/verbal 
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communication with Ms. Fiedler could be more easily cross-referenced in the process of 
reviewing the case study. 
Combined Case Study Data 
Formal observations began at Westmarch Elementary in the fall of the 2010-2011 
school year. To have the opportunity of seeing a variety of different grade levels, the 
observations were spread out over five months beginning in October 2010 and ending in 
February 2011. To adequately serve the need for sufficient breadth and depth, I extended 
the number of observations from five to nine and focused my observations on second 
through fifth grade classes. These classes included several literacy, geography, social 
studies, multicultural, science, and creative song writing activities. This provided a rich 
source of data given the variety of different levels of student comprehension, 
developmental stages, and levels of music-infusion. 
There were two interviews undertaken during the course of this study. The first 
occurred after several of the observations were finished, and I had a sense ofhow Fiedler 
functioned in the process of delivering music-infused instruction. As described in Chapter 
3, I generated a series of interview questions and investigated the literature base 
regarding the techniques and procedures of the interview process (Borg, Gall & Gall, 
2003, Creswell, 2003; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). After field 
testing these questions with several educators, I revised them and then set up an initial 
interview with Fiedler. As a native Russian speaker, Fiedler has a distinct manner of 
speaking that I respectfully chose to transcribe unchanged within the text of the 
interviews. I felt that it was important to preserve the idiomatic expressions that are an 
essential part of Fiedler's speech patterns. Likewise, where the inclusion of a specific 
word clarifies meaning, I have taken the liberty of inserting these bracketed words. 
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The initial interview occurred with Fiedler on the January 19, 2011 at Westmarch 
Elementary. The interview focused on a series of 17 questions that explored her approach 
to the process of implementing music-infused lessons (see Appendix D). Because 
Fiedler's primary area of instruction was general music, I asked her about how she 
approached bringing academic content into her classroom, integrating other subject areas 
into her teaching. Fiedler responded by affirming her belief that music was everywhere, 
permeating the very foundations of society. She used the term universal language to 
describe how music inundates every aspect of culture and language, and that people 
respond to music both physically and emotionally across many different ethnic traditions. 
Because of this, Fiedler stressed the importance of imbuing her students with a broad 
view of the diversity ofhuman experiences. The need for tolerance and understanding 
was one of the central philosophies that Fiedler expressed throughout the interviews. 
Fiedler's second interview occurred at Westmarch Elementary on February 25, 
2011. More personal in nature, this interview consisted of questions about her personal 
background, musical experiences, theoretical perspectives, and her social, political and 
multicultural rationale for using music in the classroom. The second interview was also 
more self-reflective in nature than the first interview, allowing Fiedler to reflect upon her 
use of music as a tool of instruction. I emailed questions in advance of the interview so 
Fiedler could contemplate her responses more introspectively, and to give her ample time 
to think through the different processes involved in the integration of music-infused 
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techniques into a variety of subject areas. 
Written artifacts documenting various aspects of Fiedler's social, classroom, and 
interpersonal discourse with students stimulated further reflection and interpretation of 
her capacity to use music-infused lessons to teach non-musical content. Although she 
kept no personal journal, Fiedler shared with me some of her archived written artifacts, 
reflections, and communications of her teaching experiences. These documents included 
a daily planner, personal notes/reflections on her philosophy of instructional practice, as 
well as written and email communications to parents and colleagues. As these resources 
were made available to me throughout the course of the study, I added information from 
them to the data set. Additionally, Fiedler submitted several lesson plans as artifacts of 
her teaching, providing a way to codify the instructional techniques she used during 
lessons. 
Overview of Instruction 
Fiedler often began her lessons with a basic theme or concept in mind. The idea 
sometimes arose from within the domain of music, such as teaching about composers, 
musical elements, and assorted historical components of music, or was focused on a 
collaborative project with other academic teachers involved, such as lessons in science, 
literacy, and math. This process then continued to evolve as she researched a subject 
using the library, the internet, and other teaching resources, collating and organizing 
teaching materials into a functional collection. When team teaching with colleagues, 
planning required coordinated effort, using the curriculum guide for each discipline. This 
planning process assigned instructional responsibilities to every teacher involved. Fiedler 
repeated these thematic efforts frequently with regard to a variety of different subject 
areas and units. 
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In our initial phone conversations, Fiedler told me about the kinds of lessons she 
used in the lower grades (K-3) and the upper grades (4-5). For example, first graders 
spent the beginning of the year studying fairy tales and exploring the concept of character 
and moral values such as trustworthiness, respect, and accountability. This culminated in 
a musical play entitled Character Matters, a co-production between the music and art 
department, and first grade teachers. First and second graders also went through a series 
of ethnic dances, (e.g., cha cha, samba, salsa) as a way of reinforcing curriculum from the 
regular classroom on anatomy, bodily awareness, concepts ofleft and right, up and down, 
multicultural understanding, and vocabulary. In addition, kindergarten through second 
grade students were involved in an extended lesson involving the study of sound, 
experimenting with sound sources both inside the classroom and in natural surroundings 
such as weather systems, and meteorological phenomena. 
As an extension to this sound unit, Fiedler also taught an expanded series of 
lessons at all grade levels wherein students created and maintained a sound journal. This 
sound journal, designed in much the same way that a personal journal functions, operated 
from the perspective of exploring the sound environment. In the upper grades this 
involved an extension where students used sounds and sound effects as a way of creating 
sound stories and other literacy activities. All grades also used musical samples (pieces of 
music of varying lengths and styles) and artistic works (paintings, sculptures, etc.) as a 
way of generating stories, small descriptive writing pieces, and other sound/literacy 
projects in Fiedler's class. These many connections were made throughout the grade 
levels and employed not only music, but art, drama, movement, and dance as a way of 
exploring different academic subjects, as well as concepts such as patriotism, freedom, 
personal responsibility, diverse belief systems, and other ideas addressing the human 
experience. 
Observations 1 & 2 
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As a way to contrast the manner in which Fiedler addressed a thematic topic 
through the use of subservient techniques in conjunction with history and culture, 
creative exploration, and conceptual ideas, I begin with the first two observed lessons. 
These two lessons approached much the same subject matter from two different 
developmental stages: from a fifth grader's point of view, and from a second grade 
perspective. Lesson 1, a fifth grade class (n = 12) used national anthems, those oflsrael 
and the United States, as a backdrop to compare and contrast cultures, values, the nature 
of patriotism, and a sense of home and country. This lesson explored many cultural 
linguistic, and literacy themes as students experienced and creatively manipulated 
different musical elements such as rhythm, melody, and form. 
Beginning with the performance in class of the "Star Spangled Banner" and 
"Hatikvah," the national anthems of the United States and Israel, students discussed the 
form and meaning of these two anthems. An English translation of "Hatikvah" (Hope) 
was given to students as an aid to pronunciation and meaning. This continued with 
renditions of two modem popular patriotic songs, "God Bless America" and "God Bless 
the USA," with an ensuing discussion of musical elements used in these songs. Fiedler 
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also addressed the use of descriptive language and imagery used in the songs. With these 
themes and concepts in mind, students arranged themselves into self-selected groups, 
brainstorming ideas for the purpose of writing their own anthem. This lesson was part of 
a larger school-wide effort to create an anthem written by students for Westmarch 
Elementary, its attributes, values, and culture. This creative/thematic lesson was an 
ongoing process and continued in observations 3 and 5. 
In contrast to this fifth grade lesson, second graders (n = 8) also reviewed national 
anthems, but at a more simplified and age-appropriate level. In observation two, second 
grade students began by singing the American national anthem with some students 
spontaneously breaking into harmony as they sang. Using a subservient topical approach, 
students focused on the lyrics of the "Star Spangled Banner," describing the language and 
imagery in terms of a list of vocabulary words supplied by Fiedler. This list included 
definitions Fiedler used in moderating a discussion of the lyric lines. In these 
conversations, students demonstrated their knowledge of vocabulary and context clues 
within the lyric text. Having worked with these language arts tools, students sang the 
song again with new insight into the meaning ofthe song. This was followed by a cloze 
activity (i.e. , an exercise in which students are given a series of prepared sentences with 
words deleted from the text into which they are to replace the missing word with the 
correct vocabulary word). The lesson then concluded with students singing several 
patriotic songs "God Bless America," "God Bless the USA," and "Music is the Key." As 
students prepared to return to their regular classroom, they answered vocabulary and 
conceptual questions from the lesson along with questions relating to American culture. 
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Fiedler addressed how language, both in terms of literacy, language arts, and 
foreign language, played an important part in her teaching. This approach was especially 
true regarding the use of "God Bless America" the Hebrew anthem "Hatikvah" in social 
studies lesson observations 1 and 2. This interest in academic content came from her 
close collaboration with the many teachers and subject areas from different grade levels 
throughout the school. With an awareness ofthe scope and sequence at Westmarch, 
Fiedler worked with her colleagues to gain an understanding of how individual teachers 
delivered instruction. Contacting regular classroom teachers at the beginning of the year 
made it possible for Fiedler to coordinate efforts to support learning in various subject 
areas within each grade level. As an example, she related: 
Last year we did a project, very interesting project. Kids created 
their own islands, and ... languages, and [National] anthems. So I 
worked with kids on [developing] an anthem, and ... they needed to 
present whole project, throughout, you know whatever they did in 
the classroom, and anthems, we invited parents, and it was like a 
whole big show about it. We [teachers] talk all the time. We are in 
contact all the time .. .I try to work very closely with all teachers in 
this building, to know what they are doing, where I can integrate and 
I think it is just benefitting kids. Because ... anything can be 
integrated with music. 
These were the kinds oflong-range thematic and conceptual projects on which Fiedler 
and her colleagues collaborated, il}tegrating a variety of different areas of study. 
Fiedler also shared her experience ofhaving collaborated school-wide on a study 
unit involving the culture, geography, and artistic traditions of continental Africa. Her 
task was to introduce students to different regional areas and their indigenous music, the 
rhythmic styles within these regions, and the instruments used by native peoples. In art 
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class, students studied the principles of design as they created their own African masks 
while the physical education teacher helped students learn a variety of tribal dances from 
the northern and central regions of the continent. Concerning this unit Fiedler stated: 
When we study about Africa, was great opportunity to explore 
African life and culture through music. And this is good because it 
helps what other teachers are teaching in curriculum, but still can do 
in music and learn African rhythms, sounds, instruments and kids 
love it. We learn African dance and they also do in gym, we do 
poetry with drums and African cultural poetry. We even have 
conversation with drums we ... kids play drums and we play with 
different emotions. Is drum happy or sad or angry and they have to 
choose ... they play with expression and understand African 
drumming ... communication, culture from a music perspective? 
These musical, artistic, and dance activities were undertaken in conjunction with 
academic studies across grades in the regular classroom. This thematic unit was also 
cultural in nature and involved mostly observational and performance kinds of 
assessments where students demonstrated their learning through creative 
performances in a variety of contexts. This was an example of multiple techniques 
applied across the TOMI spectrum. 
With regard to her own personal preparation for arts integrated music-infused 
instruction, Fiedler related that her study of music as a child, her attendance at a 
performing arts high school, and her subsequent study of music education and creative 
arts at both the undergraduate and graduate level afforded her the opportunity to fine tune 
these skills. She referred to herself as a lifelong learner, engaging in a variety of different 
linguistic, artistic, and musical experiences. She stated: 
So, it's big part of things, the way I teach and the way [I] approach 
.. .it's also my life experience, as I was lucky enough that ... I 
experience different cultures and different people. I love to read, I 
love to explore .. .I love to teach. So it will never be enough just to 
go to school for anybody. And too, even if you had the best colleges 
and the best professors, it doesn't. .. You have always to grow as a 
person. 
Seeing the world as an ever-shrinking place, she desired to pass these beliefs on to her 
students. Fiedler believed that it was imperative for students to pursue learning and 
life-experience in a number of different areas, embracing the world around them with 
tolerance and an open mind. 
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This sense of tolerance and open mindedness was exemplified in a unit the first 
and second graders studied regarding concepts of character and citizenship (i.e., honesty, 
forgiveness, personal responsibility, and kindness). Fiedler collaborated with regular 
classroom teachers in a study of fairy tales, teaching students the importance of character 
and responsible moral action using several songs. Having learned these songs, students 
used them in conjunction with a script entitled Character Matters directed by Fiedler and 
produced by the Westmarch faculty. This unit employed higher order music-infused 
techniques, such as common themes and content and conceptual process integration. 
Linking several disciplines together throughout the lower grade levels in conjunction 
with music and art classes allowed students to share conceptual learning experiences 
across the curriculum. Connecting these processes within the play enabled students to 
interpret the consequences of positive moral choices. Fiedler related the following: 
When we do fairy tales and fables this is helping kids to understand 
ideas ... themes in stories in new way. When kids hear story in 
classroom and then we talk about story in class with music it adds ... 
it adds something more. Because it is valuable for working through 
ideas and material using music, students have chance to learn in new 
way ... that becomes helpful not just for music and understanding 
emotions of music but for interpretation of story. 
Not only was the story contained within the fairy tale brought to life in a new and 
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dynamic way through the use of music, but teachers also presented many of the concepts 
in the drama in a manner with which students actively engaged. Given the scope of the 
production, students experienced this learning in music, literacy, and social studies 
classrooms alike. 
What is important to note in these initial lesson observations is how both the 
second graders and the older fifth graders experienced essentially the same thematic and 
conceptual curricula taught through the lens of music, but at different developmental 
levels. Although both groups used subservient techniques within the lesson to sing songs 
about patriotism, freedom, and autonomy, they went deeper into other literacy and 
language arts disciplines and further explored the subject. For second graders, learning 
involved discussing vocabulary, word defmitions, and meaning in context, while fifth 
graders explored all of these ideas in addition to historical and cultural themes. After 
comparing and contrasting the two national anthems, students then continued by 
beginning to compose their own version of the Westmarch anthem in collaboration with 
second and fifth grade teachers. Both of these lessons demonstrated a use of music-
infused instruction that operated on several levels of the TOMI scale including 
subservient topics and tools, creative techniques, and common themes. The continuing 
process of creating an anthem is further explored in observations three and five. 
Observations 3 & 5 
In observation three, fifth-grade students began the lesson with a review of the 
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American and Israeli anthems as well as singing "God Bless America" and "God Bless 
the USA." This was quickly followed by a discussion of how to begin creatively using 
the elements of form and melody as they embarked on the process of constructing the 
melodic and rhythmic framework of their Westmarch anthem. Two students approached 
Fiedler asking her about translating lyrics, rhyme scheme, poetry, and the nature of 
intellectual property. This led to a further discussion of song form, after which students 
continued to work on the themes and stories contained in their anthems, thinking both in 
terms of the musical elements and creative writing. Some used the melody and 
accompaniment from one song, some combined the elements of two songs, while others 
attempted to compose and arrange their own original material. 
Fiedler drew these songs from the numerous resources, websites, and 
compilations she collected over the years. She included many of these songs during the 
patriotic unit, as well as performing them in various assemblies and musical events at 
Westmarch. Also included were specialty songs adapted and arranged by Fiedler, songs 
published for special use, everyday use, and numerous other online resources. Fiedler 
used these resources for a variety of purposes, including music-specific lessons and 
music-infused interdisciplinary lessons. 
In observation 5, students from fifth grade entered the classroom to the strains of 
"God Bless the USA," a student request. After this "tuning" event placed students in the 
mindset for continuing their study of anthems, Fiedler outlined how the remaining time 
would be spent on this project. They began working on a reader's theater presentation 
about the "Star Spangled Banner," that would be used in conjunction with their finished 
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anthems in the coming days and then returned to their groups to work on finishing their 
anthems. Students rehearsed with instruments, soundtracks, and sound effects while 
Fiedler walked around monitoring progress and asked clarifying questions. 
Students divided into three groups. Group A was well advanced in their 
development of the piece and students had a clear understanding of the elements of form, 
melody rhythm, and their impact on prosody. Group B worked on the development of an 
ostinato pattern in the accompaniment of their piece using various idiophones and 
membranophones, experimenting with the musical element of timbre. Students struggled 
with how to edit disparate portions of their anthem together. Group B made progress 
through encouragement by Fiedler to move in a more focused direction, developing the 
form of the piece in a more unified way. Fiedler repeatedly redirected group C, advising 
them to focus on the form of their piece and the rhythm of the lyric. Fiedler encouraged 
them stating, "Your work on the themes and chorus is almost there. Keep going!" 
As students finished their anthems, rehearsing and planning the final 
performances, Fiedler told them, "Now everyone will present what they have and give 
good ideas [comments] to others." Students performed their anthems and gave each other 
positive feedback concerning the thematic, lyric, and musical quality of each work. 
Students demonstrated many different music-infused techniques as groups shared 
their work. Group A's original composition demonstrated a clear understanding of the 
literacy concepts of alliteration and repetition, showing their understanding of musical 
form and the use of a lyric "hook." Group B worked well with song form by combining 
two popular songs with their original lyric. Group Chad several false starts as they used 
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instruments and drums in their performance, but were encouraged by Fiedler and their 
peers to continue. All groups were positive in their constructive comments as Fiedler 
encouraged them to take creative risks as they employed subservient tools, creative 
techniques, and thematic content in their projects. Class ended with a review of how these 
anthems would be integrated into the reader' s theater production in the coming weeks. 
Through both of these lessons, the common thread of creative performance was 
infused with concepts of school pride, freedom, and thematic ideas of nationality and 
patriotism. While teaching musical concepts and compositional techniques, Fiedler 
supported the learning students brought with them from class about the history and 
nationalism of the United States and Israel. This lesson also involved the study of song 
form, language arts/poetry, and culture. A slightly different version of these themes was 
explored in the fourth grade observations below. 
Observations 4 & 6 
Observation four opened with fourth graders reviewing the themes of freedom 
and patriotism through the analysis of the "Star Spangled Banner." With some students 
singing the song as a solo or as a duet, students discussed the song form and thematic 
material. This was followed by a rendition of"Fifty Nifty United States" in which 
students raised questions about the tempo changes in the songs. This was followed by a 
discussion of state capitols, groups of states (Atlantic, New England, mid-western, 
western), and their geography in conjunction with the fourth grade curricula. Fiedler 
coordinated with the fourth grade teachers as she incorporated the vocabulary associated 
with this unit into the study of the song. Students then sang "My Country 'tis ofThee" 
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and "America," contrasting the similarities and differences with the "Star Spangled 
Banner." A crossword puzzle and cloze activity followed this activity using a word wall 
to support student learning of vocabulary. Students engaged with Fiedler in these 
discussions. 
Fiedler then brought the discussion forward to the literacy process by offering 
students an opportunity to creatively use the social studies vocabulary and geographical 
concepts learned in the regular classroom as well as in music class. She asked them to 
begin thinking about the kinds of stories, poems, and illustrations they might produce in 
the coming weeks as a way of expressing these musical and social studies themes. Class 
ended with a review of musical concepts and vocabulary. 
In every lesson, Fiedler took behavior into account as a part of her instructional 
practice. Whether as actions carried out by her students, or as behaviors resulting from 
her own conduct, deeds and attitudes played a significant role in her classroom. Because 
of this, she made a concerted effort to provide students with time to talk, to speak their 
minds, express opinions, and ask questions. As she stated: 
So we go into different discussions I would say when I teach 
actually anything. And I give kids [time] to explore and to talk, and 
if we get little bit off the subject, that's fine with me too. 
Because ... they want to talk, they want to explore certain things so 
you know ... it's OK. It's valuable time too ... they need somebody 
[who] will listen to them and talk to them. So, I don't mind doing 
this in my classroom. 
Fiedler consistently endeavored to provide a safe atmosphere for students where they 
took risks, learned new ideas, and experimented with different concepts in an enriching 
learning environment where the focus was always on instruction. As she said: 
Sometimes the atmosphere is so good and everybody's having 
fun ... you enjoy your time, you feel safe, and you want to 
participate .... you must always encourage them [students], give 
positive reinforcement and ... encourage [them] to do your best. 
This attitude was relevant to the study in that it demonstrated Fiedler's determination 
to provide students with a non-threatening atmosphere where they felt free to express 
ideas, especial creative musical ideas. She believed that only in an enviroriment where 
students felt valued for their work; where teachers validated their attempts at 
openness and self-expression, did the kinds of creative/theme-oriented learning 
reflected in the TOMI scale occur. 
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Fiedler repeatedly expressed her belief that classroom work was insufficient for 
student success. She believed not only in teaching music and academics, but skills for 
life, not simply reading about something or studying a subject, but experiencing events 
and places in real world settings. As Fiedler said, "If they are curious, if they like 
something, if they want to know more, if they want to continue music education, I always 
encourage this." She promoted the idea of openness to new experiences through 
exploration and experimentation where students made choices and took responsibility for 
their own learning. This was especially true when she taught about appreciating music for 
its beauty, for its enjoyment as an art form. As she related: 
When I teach recorders I know that some mom came to me and she 
said, "Oh my gosh, my son was not excited about school at all and 
now he's so excited to play this recorder." And sometimes I don't 
even know how I affect students ... when I was teaching Beethoven, 
one of the moms came and she said, "Oh my gosh, he's so interested 
in Beethoven or composers or his music. He came home and he said 
'Oh I want to listen to his music!' " or whatever. So I told her, "You 
know, if he's interested to read about other composers. Go to 
[library/concerts] with him." 
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It was this kind of encouragement that helped students develop an interest in a variety of 
different disciplines. 
Given the nature ofher training as a translator and musician, much of the learning 
that occurred in her class culminated in some sort of presentation or performance. 
Consequently, the forms of assessment she used were most often observational or 
performance oriented. Although she sometimes used rubrics to help her students know 
what a high-quality end product looked like, it was their manipulation of materials that 
became the measure oflearning. As Fiedler stated: 
It starts with performing. First, you know when you perform, when 
you teach kids to perform in front of the people, this is one thing. 
You teach kids to listen to each other. You teach kids to be strong 
and to talk or present something in front of their peers or other 
people. 
Whether it was a class presentation or a formal performance for parents or the school, a 
coordinated thematic unit or a collaborative exploration of a concept, it was "in the 
doing" that students gained self-esteem and confidence in themselves and their 
learning. How students valued music and how they regarded learning in general 
challenged Fiedler as she dealt with many of the attitudes expressed by her students. It 
was this work ethic, a deeply seated personality trait deriving from her earliest 
childhood experiences, that she modeled for her students, desiring them to understand 
and adopt it in their own lives. 
As a way to begin a process of bonding with her students, Fiedler developed 
several consumable activity sheets for her students. The first was a lesson activity called 
Getting to Know You in which students answered a series of questions about their life, 
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such as their favorite sport, their favorite subject, any hobbies they might have, and what 
part music played in their lives. Fiedler used these questions in a very basic form for 
kindergarten and in more depth in the middle and upper grades. This activity functioned 
to help Fiedler bond with her students and helped students give voice to their 
individuality. Another document entitled Self Portrait with Favorite Things, offered 
students the chance to share something about themselves through the medium of art, 
creating a self-portrait depicting some favorite object. Fiedler then asked students to 
elaborate either verbally, in writing, or through music why they chose a particular object. 
In this way, Fiedler began forming a connection with her students. 
In observation 6 I saw the culmination of this unit, in which students combined 
musical, social studies, and literacy activities addressing various themes explored 
previously. The students sang many of the patriotic songs they studied previously and 
discussed ideas of personal autonomy, patriotism, and what freedom meant to them. 
These ideas became the themes upon which students focused their independent writing. 
With the themes and vocabulary displayed for students on a word wall, Fiedler 
continued to encourage discussion of the thematic material and the nature of the creative 
assignment they were about to begin. She stated: 
We have been learning all this week about what country? (Students 
respond "The US .. .Israel. .. Russia") We have studied ideas of 
freedom, respect, citizenship, and responsibility. Now each will 
individually respond to idea of"What America means to me." Use 
the ideas, themes and words from our word bank to write this. It can 
be poem, verse, dramatic presentation, or simple story/paragraph. 
Working individually, students listened to a variety of different artists (e.g., Cher, Peter, 
Paul, & Mary) performing the patriotic songs they studied previously in a variety of 
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disparate styles and arrangements (traditional, symphonic, folk, rock). These musical 
experiences provided a backdrop to the students' creative writing activities. Fiedler went 
around to each student encouraging and answering questions regarding the design of their 
work. Students shared prosaic poems, acrostic poetry, and graphic art (drawings) on the 
theme "What America Means to Me." Some students chose not to use an artistic form of 
expression, instead presenting their work in unadorned prose. Interestingly, none of the 
students used music, a song or a rap, as a form of expressing these ideas. Although those 
who chose the medium of poetry used the musical elements of rhythm and form in the 
creation of their free verse, there was no other engagement of music by students. The 
fourth and fifth graders in observations one, three, four, five, and six interacted over of a 
series of weeks to the thematic materials and concepts presented in their regular 
classroom as well as in Ms. Fiedler's class. Their level of engagement was different from 
grade level to grade level, but always involved music and the arts. While she directed the 
fifth grade class in the use of song form and musical elements, the fourth grade class 
chose to take the creative portion of the assignment in a decidedly different direction: 
language arts and poetry. These instructional activities included both subservient tasks 
(singing patriotic and geographic songs) and creative tasks (creating poems, stories, and 
illustrations). Fiedler clearly demonstrated an attitude of cross-curricular cooperation 
while maintaining the integrity of her music classroom. 
Fiedler's cooperation with other teachers across the curriculum also involved 
motivating students with a sense of social responsibility and a spirit of cooperation in her 
classroom. She spoke of several different situations in which she encouraged students to 
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continue with their musical explorations and was rewarded by their renewed interest, 
sense of pride, and achievement. Fiedler shared a conversation she had with one student's 
mother: 
I have one student now he plays a guitar ... I kind of encouraged 
him, so he helped me last year in a program. I mean he plays a few 
chords, but that's fine. But he feels so good about it ... and he loves 
music and his mom told me also, "Thank you so much for doing 
this, because it's just incredible." 
Her conversation with another student's mother provided similar insights: 
Her mom came and said, "She loves music can you encourage her? 
Listen to her songs. She [student] doesn't like to share. She's very 
private about it." So what I did, I commissioned her. .. I said [to her] 
"Can you write for us a song ... write something about 
friendship ... about each other, how you started from kindergarten." 
So, she was very excited her mom said. 
Throughout the observations and in our discussions, Fiedler demonstrated giving the 
same sense of academic and intellectual freedom to other students that she provided to 
these two students. She endeavored to create an environment where students felt safe 
and comfortable, free to express whatever they believed or desired to say. This extended 
into her classroom through the arena of listening. 
Fiedler expressed the importance of listening on many different levels both inside 
and outside of her classroom. As a music teacher, listening, singing, playing instruments, 
and performing were always an important component of her teaching. However, the 
ability to listen, especially to each other, became even more important; it was a vital 
component of learning in every situation. Listening, reasoning, and imagination were 
likewise inextricably linked to focus and motivation throughout the instructional process. 
This focus and sense of motivation often originated from the attitudes of parents. 
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Frequently, students were motivated by outside sources such as their home 
environment and their parents. In the home, students experienced an environment where 
music was either well respected or it was not. Parents played an important part of this 
developmental process in the life of their students by modeling attitudes of cooperation, 
motivation, and support for the arts. Fiedler stated: 
Parents understand ... we do have a school that many parents 
understand the importance of arts. So we [are] actually lucky 
somehow in our schools that. .. majority understand how arts are 
important. I think very much it comes from home. 
Many of the personal beliefs and opinions that students brought with them to school 
may have resulted from their parent's influence. Students evidenced this sense of value 
for the arts by how they interacted with different instructional units. 
In an effort to further this parental support, Fiedler shared with parents her 
philosophy of music-infused instruction through an open letter/personal address. Fiedler 
wrote this letter expressing her desire to challenge students while giving them the 
opportunity to learn about music and perform in school. She also stressed the importance 
of learning proper etiquette, including getting along with team members and showing 
respect, both within the performance environment and when critiquing other students. 
Additionally, she wrote about her attempts to keep open lines of communication among 
parents and staff in the planning process, using current research on instruction in the 
development of interdisciplinary lessons. Fiedler developed a second piece given as a 
spoken address to parents during convocation. This speech gave details concerning her 
efforts to teach students about the value of music, enabling them to develop a growing 
appreciation for creative arts and music. These documents helped me attain a clearer 
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understanding Fiedler's approach to music-infused instruction. 
Whether teaching lessons within her discipline of music or outside her curricular 
assignment, the attitudes of cooperation, personal pride, and respect for music and the 
arts made a profound difference in the success or failure of each lesson or unit. The 
culmination of the national anthem and patriotic song unit in lessons 5 and 6 was an 
example ofhow students collaborated together as they studied the cultural and social 
impact of nationalistic songs on various ethnic groups across the planet. She stated: 
Well, many times we are teaching lessons outside our own 
curriculum ... I mean I work constantly not just to teach music but to 
work with other teachers and other grades, and we work together to 
teach common lesson. When we study anthem from different 
countries earlier this year, work with history and social studies ideas 
with kids, and how this works with music and the music of different 
nations. Then kids both listen and sing music while learning where 
this music comes from and what it means to people. 
This series oflessons served students not only as a conduit for learning content in the 
areas of history, social studies, and music, but as a way to expand their horizons, giving 
them what Fiedler referred to as "perspective about life outside the U. S.," opening their 
minds to diversity in the world around them. 
Observations 7 & 8 
In these observations many of the same techniques used by the fifth graders to 
study thematic concepts of social studies were turned to the investigation of science, 
specifically in the area of nutrition. At the beginning of observation seven, students spent 
ten or fifteen minutes discussing the nature of good nutrition based on their studies in 
fifth grade science class. Fiedler then directed students to write a simple poem on the 
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theme of nutrition and good eating habits to get them thinking about lyric writing and the 
science of nutrition. After spending a few minutes composing theses pieces, students 
performed their poems for one another. This was followed by a discussion of healthy 
eating and good nutritional choices. Class then ended in a sing-a-long of different songs 
designed to describe nutrition (e.g., "Five-a-day," "The Vitamin C," "The Fiber Rap," 
and the "Salad Sisters song"). Using subservient techniques to reinforce the thematic 
material presented in science class while preparing for more creative musical activities in 
future class, Fiedler combined several music-infused approaches in the lesson. Over the 
next few class meetings, students revisited these themes with Fiedler assigning them the 
task of creating and rehearsing a song, skit, commercial, or dramatic presentation in self-
selected groups. Fiedler kept in touch with fifth grade science teachers by collaborating 
with them in designing and implementing this nutrition project. 
In the field of science, Fiedler collaborated with teachers of all grade levels in 
three different areas: nutrition, sound, and mathematics. For the upper grades (i.e., fourth 
and fifth) Fiedler spent time with the science teacher, Ms. Wagen (a pseudonym) to 
implement an initial experience for students with regard to nutrition. Bringing their own 
learning and awareness of nutritional terminology, students engaged in conversations that 
led to explorations of different forms of creative expression such as song writing, poetry, 
drama, and art (see lessons 7 & 8). As Fiedler related: 
They [students] are learning ideas about nutrition upstairs in Ms. 
Wagen's class and then they come down and I know what they 
studied. So it makes it easier to use different songs that we use in 
class to help sing about nutrition and eating good foods. We also 
talk a lot about these things and then write our own poems about 
favorite foods. This also helps as we move toward bigger project: to 
produce own song about nutrition ... using instruments and 
choreography ... They write skits and perform. It all comes together 
to help teach subject but using music. 
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This kind of collaborative integration also existed in the lower elementary grades where 
students studied the science of sound and the order of operations in mathematics, 
supported and encouraged in the music classroom by Fiedler. As she elaborated: 
In science unit called Sounds Around Us we talk a lot about 
different sounds around us in everyday life. We listen to sounds 
in room, sounds in hallway, sounds in lunchroom ... even sounds 
outside. Where they come from, how they are different. And then 
this leads to playing with different sounds in classroom ... we 
work with different materials and make a sound project. We use 
water in bottles, straws, rubber bands and explore sounds ... talk 
about how each sounds and why. So this becomes both musical 
exploration and scientific project for kids. And they love it. .. they 
love playing with and creating so many sounds. 
This music-infused lesson carried over from the music classroom into virtually every part 
of the building, exploring a variety of different environments. Using sound as a tool of 
instruction, Fiedler gave students a new and different way of thinking about and 
approaching different aspects of the science of acoustics. 
Students also experimented with different ways of producing sound, creating 
simple musical instruments, and engaging in a variety of different writing projects 
including the creation of a sound journal. Students used this journal to explore 
impressions and awareness of the sound environment both within the classroom and 
beyond, recording responses to different kinds of sounds and exploring their sources. 
This included a series of projects and activities in which students explored natural and 
man-made sounds. Fiedler related all of these activities with the elements of music and 
the kinds of organized sounds that produce a musical composition. 
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In much the same way, Fiedler worked with second and third grade teachers to 
integrate mathematical concepts such as the order of operations from a more conceptual 
frame of thinking using the elements of rhythm and form. Through discussion and 
experimentation, students explored different rhythmic ratios in a variety of configurations 
and their relationship to different sums, products, and quotients. Thus, students gained an 
alternative way to study and experiment with whole numbers, fractions, and different 
arithmetic formulas and terminology. By exploring sound and examining the relationship 
between numbers and mathematic functions, Fiedler provided thematic enrichment for 
these subjects through the lens of music, teaching both non-musical content and specific 
core concepts in music. 
In observation eight, the lesson opened with a final performance of these 
musical/dramatic creations. Three groups performed using a variety of different 
integrated arts in their presentations including drama, poetry, lyric writing, dance, and 
music. The first group included two girls and who sang an original song, "B is for 
Banana," performing original dance choreography as they sang. A promotional 
announcement from the "Banana Council" on the health benefits ofbananas followed this 
performance. The next group adapted two different songs they previously learned in 
class, "Vitamin C" and the "Salad Sisters," by re-writing the lyrics of the song and 
placing it in the context of a skit. This was followed by a commercial advocating for 
vegetables as an important part of a balanced diet. The last group performed a mini-play 
entitled "Fit Kid-Fat Kid," complete with a title/theme song. This was an original script 
and composition, including a GEICO-like commercial with the lizard advertising good 
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eating habits. The class culminated in a debriefing of the performances and a discussion 
by students about different issues of nutrition and health that they learned both in science 
class and music class. These explorations of nutrition and the process of song writing 
worked well together as Fiedler infused music into the study of health. By tapping into 
the creative musical energies of students, Fiedler helped them explore scientific themes 
such as nutrition and nutritious eating habits while supporting her own musical curricula. 
The class then turned their attention to a new unit on opera, specifically the 
composer Gioachino Rossini and his operas the Barber of Seville. Students engaged in a 
discussion of the patronage system and the changes in accessibility of theater music to the 
general public and Fiedler introduced vocabulary and terminology pertinent to nineteenth 
century opera. They watched a small section of a video on the circumstances surrounding 
the premier of the Barber of Seville, and then Fiedler took comments and answered 
student questions concerning Rossini and his work. 
This then evolved into a discussion of the upcoming field trip to Opera Colorado 
to see Rossini's Cinderella. Students discussed what they knew of the story and how it 
was adapted for the stage focusing specifically on character and setting. These literacy 
activities helped students begin to develop their own set of schema for understanding 
how acting, drama, costumes and music combined to produce the operatic story. Students 
related their experiences of the many diverse versions of Cinderella (i.e., Dinorella, 
Cinderubble, and Mozzarella). By using the knowledge students already possessed to 
scaffold their learning, Fiedler imbued this lesson with historical and cultural techniques 
that both affirmed student knowledge and taught musical content. Class ended with a 
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discussion of the fable unit students were doing in literacy and how they would integrate 
elements such as story, character, and music in Fiedler's class in preparation for the 
spring school-wide performance. 
Fiedler expressed her belief about the importance of developing new perspectives 
and good listening skills through student attendance at live music performances. These 
productions took the form of operatic and symphonic concerts that offered students and 
families an opportunity to connect curricula throughout the school and inside the music 
classroom to the artistic processes of rehearsal, and performance. As Fiedler related: 
We go to the opera a few times per year. I have those opera fans ... 
since kindergarten .... They go to the opera and they just love it, and 
they love the story ... and their parents are like surprised that they 
[students] become opera fans. So they feel very important that they 
go with me in the evening ... they tell everybody, "Oh, we are going 
to the opera" and "When is next opera?" The world is getting 
smaller. Before, United States was United States, but now you have 
to know other cultures, in order to communicate, to work together. 
And if you never go ... to see real performances, you will miss [out]. 
Fiedler sought to impress upon students that since the world is," ... getting smaller, you 
have to know other cultures, in order to communicate, to work together." This focus on 
cultural awareness and tolerance of other artistic/musical styles played an important 
part in the process of studying and experiencing the distinctive music of a range of 
cultures. 
The progression that occurred between observation seven and observation eight 
demonstrated how collaboration in and among teaching staff had a positive effect on the 
learning environment and on students. Many students possessed different learning styles 
that teachers supported by providing learning opportunities that scaffolded their abilities, 
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offering them multiple perspectives through which to access curricula. Fiedler 
demonstrated this scaffolding through lessons that she created in conjunction with her 
teaching colleagues. By using knowledge that students gained from their experiences in 
their fifth grade science class, in conjunction with skills they possessed from their study 
of music, Fiedler provided an opportunity to fuse these abilities together in such a way 
that both music and science were valued and learning occurred in both areas. 
Observation 9 
This third grade observation involved students in the continuing process of 
studying the culture and history of eighteenth century Germany, the Baroque era, and the 
life of J. S. Bach. Having reviewed material from the previous lesson, Fiedler facilitated a 
group conversation, answering questions and responding to student inquiries. This 
discussion, a culmination activity that clarified their previous learning, was followed by a 
quiz comprised of seven comprehension questions that spawned a lively discussion 
concerning the students' written answers and what they retained from the lesson. Fiedler 
focused students on many of the historical and cultural aspects of Bach's life and music. 
This experience afforded students the opportunity of relating to his music in a slightly 
different way: in terms of the societal pressures and political restrictions of an era far 
removed from their own. As a result, students began thinking in divergent ways in their 
discussions, comparing and contrasting their knowledge of the modern idea of 
entertainment, music, and freedom of expression with the much more restricted and 
patrician circumstances of Bach's experience. The historical/cultural techniques used in 
this lesson afforded students the opportunity to experience and discuss a variety of 
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different musical, historical, and cultural themes surrounding the composer and the world 
he lived in~ 
Many lessons functioned to support various academic subjects while remaining 
self-contained within Fiedler's classroom. These included the study of opera and the 
composer Rossini, the study of composers from Bach to Beethoven, as well as 
investigations of stories and concepts explored through music such as Prokofiev's Peter 
and the Wolf and Saint-Saens' Carnival of the Animals. In these musical lessons and 
units, Fiedler explored a variety of different topics surrounding the lives and music of 
these composers. She also used dramatic presentation to tell stories accompanied by 
music, helping students develop an imaginative experience of the music. As she related: 
Literacy [is] the best tool to teach with music or acting. I just know 
that kids love literacy or reading when they are taught with 
interesting voice ... I know when I read I always use also 
sounds .. .like, (using dramatic voice) "Somebody came to knock at 
the door (knocks three times on the desk)." You know, that's more 
interesting. So story with sounds it's a great tool to teach. Kids love 
it, and sometimes ... I use instruments when I teach the story. 
The use of sound effects and modeling the reading process through story telling 
functions as a literacy technique, especially to the early primary grades. Fiedler also 
reinforced reading by integrating decoding strategies into the process of learning and 
singing songs. "When we learn songs, we read it first," she said, " .. . or sometimes 
when we listened to the song they look at the page . .. actually it helps them learn how 
to read." Fiedler consistently sought opportunities to teach musical content, helping 
students to esteem and value music for its own intrinsic worth, while supporting and 
scaffolding other areas ofleaming within the curriculum. 
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Among the documents Fiedler submitted was an extensive collection oflesson 
plans of varying size and complexity. Some of these lessons involved literacy activities, 
writing projects, dramatic presentations, singing activities, science and social studies 
lessons, and an extensive set oflong-range planning guides. While there was much 
discussion of lessons taught in both the present and the past during our conversations and 
interviews, the lessons documented here comprised only a small part ofthe overall 
picture of what Fiedler taught during the course of the study. 
The Aesop's Fable Project was an extensive set oflessons and activities that 
Fiedler taught over the course of many years and was undertaking once again as a part of 
her 2010-2011 curriculum. Designed to be accessible for all grades, these lessons were 
simplified in their execution for younger grades and explored in greater depth by middle 
and upper grades. Designed by Gamble and Saeb-Parsy (2006), Fiedler used these many 
ideas in great variety employing the resources, websites, and lesson plan materials to 
great effect. In the process of studying these fables, reading and art activities were 
employed for younger students (K-2), and additional reading of other versions of the 
story, reflective discussions, the development of illustrations for the fables, and a variety 
of writing processes for older students (3-5). Extensions for these lessons included the 
study ofbreeds and classifications of the animals in the story, the geography of their 
habitats, and exploration of music through different resources and websites. This project 
also gave students the opportunity to explore the nature of the fables and the animal 
characters within the stories, composing their own music that addressed these qualities. 
Fiedler used these introductory lessons in a variety of different age-appropriate ways, 
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presenting them in ever increasing levels of complexity. 
Fiedler developed a more advanced version of this Aesop project involving 
technology for fourth and fifth grade. This investigation entailed researching numerous 
artistic, dramatic, literacy, and musical topics in the development of a multi-media 
presentation. The project involved students assembling a presentation using PowerPoint 
and Movie Maker. Utilizing a variety of different elements including artistic images that 
told the story of the chosen fable, students wrote a script and used sound effects and 
music to support the narrative presentation, taking quotes from the lives of modem 
figures to represent the moral of the fable. Fiedler employed a rubric assessment that 
specifically outlined points students could earn for each component of the assignment. 
There was also a sample narrative for students to follow as they assembled their projects. 
This long-range project involved both the literacy teacher and the computer teacher in the 
process. 
Another resource Fiedler used in this unit of fables was a musical play that she 
produced from a collection of fables entitled the fables of Aesop: Adapted for the stage 
(Murphy, 2009). It included a variety of short vignettes that could be produced 
individually or aggregated as a whole into a larger production. With songs interspersed 
by dialogue, this resource provided students with many different dramatic and musical 
performance opportunities. Fiedler's students performed this musical in years past and 
revisited it again this year in both the lower and upper grades. 
Other organizational tools Fiedler shared included a series of long-range plans 
divided into trimester groupings. She further partitioned these plans by grade level, 
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kindergarten through fifth grade, with various musical, social studies, science, and 
literacy activities listed for each group. Many of these activities overlapped in their 
application among different grade levels. Not surprising, given that Fiedler taught general 
music, a majority of these listings focused on different areas of music, including musical 
elements, composers, school-wide musicals, and numerous curricular topics spread out 
among the grades. In addition, students prepared for field trips to Opera Colorado, the 
Colorado Symphony, and the Colorado Ballet. The end of the year was also a time of 
performance and celebration with the school-wide talent show, Westmarch Idol, and the 
continuation ceremony in which students celebrated their passing from lower school to 
upper school. All of these teaching goals, activities, and presentations focused on 
allowing students numerous learning and performance opportunities throughout the year. 
The desire to broaden student thinking, expanding their horizons to include the 
wider world, inhabited all of Fiedler's philosophical and instructional thinking. She made 
connections with students on both a personal and intellectual basis, teaching them not 
only about music and other academic subjects, but also about life. As she stated: 
It's connection between teacher and student, to listen to them ... to 
respect what they have to say. I think to have positive atmosphere, 
and many times I talk to them. I make them feel special each one of 
them. I try to, how to say, to touch students, to touch their hearts, to 
talk to them more deeply. 
With this perspective of teaching the whole child, not simply about music, but about 
math, science, history, culture, and the ever-changing world around them, Fiedler 
facilitated student learning on a variety of different levels. 
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Summary 
As a music teacher who studied music for a good portion of her life, Fiedler 
possessed skills and insights into music" that the other participants in the study did not. 
This knowledge gave her a distinct advantage in teaching non-musical curricula through 
music-infused instruction. What made her an important addition to this investigation was 
her connection with the other team members on her faculty. Fiedler offered a unique 
perspective given that her relationship to integrated instruction was the inverse of what is 
more commonly seen in integrated approaches to academic learning, that is, using music 
as an instructional tool in the regular classroom. Instead, Fiedler approached the infusion 
of music into academic curriculum by bringing non-musical content into her classroom as 
a conduit for teaching music, rather than the other way around. Fiedler's instructional 
techniques spanned the breadth ofTOMI from simple tuning and song related activities 
all the way through creative projects, historical/cultural activities, and 
thematic/conceptual units. In this way, she used multiple subject areas, building on the 
specific attributes each discipline possessed and valuing them equally. 
Fiedler clearly established herself as a dynamic teaching force at Westmarch 
Elementary. While her primary function was to teach music to kindergarten through fifth 
grade students, she also functioned as director, producer, coordinator, and impresario for 
many functions throughout the school. Likewise, she developed and implemented a 
number of different interdisciplinary music-infused units across a variety of different 
subject areas and grade levels. Her use of resources, both material and human, equipped 
her with new ideas and perspectives as she planned new learning experiences for her 
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students. As she stated," ... we're always [a] work in progress ... you never stop 
experimenting, and learning, and changing." This sense of exploration supported her 
philosophy of awareness and open-mindedness for her students. "You're the teacher of a 
person ... ," she stated emphatically, referring to each of her students as individuals. This 
sense of global learning, with music functioning as just one piece in a grand mosaic, was 
the foundation of her professional practice-using music as a tool of instruction while 
upholding its intrinsic value. 
CHAPTERS 
FAITH ELLESAR 
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I was fortunate to have the opportunity of observing Faith Ellesar as she went 
about the task of implementing music-infused techniques in her Spanish language 
classroom. As Ellesar spoke openly about her experiences, values, and educational 
philosophies, she also demonstrated the practical application of music-infused instruction 
in her classroom. The documents and materials Ellesar supplied further illuminated her 
perspectives and beliefs while supporting the events I witnessed in her classroom. The 
remainder of this chapter details the observations and interviews I witnessed in Ellesar's 
classroom, as well as the written materials she shared with me, at Oakdale High School 
over the course of spring semester 2011. 
Teacher Background 
Faith Ellesar, a Spanish teacher in a small private high school in a suburb west of 
Denver, was born in Anchorage, Alaska in the mid nineteen-seventies. Her parents, both 
teachers on a Native American reservation, served in the town of Kwethluk, located on 
the Kuskokwim River, a tributary of the Yukon in southwest Alaska. Their first child, 
Faith, was raised in a community of native Alaskans and learned to speak Yupik, the 
local language, along with English as she grew up. 
Childhood and Early Education 
With both parents away teaching during the school day, several Yupik 
"grandmothers" raised Ellesar. These women, elders in the community, taught Faith the 
basics that every child learns in the Yupik language. This was Ellesar's first encounter 
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with bilingual and bicultural communities. As was the tradition among the Yupik people, 
music was an important part of this instructional process and was used to teach 
everything. Growing up in rural Alaska among the native Yupik people had a profound 
effect on her development of musical intelligence and her interest in language. Ellesar 
found herself exploring numerous cultures quite different from her own, developing a 
keen interest in Spanish and Latin American language, dialects, food, traditions, and 
music. All of these memories created a patchwork of life events that prepared her for a 
career as a Spanish language teacher using music-infused content. 
Adolescence and Adulthood 
Both music and language were an important part ofEllesar's life. Her family 
traditions were steeped in music both as entertainment and as a way to learn. As she 
stated, "Everything we learned I feel like ... we were always singing. If we were in the car 
we were singing. If we were working, if we were cleaning .... " Ellesar was always 
surrounded by music. Her family also positively influenced her interest in native cultures 
and a wide variety of music (i.e., hymns, story songs, political songs, war songs, country, 
and folk music). She and her mother took violin lessons together and she became a 
member of the local marching band playing the flute. Ellesar learned to value and love 
music both for its intrinsic value as a dynamic art form and for its capacity as a tool of 
teaching and learning. This perspective did not change when she went to college. 
At the University ofVermont, Ellesar studied Spanish and Biology and graduated 
with a dual major in 1998. Her first job teaching biology was at a high school where a 
rigid curricular structure did not allow much room for innovation. After several years 
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teaching biology, Ellesar was offered a position at Oakdale High School. This particular 
position was in Spanish language and culture and allowed her to explore a variety of 
different avenues of instruction including the use of creative arts as a tool of language 
instruction. She began to employ drama, movement, art, and music as a way of teaching 
Spanish which led to studying for her Master's in Education from Lesley University. This 
degree program enabled Ellesar to explore in more depth the methodologies she grew up 
with, especially the use of music as a tool of instruction. 
Oakdale High School 
Oakdale High School is a small private high school west of Denver. The facility is 
shared with West Ridge Middle School and Prospect Elementary and is a part of the 
Rocky Mountain Academy District. The school has an open enrollment policy and serves 
650 students from the surrounding communities. Rather than having a large building that 
houses the entire school, the campus is constructed with a central common area with 
individual buildings containing different departments and grade levels. A sense of 
philanthropy and community service pervades the school's philosophy, with students 
taking a series of different trips both domestically and internationally throughout their 
years at Oakdale. Although all of these trips are experiential in nature, some are focused 
more on cohesion and team building and others are project oriented. In recent years, 
Ellesar has chaperoned trips to Spain, Ecuador, and Belize. This year seniors are 
preparing for a trip to Nicaragua, focusing on educational development and sustainability. 
Figure 4. Main high school building on the Oakdale campus. 
School Site 
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The facility also has a preschool on site with full and half day programs for young 
children . This resource is open to the children of students and faculty alike. The main 
high school building is located on the southeast side of campus and houses the central 
administrations offices, cafeteria, library, and photo labs in the basement. The art 
department and preschool share the building just north of the administrative offices with 
other classrooms, facilities and departments scattered across campus to the north and 
west. The northern most building houses the auditorium, computer lab , locker bays, and 
classrooms for the English, Social Studies, and Spanish language departments (see 
Figures 4 & 5). The Math and Science departments are located in other buildings 
scattered around the perimeter of the central common area at the center of campus. Other 
classrooms, science labs, and common areas are located in the northwest section of 
campus. 
Figure 5 . Language and Social Studies wing on the Oakdale campus. 
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Classroom design. Ellesar' s classroom is located in the basement area of the 
northern building down a short flight of stairs from the main entrance (see Figure 6). 
Along the northern wall of the hallway outside the door of her room is a mural of life 
during the early Renaissance depicting the Spanish countryside with illustrations and 
explanatory text above detailing different aspects of Renaissance life in rural Spain. 
Posters likewise line the hallway, on the door, and around the entrance to the classroom, 
with pictures of travel destinations located around northern and central Spain. 
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Figure 6. English and Spanish Language hallway outside of Ellesar's room. 
The classroom itself is fairly typical in terms of size and shape with a bank of 
windows facing north and the door located in the southwest corner. On the southern wall 
is an extended counter with shelves and cabinets located both above and below. The east 
wall has a bank of bulletin boards that house student artwork as well as a word wall of 
common Spanish vocabulary. Located on the west wall is a large white dry erase board, 
above which is additional space for language posters and other grammatical resources for 
students . 
There are five medium-sized rectangular tables that can be arranged in a variety 
of different configurations to suit the needs of the instructional setting. The room is 
arranged in a semi-circular manner facing the white board accommodating a more 
conversational atmosphere where students can more easily interact with Ellesar. In some 
of the larger beginning classes, students are clustered in small groups at individual tables 
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allowing Ellesar to walk around the room helping individual students. The room is small 
and intimate, accommodating a variety of different learning activities (see Figure 7) . 
-
D 
s classroom. 
Ellesar spent her formative years growing up in a Yupik community in rural 
Alaska, becoming aware of diverse native traditions, languages , and music from an early 
age. After moving to Maine, she developed a passion for political and folk music , 
combining it with her study of Spanish language and culture. As a teacher , these two 
areas, music and Spanish, would play an increasingly important instructional role in her 
classroom. Ellesar moved with such freedom in her classroom using music and sound as 
well as movement and drama to teach Spanish through the medium of music . She saw 
very little difference between music and language and often referred to music as a 
language. 
Considering the multicultural perspective of Ellesar enabled me to coalesce the 
data into a more cohesive whole. In order to discuss the intricacies of Ellesar's teaching 
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style and educational philosophy, I included all of the observational, interview, 
document, and material data in the Case Study Data section below. I combined these data 
in chronological order so that observations that occurred in the classroom, statements 
made during the interviews, as well as all documents and written/verbal communication 
with Ms. Ellesar could be more easily cross-referenced in the process of reviewing the 
case study. 
Combined Case Study Data 
Formal observations at Oakdale High School occurred over the course of three 
months beginning in January, 2011 and ending in March, 2011. To adequately serve the 
need for sufficient breadth and depth in the data set, I chose to extend the number of 
observations from five to nine. In an attempt to get an overall sense ofEllesar's 
classroom instructional practices, I focused my observations primarily on her 
intermediate and advanced fluency classes. Sophomores comprised the intermediate 
classes with juniors and seniors populating the upper division advanced fluency groups. 
These classes focused on several areas of Spanish language acquisition including 
grammar, literacy, reading, geography, and culture. Using creative technology, art, dance, 
and music, students engaged in many different projects as they learned to speak, read, 
and write Spanish. 
In our initial phone conversations, Ellesar told me about the kinds of lessons she 
used in the all levels of her Spanish language classes. She used a variety of arts-oriented 
processes including the use of music and sound throughout each level of fluency in the 
fall, with intermediate groups focused on Medieval Spanish history and with advanced 
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students studying advanced forms ofverbal and written communication. Once a week she 
taught the children from the Oakdale pre-school class (comprised of three-, four-, and 
five-year olds) where they focused on subjects ranging from what was happening in 
school to episodes from their home life. Ellesar used topics such as food, colors, 
numbers, and family events, employing a goal-oriented approach in her lesson planning, 
and working backward when designing her lessons. Older students also used music over 
the course oflonger-range, research-oriented projects such as cultural investigations into 
art, dance, and other social phenomena. These projects involved music as an underscore 
to the presentations, as the subject of explorations into Spanish musical artists, and as a 
lens for viewing Spanish language, culture, and social traditions. Ellesar used these 
music-infused techniques throughout her high school classes in order to help students 
express their emerging personalities. As Ellesar put it, "Life always has a soundtrack. It's 
a natural fit." 
Ellesar frequently used multiple intelligences as a blueprint for creating lessons. 
She made a conscious effort to approach each lesson using the perspective of these 
intelligences, addressing instruction from the perspective of individual student strengths. 
In this manner, she assured that each student had the opportunity to approach the Spanish 
language lesson in a slightly different way. She also employed methods such as Total 
Physical Response (TPR) in her teaching, using this method to introduce new words into 
a class constructed Spanish dictionary, one for each level. She then practiced these words 
with students using TPR until there was no need for translation or conversation in 
English. Slowly, students built a repertoire of vocabulary using drama and sound to act 
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out different stories and events as they read various texts and dialogues in Spanish. This 
approach involved students in the dual processes of listening and speaking. Ellesar 
extended this lesson by directing students to draw a graphic depiction of what they heard 
or read, using pictures to tell the story of an event to another student. Further examples 
included the use of simple children's songs, such as "Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes," 
to teach basic body parts and physiology, changing the song vocabulary as the level of 
student expertise advanced. Students also created their own Spanish versions of these 
songs and created maps and directions for elaborate treasure hunts across the building in 
search of words and sounds. These lessons also included the use of music-infused 
instruction at various levels. 
Using music in direct instruction often worked best at the early stages oflanguage 
acquisition, especially with the youngest students. Ellesar's students manipulated many 
simple children's songs such as the "Alphabet Song," "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star," 
"Row Row Row Your Boat," and "Frere' Jacque'," in the process of learning basic 
Spanish vocabulary (e.g., colors, numbers, seasons, months of the year, basic nouns and 
verbs). At higher levels of proficiency, students used many of these same activities, but in 
increasing complexity. This included students using Spanish rhythm instruments and 
guitars as they created their own versions of songs, lyrics, and raps, demonstrating their 
mastery of different linguistic concepts. Not only did students use music to solidify their 
understanding, but they also used sound, drama, and dance as they interacted in creative 
ways with various aspects of Spanish culture. All ofthese activities occurred two to three 
times a week for most of the intermediate and advanced fluency students as a way of 
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demonstrating their learning in simple activities such as studying a particular historical 
event or grammatical idea through the use of songs and rhymes. Through both artistic and 
linguistic means, Ellesar gave students multiple perspectives through which they could 
experience the myriad facets oflanguage acquisition and usage. 
There were two interviews undertaken during the course of this study. The first 
interview occurred after several of the observations were finished and I had a sense of 
how Ellesar functioned in the process of delivering music-infused instruction. The initial 
interview occurred on January 19,2011 at Oakdale High School and focused on Ellesar's 
approach to the process of planning and implementing music-infused lessons for the 
purpose of teaching Spanish. I asked her about how she integrated music as a tool of 
instruction into the fabric ofher teaching. Ellesar's second interview occurred at Oakdale 
High School on March 12, 2011. This interview was more personal in nature, consisting 
of questions about her personal background, musical experiences, theoretical 
perspectives, and her social, political and multicultural rationale for using music in the 
classroom. This interview was also more self-reflective in nature than the first interview, 
with questions emailed in advance of the interview enabling Ellesar to contemplate her 
responses more introspectively. 
Written artifacts documenting various aspects of Ellesar's social, classroom, and 
interpersonal discourse with students stimulated further reflection and interpretation of 
her capacity to use music-infused lessons to teach non-musical content. Ellesar shared 
with me some ofher archived written artifacts, reflections, and communications of her 
teaching experiences. As she made these resources available during the course of my time 
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at Oakdale, they were added to the data set. Additionally, Ellesar submitted several lesson 
plans as an artifact of her teaching, providing a way to codify the instructional techniques 
she used during lessons. 
Observation 1 
The purpose of this lesson was to prepare students for the process of identifying 
future and conditional tenses in the lyrics of popular Spanish language songs. This class 
was the advanced fluency group, mostly seniors, and was the most advanced ofEllesar's 
Spanish classes. There were six students in the class with five boys and one girl. 
Although there was no direct connection with any of the elements of music, this time of 
review was designed to give students the opportunity to practice conjugating verbs and 
adding the proper endings within the context of imperative and future tenses. 
Ellesar launched into a new discussion of the conditional tense, conjugating verbs 
and working with students as they practiced the proper application of verb endings. 
Ellesar then said, "I want you to practice with irregular verbs in the next exercise. Use 
conditional tense and change it from past tense." Students continued working with these 
advanced tenses, discoursing in the open, honest, and forthright manner that was so 
typical of Ellesar' s classroom. Students asked respectfully for something they believed 
would help them, and Ellesar responded in kind. 
Students spent the class reviewing verb tenses in order to practice identifying and 
manipulating them so that they could then apply these skills in creative ways through the 
use of music. The students continued working until Ellesar told them to stop in order to 
give them their assignment for that night's homework and to discuss a longer-range 
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musical project associated with the verb tenses they were reviewing. "You have another 
assignment," she said. "Find a piece of music, a Spanish song that uses future and 
conditional tenses in the song lyrics. Bring it to class and be ready to translate it for 
everyone." Students excitedly asked questions concerning the kinds of music they could 
choose to bring for the purpose of analysis. In this preparatory lesson, most of their 
musical connections within the TOMI scale were topical in nature, using subservient 
tools during the lesson and historical/cultural techniques in the homework portion, 
assigning students the task of finding music that made grammatical and cultural 
connections with the material studied. With Ellesar encouraging students to search out 
Spanish songs and lyrics for use in the coming days, this kind of musical extension 
breathed new life and energy into the process of learning. 
Music impacted language and culture by providing students with another way to 
connect with their language learning. Ellesar told of how she played music in the 
background as students came in the classroom, and how this "lowers their affective filter 
immediately-which means it makes them more comfortable and open to speaking and 
hearing the language." Using popular forms of Spanish music to demonstrate various 
vowel sounds, accented speech, and thematic material, Ellesar helped beginning Spanish 
students develop their vocabulary. This complementary relationship between language 
and music was one that Ellesar exploited in a variety of ways in her classroom. 
Ellesar viewed the relationship between sound, language, and music as 
inextricably intertwined, offering her opportunities to integrate musical elements into her 
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language lessons. She spoke of how students gained new perspectives through the use of 
musical terminology, song structures, and musical experiences. She stated: 
Sometimes I use music terminology like rhythm and tone and 
inflection, things like that I use when I'm helping students learn how 
to ... speak or find a sound. I also use songs when I'm trying to show 
how a language should flow, how the sounds go together. A lot of 
times in music sounds are cut off or merged ... and that's really also 
reflective of how people speak .... I have used music to show how 
words can have different meanings in Spanish ... students may know 
a word in a particular context, [but] within the context of a song, it 
has a certain subtlety or a slightly different meaning that you can 
really only understand through an experience of music. 
Ellesar offered her students authentic examples of musical and cultural events indigenous 
to specific regions across the Spanish speaking world. "Music tells the history of a people 
often," she said, and spoke of how in various places in the world "cultures have merged," 
causing language to evolve and grow in new directions. Ellesar used these events, often 
represented through the traditions of a particular region or dialect, to give her students 
additional opportunities to practice their Spanish language skills. 
Multiple Intelligences also played an important role in the planning and 
implementation ofEllesar's lessons. She spoke ofhow at the beginning of the year she 
took an inventory of student learning styles in an attempt to discover student strengths 
and areas of giftedness in order to inform the preparation and delivery of instruction. 
Standard methods of instruction (i.e., using texts, reading and speaking exercises, and 
standardized tests) enabled Ellesar to reach only a small percentage of her students, 
allowing them to demonstrate their learning in "one particular way." As a way of offering 
her students an alternative mode of expressing their learning, Ellesar used the arts. Using 
drama, skit writing, improvisation with sound effects, poetry, lyric and song writing, and 
many other activities, she encouraged her students to demonstrate their learning in 
alternative ways, engaging them in artistic and music-infused lessons. She stated: 
I've definitely had students come in with their guitar; they've written 
songs. When it's finished they come in, they perform it for us ... I've 
had a student do it about a cultural topic; I've had a student do it 
about a grammar topic ... so different things ... lots of ways. 
Using this approach enabled students to gain an understanding of Spanish grammar, 
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vocabulary, history, and culture. As she stated, "I strive to make sure that they [students] 
have lots of ways to demonstrate what it is that they've learned." Although much of her 
daily instruction included such music-infused experiences, there were also times when 
Ellesar used formal oral and written tests. 
Motivation was also an area in the classroom positively impacted by music. 
Ellesar spoke of how music influenced her students to engage in their learning in an 
active way because they found value in the learning process. When associated or driven 
by music, homework became a joy, something students not only accomplished, but also 
were eager to share with their peers. Ellesar stated: 
I don't think that was necessarily motivated by the grade for most of 
those students. That was because that was something fun that they 
got to do for their work. And that they got to then share with other 
people, there's that other part of the music ... that sharing makes it so 
much more fun. And so, you know, I think that music is 
motivational ... if they're given an assignment to write a song about a 
particular topic or theme, they're incredibly motivated to do it. It' s 
an assignment that gets far more effort and energy from the student 
than say, writing an essay. 
Both Ellesar and her students used music in this way to express themselves and their 
learning. Music enhanced language instruction because it was exciting, and offered the 
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class an opportunity to express themselves in ways that they might not normally 
undertake. Providing both intrinsic motivation because it "felt good" and was interesting 
to students, and extrinsic motivation through the process of sharing, music gave students 
a sense of ownership in the learning process adding value to their learning. 
This interest in the use of music as an accompaniment to learning manifested in 
situations where students requested music as they worked independently through their 
assignments. Ellesar carefully applied this privilege because not all students were capable 
oflistening to music and remaining focused on their work. Still, the application of quiet 
Spanish music in the background inspired many students as they went about their 
individual assignments. In describing this, Ellesar shared, "I think something about music 
moves people. It moves you inside. There's a rhythm, or a tone, or sound that actually 
causes parts of your physical body to move and that creates a reaction. And that can 
motivate students to do certain things." Many students in her class who found it hard to 
focus were often placed in a more relaxed and receptive mood through the use of music. 
Whether she sought to calm students down or rev them up to a higher energy level, 
Ellesar relied on the power of music to motivate. 
Observation 2 
Students from Ellesar's intermediate Spanish class sat in groups of three and four 
at each of the tables. There were three boys and four girls in this intermediate/advanced 
class, and they were a fairly energetic group. Ellesar continued by having students open 
their intermediate readers, calling on students to translate the text, discussing verb tenses 
and contextual clues. In translating this text, students discussed and commented on 
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different elements of the text. 
The lesson then transitioned into an analysis of the lyrics of a song by Jennifer 
Lopez. Students took the practical skills they learned earlier in the translation of text and 
applied them to the identification of preterit verbal forms within the lyrics. As students 
recognized different elements of melody, harmony, and form in the song, they used their 
knowledge of Lopez as a popular Latin R & B artist, discussing the history ofher career. 
Students engaged in a conversation, using Spanish and English, about the nature of the 
film and recording industries. Ellesar often took advantage of such situations, and used 
them as enrichment opportunities. 
Having listened to the song several times, and focusing on the verb tenses in the 
lyrics, students began a word-for-word translation of the song led by Juan, who was a 
native Spanish speaker. Students then spent the remainder of class reviewing themes and 
concepts presented in the song and analyzing the form with particular focus on the verse-
chorus structure. This led to further review of vocabulary and verb forms within the song 
as Ellesar asked different students specific questions relating to the meaning of the lyrics, 
thematic material, and the context of the verbs. A conversation ensued regarding the 
culture of Quinceaiieras and a comparison of weddings in New York City and Guajaca 
Mexico. Ellesar assigned students the task of researching Spanish songs and bringing 
them to class with preterit verbs identified, providing them with suggestions for their 
web-based search. Although Ellesar used the analysis of song lyrics in a topical manner 
during the lesson, she also delved into Spanish culture, focusing her students on 
identifying verb tenses. 
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Ellesar facilitated student learning by giving her students a sense of control over 
learning outcomes, instructing them to search out musical examples containing lyrics that 
represented the grammatical forms taught in class. With students involved with a review 
of these grammatical forms, Ellesar used the Jennifer Lopez song as a tool for instructing 
verb tenses. Students involved themselves in this listening process identifying verb usage 
and meaning in the lyrics. As Ellesar said: 
My goal was a grammatical goal. .. to let students pick a song by an 
artist that they like or heard that they could bring in and share, that 
was in Spanish .... They were identifying the particular grammar 
within the song, or the vocabulary with the song, but they were 
having a great time listening, watching the videos ... interacting 
with it. For them it was really fun. What they won't realize is that 
the next time they go to use their past tenses they'll have a better 
grasp on the topic. If they're learning without realizing they're 
learning . . . that's the best way to have it happen. 
Although it may seem that this was a simple use of a subservient tool from the 
perspective of the TOMI scale, the historical and cultural connections Ellesar made 
reflect a higher level of instruction. Students valued the music for its own sake and 
Ellesar gave students the opportunity to exercise some control over their own learning in 
the process of acquiring fluency in Spanish. Ellesar reiterated this with a further 
statement: 
Music never fails to reduce the affective filter which opens the 
student up to learning ... to being a part of the language ... it will 
absolutely give you more power to use the language in an authentic 
way. There's no more authentic use of a language than music. It 
speaks about the culture, about the history, about the people of 
every particular region in any language. And so, if you can use the 
music of any particular culture ... you've had a window into that 
culture that you cannot just read about. 
The use of modem musical artists from Spanish culture was an essential element in the 
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process of infusing music into instruction and one that Ellesar passionately embraced. 
Ellesar also spoke ofhow music impacted student understanding of the material by 
providing a framework for mnemonic recall. She often used songs and rhythm activities 
to teach grammatical content and vocabulary to beginning students. As she said, 
"Music puts things in your brain in a different way ... if you use music 
to instruct a particular thing it's much more quickly accessed. And 
those [ideas] stick with you for years and years. If I teach that to [a 
beginner], they're going to absolutely remember it in 121h grade." 
Ellesar also demonstrated the use of music to "tune" the room, creating an atmosphere. 
She further articulated this through a discussion of these techniques: 
Sometimes, like I said, it's [music] in the back ground, it's to 
provide atmosphere to a particular thing, whether it's a presentation 
by me or by my students ... sometimes it's used for transition, 
particular sounds, or songs, or phrases that we use to make a 
transition ... to give you some insight into what's going on with 
human relationships or something like that, you know. It can be used 
in lots of different ways. Direct Instruction, meaning a theme or 
some central kind of a topic. It can be used to help recall and setting 
up an atmosphere and ... to enhance presentation. 
Whether used as a background, or as an integral component of instruction, Ellesar 
employed music directly to teach Spanish, helping her students understand Spanish 
culture through the development of group presentations supported and focused on music. 
Ellesar encouraged students to think divergently and explore multiple 
perspectives in learning Spanish. When using Spanish song lyrics and poetry, she often 
asked the question, "What did you hear in this song? When you look at the words ... can 
you guess what invierno means . .. using what you know?" Using contextual clues to 
discern meaning in a song was an important skill that students used across disciplines. By 
using previous knowledge about vocabulary, grammar, and usage, students built a 
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contextual framework in which to incorporate their new understandings. The resources 
for such planning efforts often came not only from internet sites, professional colleagues, 
and Ellesar's own awareness ofthe changing nature of Spanish music and society, but 
from the students themselves. Whatever the process, Ellesar always sought to include 
some kind of"hook" within the context of each lesson, focusing students on the 
instructional objective. Using music to enhance various teaching events provided 
dynamic insights into the material rather than simple practice and repetition activities. 
This collaborative effort involved students in the learning process. 
Ellesar spoke ofher passionate belief that using music in the classroom as an 
instructional tool was a vital component oflanguage acquisition. Using unfamiliar styles 
of Spanish music provided students with grammar practice, offering them another way of 
experiencing Spanish language content apart from the typical method of delivery. When 
used in this manner, music functioned as an equal partner in the learning process and not 
merely as an ancillary component or afterthought. As Ellesar said: 
... it's very high energy output for a teacher to do the leg work, 
the preparation and the delivery of a multi-sensory lesson, or unit, 
or class. However, the students get a lot more out of it ... I think 
music is super effective in foreign language instruction, in any 
foreign language instruction. I am fortunate that Spanish has such a 
wealth of resources because the Latino culture is a very musical 
culture. So it's easy to find connections in music. 
Although the thoughtful and creative use of such tools took some reflective planning on 
Ellesar' s part, the rewards attained by students more than compensated for the effort. 
Observation 3 
Ellesar worked with the young children of Oakdale's pre-school once a week, 
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helping them to develop basic Spanish language skills. Due to the age of the children, she 
shortened the duration of these lessons and allowed students to show their natural 
curiosity and interest in the subject. Ellesar led her seven students (4 boys and 3 girls) in 
songs about the days of the week and seasons of the year. She accomplished this by 
having students sing while they interacted with a series of cards and posters containing 
pictures that matched vocabulary learned previously. The lesson developed into a musical 
game that Ellesar played with the kids and continued with a discussion of how months in 
the year corresponded to the seasons. Students then learned a new song about the seasons, 
complete with motions. Ellesar also kept packets for each child with song lyrics and 
vocabulary lists. She passed out these packets and allowed students to create an artistic 
representation of a chosen season using crayons and other art materials. This craft project 
reinforced vocabulary, giving students another way to express their learning. 
The lesson offered students the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge of 
vocabulary using context clues within the song, such as Ellesar' s introduction of the 
Spanish word frio (i.e., cold) as she described the characteristics of winter. Students 
understood what the word frio meant based on its juxtaposition with other vocabulary 
words in the song. She also used color in the craft project section of the lesson and led 
students in singing a Spanish song about colors. In this instructional example, Ellesar 
used subservient song techniques to assist students in using their knowledge of simple 
verbal constructions and discourse to memorize Spanish vocabulary. 
Other alternative forms of assessment arose out of the in-class projects and 
activities Ellesar used in the preschool class. She worked with the preschool teacher to 
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plan content rich, developmentally appropriate lessons that focused on the same kinds of 
materials these young students learned and explored through their monthly unit focus 
(e.g., colors, days ofthe week, months ofthe year, seasons, weather, etc.). Ellesar 
focused her instruction on simplified music-infused techniques, using such subservient 
tools as topical songs and activities. These were songs used to teach specific vocabulary, 
concepts, and ideas used in the Spanish language. 
Ellesar submitted numerous lists of materials she used with her preschool students 
and beginning Spanish students including resources, websites, and individual songs she 
collected over the years. She also created other songs for use in her beginning and 
intermediate Spanish classes to teach vocabulary, grammar, and related concepts. These 
original songs included topics such as colors, months of the year, days of week, and 
seasons. Ellesar employed these songs in conjunction with listening speaking, and writing 
activities as well as games and competitions. These songs functioned to offer students 
another way to interact with the material using music and sound within the context of 
language acquisition. 
One immediate advantage Ellesar identified was the excitement of sharing 
learning experiences through the medium of Spanish music. She shared that discipline 
was rarely an issue in her class because of the motivation inherent in her students as they 
engaged in music and arts-infused instruction. This style of instruction positively 
impacted her relationship with students, both within the learning environment and outside 
her classroom. A willingness to use music and the arts as instructional tools not only 
facilitated learning for students, but also gave them a sense that Ellesar truly valued them 
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individually, their intellectual and artistic preferences and choices. As she stated, "Even if 
it's not direct. .. they don't necessarily think about that but that's the feeling that they 
get." Students were often surprised at how much they learned of the language through 
these experiences, skills that became lifelong assets that they used in practical situations. 
Both Ellesar and her students took on the responsibility for learning Spanish. 
Students were motivated to learn for a variety of different reasons (i.e., a feeling of 
responsibility to teachers, parents, and even to themselves). As Ellesar related, "They 
make a choice to access it or not to access it and even on different days it's different for 
different people, depending on their mood or what happened to them." This motivation 
arose from their intrinsic desire to learn, the element of fun that music-infused instruction 
brought to the learning environment, and by peer pressure. Ellesar reiterated: 
[Music] brings an element of fun and liveliness to class, and no 
matter which type of person you are, and even if you only get 
pleasure yourself out of hearing that music, if you're happier you'll 
work more; you'll work harder. .. their pride in being able to use the 
language authentically is so self-fulfilling ... it's not as if they're 
working for me, they're doing it because it's something that they get 
to have themselves. 
Whether students had musical intelligence or, mathematical intelligence, Ellesar believed 
that all students benefited because of the engaging power of music as a tool of 
instruction. She continued by stating, "I see it [music] as an invaluable tool in language 
instruction. It should be a part of any class." 
As a way to begin a process of identifying learning strengths and weaknesses in 
her students, Ellesar developed an observational inventory to help her discover what 
multiple intelligence abilities her students possessed. In this way she believed she could 
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better design and implement lessons that addressed such areas as linguistic, musical, 
bodily-kinesthetic, inter-personal, and intra-personal intelligences. This inventory, 
administered at the beginning of each year, aided Ellesar in planning a variety of content 
rich music-infused instructional experiences for her students. 
Another lesson plan Ellesar generated involved the use of a song classifying the 
vowel sounds used in Spanish. Having attempted to pronounce complex multisyllabic 
words in Spanish, students learned the "Vowel Sound Song," a song created by Ellesar 
using the tune of"The Ant's go Marching," as a way to codify these sounds and develop 
the capacity to decode a variety of different Spanish words. Students then developed their 
own verse using the vowel sounds for "Y" and incorporated different vocabulary in their 
original verse. Having practiced these vowel sounds both within the context of the song 
and in competitions within the classroom, Ellesar then introduced her students to the 
"Pronunciation Key Song," an original tune that further supported their understanding of 
oral production in Spanish. As a summative exit strategy, she had students pronounce 
unknown words in Spanish using the techniques learned in the lesson. 
A similar lesson plan involved learning the days of the week through a song 
created by Ellesar in conjunction with dialogue practice and a joumaling activity. She 
introduced students to initial vocabulary words posted on the board, worked on 
pronunciation, and then taught her class the "Days of the Week" song. Students practiced 
the words to the song as they processed the vocabulary. The lesson continued with a 
question and answer session using the new vocabulary and ended with a journal activity 
in which students wrote entries in Spanish about their daily routines. Ellesar then 
assessed these student entries for accuracy in spelling and usage. 
Observation 4 
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High school World Seminar was a class consisting of many of the same students 
from the advanced fluency Spanish class. With four male and four female students (n = 
8), teachers conducted this class in English and focused on preparations for the senior trip 
to Nicaragua. The purpose of this trip was to study primary education. Class began with a 
discussion of current world events followed by an informal quiz about different political 
issues. Next, students discussed items from the quiz focusing on specific vocabulary and 
definitions. Teachers reviewed the material and encouraged students to keep abreast of 
current events using a variety of different media to develop global awareness. 
Teachers then led students into a review of the United Nations Millennium 
Development goals (MDG), focusing on primary education in Nicaragua, the country 
chosen for the annual senior language immersion trip. Students chose to study 
Nicaragua's primary education system, its history, funding policies, and future strategies 
for growth. The purpose of the project was to provide students with a new worldview and 
to help them develop a sense of civic and international responsibility. 
Students began preparing for the in-class group presentation of the educational 
focus proposal. Two of the other teacher sponsors from the social studies department 
assisted Ellesar in helping students prepare their proposal presentations. Teachers 
encouraged students to use creative methodologies in presenting and communicating their 
objectives to positively impact primary education in Nicaragua. Students came up with 
the idea of presenting their proposal in a Saturday Night Live (SNL) sketch comedy 
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format using acting and music to put a lighthearted spin on the subject matter. The class 
then adjourned and wrote up the material for their SNL presentations. 
Although most of the instructional time spent involved discussing logistical 
preparations for the trip to Nicaragua, students also prepared the musical-sketch comedy 
presentation addressing the issue of primary education. Although this did not use the 
elements of music in any direct way, the thematic components of the project helped 
students develop a higher order interpretation of the many pieces of their travel proposal. 
The use of music and drama in the presentation allowed students to reflectively express 
their perspectives of the state ofNicaraguan primary education through the use of 
creative techniques to create a final performance of the material they learned as a form of 
assessment. 
The yearly international trips made by the juniors and seniors of Oakdale High 
School also demonstrated the value of music and culture for teachers and students alike. 
In years past, Ellesar co-sponsored trips to Belize, Spain, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua, and 
this became not simply an important event in the lives ofher students, but a vital 
component in the process of acquiring Spanish language skills and cultural awareness. 
Whether researching a class presentation about Latin America or by physically traveling 
to a Spanish speaking country and becoming involved in some local project within the 
community, music always played in important role in student learning. As Ellesar related: 
... every time they go, no matter which country they go to, they 
come back with local music ... it permeates the rest of the school for 
the rest of the school year. They will. .. you' ll hear it playing in the 
locker room ... they have a community room upstairs that has CD 
players, you'll hear it there. They have it on their iPods. They share 
it and they get really excited about it. But that's not necessarily 
something that's happening in the class; it's from the class ... what 
we've done in school, but it's something that they carry outside. 
Some ofEllesar's students, whose native language was Spanish, offered new cultural, 
musical, and artistic perspectives through their sharing of musical examples. The 
pervasive nature of music in Spanish society acted to shed new light on a variety of 
topics, offering students alternative ways of engaging with the material. 
Ellesar spoke of how advantaged her students were to have the opportunity to 
travel internationally, engaging with communities in the process of developing useful 
local projects and applying cultural interpretations as they interacted with the local 
population. Ellesar reiterated her belief that the confluence of different cultures and 
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language groups spawned new foims of art and music that used indigenous materials in 
the expression of that art. Ellesar related an event from a recent trip: 
We met a man who hand makes harps .... It's a very different sound 
and use of a harp in his music ... the instrument is made from these 
trees and plants in this environment, with these hand-made seemingly 
antiquated tools, by these people and its handed down ... it' s not written 
down anywhere. It's not recorded. You just teach generation after 
generation ... students get to have a whole different experience around 
the role of that music in that small culture ... you can play music for 
students and things like that, or you could tell them about that but it's 
not the same. That's when I definitely can apply those diverse inter-
cultural interpretations. So as far as my application I feel that it's been 
most effective through travel. 
Because of these language immersion trips, Ellesar' s students had a greater opportunity 
to gain an understanding of culture in the context of real world settings. This experience 
was invaluable in the process of acquiring Spanish language skills. 
Observation 5 
This beginning Spanish class consisted of seven girls and three boys. Students 
focused their efforts on the translation of Spanish text into English using definitions, 
vocabulary, and context clues from a previous lesson. Ellesar then allowed students to 
split into three self-selected groups, creating small dramatic skits that described the 
events of the story. Students created these skits with the use of movement, drama, and 
sound effects, asking Ellesar questions concerning format, style, and plot. 
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This creative approach aided students in the development of a clearer 
understanding of the text and the associated vocabulary. Ellesar also discussed various 
cultural issues within the plot, applying these ideas in the development of the sound 
montage skits (i.e., the use of sound, movement, and acting in the creation of small 
vignettes that described or communicated Spanish sentences and concepts). Contextual 
themes within the story and vocabulary definitions also contributed to how students 
cultivated their sound sketches. Ellesar aided several students in the development of their 
sound montage renditions of the story. 
Finally, having finished the chapter and discussed the vocabulary and various plot 
points, students rehearsed their skits using movement, acting, and sound. The use of 
student generated sound effects within the context of creating dramatic presentations, 
although not an overt musical skill within the TOMI framework, provided students with 
an opportunity to explore the element of timbre in dynamic ways. Using sound helped 
students develop new ways of interpreting the text and communicating it using verbal, 
aural, and physical processes. 
Many of the units that Ellesar taught focused on different thematic ideas and 
concepts while using drama, sounds effects, and music. These methods arose out of a 
need to have students develop fluency within the Spanish language using a number of 
different modes of communication. As Ellesar stated: 
The goal is to have people be able to communicate in the language. 
State standards require that I teach about culture, grammar, and 
about current events, in addition to speaking and understanding, and 
using language in every way ... also students have to be able to 
acquire ... understand and use the language from a variety of different 
sources, for example, newspaper, or internet, or a conversation with 
someone. So that being my subject, it lends itself completely to using 
multi-disciplinary approaches. 
While studying a unit on how weather conditions were expressed in the Spanish 
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vernacular, Ellesar challenged students to practice these grammatical and idiomatic skills 
by developing, scripting, and videotaping a Saturday Night Live (SNL) format comedic 
weather broadcast, using sound, music and visual effects. Ellesar explained further: 
They had to have a different type of ... grasp on it [weather related 
content] in order to use it in a humorous way, than to just deliver a 
straight weather report. And that allowed them to use video skills 
and music, things like that, in the background, sounds and stuff like 
that . .. and acting. 
As a vocabulary topic, students focused on weather in a metaphorical sense, utilizing the 
words and vocabulary to express emotions using weather related terminology in their 
dialogues and impromptu discussions. Ellesar also assigned students the task of tracking 
the weather patterns of a certain region ofthe Latin American world over several weeks 
using news media and internet broadcasts. "We used lots of different sources," Ellesar 
stated, "to [develop] a broad understanding and use of one particular theme within the 
language." Again, these interdisciplinary lessons helped students understand concepts of 
science, culture, and geography through the lens of Spanish language acquisition. 
Because she spent her formative years in rural Alaska, Ellesar has vivid memories 
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of having been taught through music from a very early age. These les·sons were a vital 
component in the development of her musical and linguistic intelligence. Having grown 
up in a bilingual environment where her parents spoke English and her caregivers spoke 
Yupik, she developed a sense of musical and tonal differences. Able to discriminate 
between tonal/musical notes and phrases as well as the subtleties of spoken language, 
Ellesar developed an awareness of music and sound that transcended her limited studies 
in music. As she put it: 
I have a familiarity [with music] only because I feel like it's a part of 
who I am, and my body knows what those things [elements] are. 
That's how I teach those things when I teach about them in the 
language. I will use a word but then I will immediately give several 
examples, so that they [students] don't necessarily have words to 
describe it either, but they understand it. 
Ellesar used these elements of music, especially melody, rhythm, form and timbre, along 
with the subtleties of sound and pronunciation as she instructed her students in Spanish. 
In different language games, which afforded her students the opportunity to 
practice their conversational skills, Ellesar used sound intentionally. She employed sound 
to develop listening acuity in her students, helping them to cultivate an awareness of 
subtle differences in pronunciation and motivating them to participate. As she stated: 
Even ifthere's only two people talking at any given moment that 
sound creates an energy and inevitably ... it's a positive energy, and 
it can get students [motivated] who are maybe feeling tired or not 
involved, the actual sound creates an energy in their body, and they 
get more involved in the activity. 
Ellesar also used sound as a way to transition from one activity to another, redirecting 
students' attention to new areas of focus. Music was often used to "tune" the room, 
impacting the affect and behavior of students. Ellesar explained further: 
So, if it's quiet and they're working on something, sometimes I will 
tum on a specific type of music, maybe some meringue or something 
for them to energize them a little bit and give them some creativity ... 
or a more quiet piece to help them focus on a test. I think that a good 
teacher can direct ... you know like a film director, you can direct, 
you can use the sound to your advantage. 
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This careful and thoughtful use of music and sound in the classroom helped students to 
acquire more skill in listening, speaking and writing the Spanish language while 
providing them with activities that were engaging and content rich. 
Observation 6 
The lesson for this intermediate Spanish language class focused on verb tenses, 
subject/verb agreement, and adjective endings. With the classroom evenly distributed 
across gender lines (7 girls and 6 boys), Ellesar handed out a grid of adjective endings 
(i.e. , I, we, he, she- singular and we, us, they- plural). Together students worked with 
Ellesar on adjective and verb endings based on a variety of singular and plural subjects. 
Students continued by reading the text of a story while practicing the conjugation of 
various regular and irregular verbs. No use of music-infused instruction or sound was 
evident in this lesson. 
Ellesar shared a multicultural project she used with this intermediate class 
involving the Cajon, an Afro-Peruvian percussion instrument originally developed during 
the eighteenth century by slaves from Central and West Africa. As they went through the 
process of constructing the Cajon, students studied the acoustic properties of 
membranophones. The project involved mathematical concepts such as measurement, 
addition, and multiplication as well as literary and language skills such as giving and 
using multi-step directions and developing additional vocabulary surrounding different 
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components of the drum. Students used simple wood materials that were inexpensive and 
easy to acquire, just as indigenous people have done throughout Central and South 
America over the centuries. The instrument project provided students with a creative 
experience as they learned about the language and history of Peru. 
Observation 7 
The advanced fluency class exhibited their PowerPoint presentations on various 
Spanish artists. These presentations were the culmination of a long-term project based on 
the study of different nineteenth and twentieth century painters and sculptors from Spain. 
This class, consisting of one girl and four boys, was quite advanced in their use of 
Spanish, and Ellesar sought to enrich this experience through the study of Spanish 
culture, artists, and music. Each student chose a specific artist and created a multi-media 
presentation of their life and work. 
Student presentations included imagery and text relating to events surrounding 
each artist. The process also involved specific music chosen by students as an underscore, 
communicating the essence of each artist and their work. In addition to the multi-media 
presentation and musical interpretation, Ellesar assigned each student the task of 
producing an original piece of art created in the style of their chosen artist. Many of the 
other students were still working on finishing their presentations, but Dan and Chloe 
completed most of their slides and assembled a "temporary soundtrack" for today' s 
presentation that functioned as a dress rehearsal for next week's final production. 
Dan entitled his presentation Juan Gris: The Cuban Mastermind, discussing the 
early portion of the artist's life and his development as a painter. He then reviewed his 
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life from his birth in 1873 and the various periods throughout his career including his 
collaboration with Matisse and continuing with Picasso in France during the Spanish 
American War. Dan chose classical Spanish guitar music as a backdrop to this material, 
claiming that it mirrored the "coffee house/bistro" feel of much ofGris' work. Using the 
music of Rodrigo, Granados, and Albeniz as a point of departure in an attempt to 
musically depict these visual images, Dan was still listening through additional tracks in 
order to refine his musical selections. 
Given the complexity of the presentations and the discussions that ensued, there 
was little time for the other students to do more than give an overview of their artist 
presentations. Norm showed a simplified version of his Goya presentation and spoke of 
how he chose to use the music from the film soundtrack El Mariachi as a backdrop for 
his presentation. He chose this music because of the hard driving rock and roll style and 
its relationship to the visual images Norm incorporated into his presentation. In a similar 
manner, JT chose modem Spanish heavy metal music to communicate the visual imagery 
and feel ofhis artist Tierra Satan. JT's musical choices focused on the biblical concepts 
of good and evil portrayed in both the artwork and the music, blending dark colors and 
themes together as a form of expression to support the images of his presentation. 
Chloe chose Pablo Picasso as her artist, and reviewed the many periods of 
development (i.e., the blue period, the rose period, and his forays into various forms of 
cubism) in his long and diverse career. The musical style chosen by Chloe to depict his 
work involved modem "chill" kinds of music, mellow electronica such as Aurora 
Borealis, and folk driven Spanish popular music with a more laid back feel, such as 
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Estopa. She stressed how the different tempo and instrumental changes depicted the 
shifts in style and form of Picasso' s art. The underlying soundtrack she used represented 
his work well and gave a general idea of the musical feeling she sought to evoke. Chloe 
then displayed the original painting she did in the style of Picasso during his blue period 
(see Figure 8). 
Her painting consisted of a girl holding a flower with a petal falling to the ground. 
The girl ' s face is particularly reflective of the tortured manner that Picasso used to 
represent women. This was an important aspect of his work given his infamous life as a 
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"ladies man." Chloe's picture portrayed this feeling oflonely abandonment by depicting 
a sense of isolation through the figure on the left side of the canvas. The distant look of 
the girl with scarred eyes and the waves ofblue emanating away from her in increasing 
shades of pastel contributed to the sense of anguish and isolation, a central theme during 
this period of Picasso's work. The creation of this picture offered Chloe yet another way 
to express her understanding of the culture that influenced his artistic output. 
Ellesar encouraged her students not to simply fill the spaces in their presentations 
with songs functioning as place holders, but to use the music dynamically, as a living 
expression of the artistic imagery. She told them, "I want you to think of the music as a 
way to explain to me the life and work of your chosen artist. Use it to tell their stories 
without using words." Students appeared to focus mostly on melody, rhythm, and form in 
the process of developing the musical elements of their presentations. Ellesar' s 
encouragement to rethink the relationship between each student's artist and the music 
chosen as an integral part of the class presentations brought further clarity to this process. 
Ellesar also taught a unit on the Spanish Civil War and the impact of media 
coverage during the conflict. She used images from Picasso's painting La Guernica along 
with poetry, different literary authors, and music from the time period as a way to reflect 
the events of the war. This then led to creative musical and artistic projects undertaken by 
students as a way of demonstrating their understanding of the war and their personal 
reaction to this historical event. Ellesar exhibited many such lessons, offering her 
students a variety of forms of assessment. 
Regarding the impact of the learning process of students and the end products 
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they produced, Ellesar spoke of the many projects her students completed over the year. 
Specifically she related: 
I have had music videos made by students, projects that have used 
music ... for a PowerPoint. .. they're doing it completely for no 
other reason other than they want to do it and they want to share 
and that can do nothing but enrich our class ... you have a product 
to give students to be passionate and involved, and that kind of 
experience lasts forever! It's priceless! I'm a true believer in 
experiential education if you have an experience, on which to hang 
that learning ... your brain processes it in a different way. 
The planning Ellesar engaged in as she prepared for student instruction drove student 
learning to new levels of processing and retaining academic information. Ellesar made 
thoughtful choices about how to use music for maximum instructional impact. As she 
reflected," .. .it's like you have to do a little bit of work on the front end to try and select 
what it is you're trying to do but then, the music does the work for you." This careful 
use of music to teach non-academic content has many implications for students. 
Observation 8 
This class consisted of a mixture of advanced and intermediate ninth and tenth 
grade students (4 girls and 3 boys). As they came into the classroom, students 
immediately set up their trip presentations in two self-selected mixed gender groups. The 
culmination of two weeks of independent research and preparation, these PowerPoint 
presentations of an imaginary trip to Spain included rich descriptions of all the many 
details involved in the process (e.g., transportation planning, customs & immigration, 
daily itinerary, hotel accommodation, sight-seeing, tours, food/restaurants, entertainment, 
and specific cultural/musical experiences). Every student in each group took on a role in 
this trip planning process including planning activities and supplying musical samples of 
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the music artists/styles the group experienced on the trip. Ellesar designed the project in 
order to provide students with an experience of the language, culture, and music of Spain, 
allowing them to explore the many facets of life and society by undertaking this 
imaginary trip. 
The first group of students who presented their PowerPoint designed an itinerary 
that included Barcelona, Madrid, and Sevilla. Students went to see bull fights, visited 
museums and market places, and also attended four music festivals: Interscope in Madrid, 
La Pegatina in Sevilla, as well as Festival de Cajon and Flamenco de Barcelona before 
returning to the United States. The musical ensembles that performed at these festivals 
were featured as a part of the presentation with styles ranging from traditional Catalan 
folk and Flamenco music to modem rock and popular music. The second group flew 
from Denver to Barcelona and traveled from the port city by train trip to Valencia. 
Students attended a beach-side music festival in Castellon (Bene-Casam Music Festival) 
and gave samples of the different Afro-pop and Mediterranean styles of music they heard. 
Other styles of music witnessed included Spanish classical guitar, a Spanish Rock band 
called Cobra Sopa (Goat Soup), and popular music. As the class listened to the many 
different musical samples, Juan, a native Spanish speaker, summarized the trip. 
Because this lesson involved a variety of interdisciplinary subjects (e.g., math, 
geography, Spanish language skills, literacy, life skills, and music) in the preparation and 
execution of the presentation, it served the purpose of teaching about the history, culture, 
and music of Spain. Although much of the music functioned as a simple backdrop to the 
Power Point presentation, the process of researching music festivals, styles of music, and 
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individual ensembles as they explored the web gave students the opportunity to use 
historical/cultural techniques in creative ways. Surveying modem Spanish culture using 
these music-infused techniques provided students with an in-depth experience of both 
language and music. 
The rich learning experiences provided through music enabled students to begin 
making connections with academic material beyond the initial lesson beginning a chain 
of learning events that went beyond her classroom. As she stated: 
If music has been used to provide your experience, then to go beyond that 
particular task ... whatever it is that your music provided, now lives in that 
person's brain. And so later, months or years later when you're trying to 
recall or use that particular thing, music is still present in some way. And 
that helps ... it lengthens the life of whatever it is you're trying to teach. 
Also, that person may pass on the same knowledge the same way. 
The lessons Ellesar taught took on a life of their own when her students used the skills 
learned through music in real world situations (i.e., ordering food in a Spanish restaurant, 
navigating transportation in a foreign country, and gaining new world perspectives). As 
she stated, " .. .it gives people pride to be able to share what they know, or teach other 
people, formally or informally." These musical experiences attained a degree of value 
that went beyond the classroom benefiting students in both the short and long-term. 
In a similar manner, when beginning Spanish classes at Oakdale High School 
explored different countries, locations, and monuments throughout Spanish and Latin 
American society, Ellesar collaborated with the art teacher to design cross-disciplinary 
units that supported this learning. She related some of the methods used in this process: 
[When] teaching about a particular country like Ecuador or 
Mexico, or Guatemala . . . I try and do one cultural unit that lays 
over the course of four to six weeks that ties in with what I'm 
doing grammatically, and we use food, we use music, we use 
dance, we use stories, we use ... movies about [Spanish] culture, or 
short clips, newsreels, journal entries, things like that. 
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These approaches functioned to give students different perspectives through which they 
learned content. She also collaborated with the music teacher in helping students learn a 
variety of different Spanish songs and cultural music, thus reinforcing her own curricula. 
Music also offered Ellesar's students a unique way to discuss and learn about 
different social, political, and multicultural issues in the Spanish world. She used music 
as a tool of instruction in her classroom "for the same reason the Latino people are 
listening to their music ... it's fun." Music also gave students a clearer understanding of 
different groups of people and specific regions around the world. As Ellesar further 
stated, "[When] we were talking about Guatemala, we're going to listen to Guatemalan 
music . .. some of the songs that I teach .. . are very regional and tell stories of a people, of 
a plight that the people had." In this way, Guatemalan music helped students understand 
culture from the perspective of the Guatemalan people. When discussing volatile issues 
such as immigration, Ellesar used a particular song that spoke lyrically about a migrant 
worker who failed to write home after coming to the United States. As students 
investigated the lyrics more closely, they discovered that the verb tense and adverbial 
phrasing did not indicate a sense oflonging for this person, but ofloss. In fact, the song's 
focus was on a person who traveled to North America looking for work, and 
subsequently disappeared. This became a valuable lesson to students about the nature of 
translation, perceived meaning, and inference. 
With regard to multicultural planning and instruction, Ellesar approached the 
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regional and historical cultures ofboth Spain and Latin America using music as a guide 
to student exploration. Just as the music of West Africa immigrated to the Caribbean and 
Southern United States, making its way northward over the decades, evolving into styles 
such as the blues, jazz, and rock and roll, so the music of Central and South America 
were essentially an amalgam of native Indian tribal cultures, African rhythms, and the 
music of Spain, Portugal, France and the Netherlands. As Ellesar stated," ... the Spanish 
[culture] was blended with whatever native Indian culture was there ... there are words, 
stories, histories, and traditions that find their way into music that you can use to teach 
about that specific cultural blend." She again stressed how both popular and traditional 
music was inextricably bound to the language of each country, providing an important 
window into the sound and tonal quality of regionally accented Spanish. 
Observation 9 
The last lesson for the advanced fluency class involved the final presentation of 
the music/art/history & culture PowerPoint project. In this fmal version, students 
combined events from throughout the lives of their chosen artist with accompanying 
narration, artistic samples, and carefully selected cuts of music edited together in such a 
way that it told the story of each artist's life and work. The lesson focused principally on 
student use of emotion and aesthetic intent within the music to describe, communicate, 
and detail the multi-media images of various Spanish artists. In this effort, students 
brought virtually every element of music to bear as a way to meaningfully impart the 
substance of the visual images in their presentations. Students then clarified their 
reasoning in making these choices, describing the interplay of the different elements of 
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each presentation conveying through both sound and image a higher order interpretation 
of the artistic and musical elements they discovered during their research. In this way, 
students developed a clearer overall understanding each artist. 
Dan began class with his presentation of the artist Juan Gris accompanied by the 
music ofMiguel Bose. Although much of Bose's music would be considered popular 
electronica in nature, Dan chose some of his more down tempo acoustic songs to 
represent many of the more laid back images of newspapers, food, wine, and musical 
instruments within Oris' paintings. "His art has for me a very acoustic, very laid back 
coffee house vibe," Dan said, "what with the way the colors gently role through the 
images ... makes you feel relaxed." As the pictures continued progressing through the 
presentation, the music kept a mellow counterpoint to the imagery. Dan also shared his 
own painting fashioned in the style of Gris' work The Open Window, capturing many of 
the same themes and imagery (see Figure 9). Dan expressed his own personal 
understanding of the artistic and musical aesthetic elements evidenced in Oris' work 
while articulating his awareness of the historical and cultural environment influencing it. 
Erik chose the artist Salvador Dali and used the Spanish composer Juan 
Crisostomo Arriaga to underscore his presentation. His reasoning for choosing this music 
derived from the simple grace and simplicity of the string lines in the music that he felt 
accentuated the languid flowing lines in Dali's art. As Erik discussed the life experiences 
and work ofDali, the music carefully underscored the PowerPoint presentation offering 
an interesting counterpoint to the eclectic paintings and prints. Erik also displayed his 
own work painted in the style ofDali. With the same kind ofbright colors and 
Figure 9. Dan's version of The Open Window. 
exaggerated proportions as Dali, Eric captured the essential elements of Dali ' s famous 
painting The Elephants successfully combining shapes, forms, images, and colors in 
dynamic ways (see Figure 10). 
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Norm used the music of Spanish guitar player John Clark in his presentation of 
Goya, carefully arranging the progression of each piece in such a way that it fit the arc of 
Goya ' s life. With slow and steady tempos reflecting the beginning stages of Goya's life, 
the music progressed to sharper and grittier styles as the artist's work evolved into more 
political oriented topics and images of war in his later years. Just as Goya's art reflected 
Spanish society in a time of change and revolution, the music reflected harder and 
sharper sounds as the paintings revealed Goya's feelings when his life became untenable . 
Unfortunately, Norm did not have his personal art project in the style of Goya completed. 
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Figure 10. Eric's version of The Elephants. 
Jusepe Ribera was the subject of JT's presentation , using music from a Spanish 
heavy metal band known as Mag de Oz as a backdrop for the profound contrasts of dark 
and light imagery. Ribera's paintings had many contrasts reflecting biblical themes (St. 
Jerome looking heavenward) that were so much a part of his personal life. The sometimes 
jocular and pixilated phrases of Mag de Oz's music along with their more darkly driving 
sounds fit well into the dichotomy of popular and religious themes in Ribera ' s art. Again, 
JT had yet to finish his personal art project 
The final version of Chloe's Picasso presentation was much more defined. 
Further developing the series of pieces/songs from a number of different artists, she 
attempted to represent the many images and color schemes from Picasso's many artistic 
periods. She chose the music of Los Lobos because she believed it depicted a sense of 
newness and passion, an energy that represented Picasso's push through to a new phase 
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of his own artistry. The subtle sad feel of Aurora Borealis matched the melancholia of his 
Blue period whereas the band Estopa communicated the kind of epic lyrics that spoke to 
the fire of creativity burning within Picasso. Finally, Shakira's popular ballads about love 
and loss addressed Picasso's misogynistic attitudes toward women and how he depicted 
them on canvas. This was mirrored in Chloe's painting of the girl in blue. Her thoughtful 
use of music demonstrated the depth of her understanding. 
Students in Ellesar's advanced fluency class traced the arc of different Spanish 
artists over time, exploring the social and cultural events that existed during their 
assigned artist's lifetime and how the political climate impacted their careers. What was 
unique about this process was the use of music as a method ofbringing a new perspective 
to the biographical contexts of these creative artists. Ellesar explained: 
Clearly the artist was probably influenced by that music ... so if 
they have to tell the story [with music] it's a different avenue ... it's 
talking about supporting and enhancing the curriculum, they'll 
remember it. It will give them a whole other look into that artist 
that they didn't have before. I think that by having to take that 
presentation to that level and take away their words I think will 
really deepen their understanding of the artists and their influences, 
and the place and time they were working. 
The use of music not as a simple accompaniment but as an integral part of the 
presentation enabled students to choose music that offered another dimensional 
perspective to the artists studied. The genres chosen reflected both the creative sensitivity 
of each student and how they interpreted the work of their individual artist. It was 
through the medium of music that students expressed their understanding of new 
dimensions in Spanish art and culture. 
Ellesar used a variety of music-infused methods as she taught different levels of 
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Spanish. These techniques included the use of subservient tools and topics such as piggy-
back songs, simple activities/tasks, and musical tuning techniques used to impact the 
mood and affect of her students, to "bring students up ... or to bring their energy down." 
In a similar manner, music, history, and culture functioned throughout all levels to help 
students gain perspective on the Spanish language and culture through the study of the 
country, artists, and traditions of the Spanish people. Lessons oriented around a central 
theme, such as the imaginary trip to Spain, were also used to great effect, with students 
exploring different areas of Spanish art, music, and entertainment. Creative projects such 
as skits, dramatic readings with sound effects, and original songs written by students 
were often used as an assessment of their learning. Finally, the music integrated art 
history project demonstrated how Ellesar used art and music in interdisciplinary lessons 
to teach her advanced fluency students about Spanish language and culture. 
Ellesar expressed her firm belief that music-infused instruction facilitated many 
kinds of skills, such as problem solving, motivation, and creative expression. The 
standards based focus of state and federal governments mandated Ellesar to achieve 
certain language acquisition benchmarks throughout the school year. In order to achieve 
these standards, she said, "You have to be creative, you have to be problem solving to 
come at that delivery from such a different view point. I think that's an example of how 
you can use music, to build those basic skills." Providing students with music-infused 
approaches allowed them to explore the Spanish language from multiple perspectives. 
Ellesar taught students of varying abilities, from beginning Spanish speakers all 
the way up to native speakers, in the same class, meeting their instructional needs through 
music. Ellesar taught grammar, vocabulary, syntax, and idiomatic functions through 
musical activities and song based instruction. As she further explained regarding the 
challenges facing one of her students who was a native speaker: 
... he was having trouble discerning between two different styles of 
past tense. He knew when to use them, but he was having trouble 
actually describing it to anyone else ... how he knew when to use 
them. We did a couple of songs together, and then because ofthe 
story that was being told in the song, the light switch clicked for 
him and he was 'OK I get it!' 
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Music-infused instruction supported cognitive breakthroughs for native Spanish speakers 
and non-Spanish speakers alike, functioning for both kinds of students within one class. 
Summary 
Ellesar possessed insights into the relationship between music and language that 
helped her use music-infused instruction to teach non-musical curricula. She made an 
important addition to this investigation because of her awareness of the connection 
between music, language, and other multiple intelligences. By using music-infused 
instruction in conjunction with linguistic and cultural concepts in Spanish, Ellesar 
brought academic curricula such as social studies, literacy, language arts, history, and 
culture into her classroom and used them as a conduit for teaching Spanish. The levels of 
Ellesar's music-infused methodology on the TOMI inventory scale ranged from simple 
tuning techniques and subservient tools all the way up to thematic units and 
conceptual/process lessons. Blending standards for language acquisition such as listening, 
speaking, writing, and reading into her lessons, Ellesar used the academic disciplines of 
Spanish and music, building her lessons around the attributes that they mutually 
possessed. 
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Ellesar provided a variety of activities in a number of different settings, 
encouraging her students to explore multiple perspectives in their learning of Spanish 
culture and language acquisition. She used music to explore art, to explore culture in 
different regional settings, and to listen intentionally to different popular and traditional 
songs for language forms, grammar, and vocabulary. This was particularly important 
when students explored the music and culture from a particular region of Spain or Latin 
America. The indigenous instruments, social settings, form/vocal styles, and lyrical 
patterning all contributed to a better understanding of idiomatic expression and usage. 
Ellesar affirmed her belief that the portions of the brain that process both 
language acquisition and music are hi-hemispheric. Her belief, supported by recent 
research in neuroscience regarding the nature of language acquisition and music 
processing in the brain, drove much of her planning and instructional activities. With 
language and music managed by both the left and right hemispheres of the brain, there 
appears to be a sharing of processing functions for both language and music at the 
conceptual level. (Brown, Martinez, & Parsons, 2006). With this in mind, Ellesar 
believed that students who were gifted in music also exhibited talents and gifts in 
acquiring a second language. She attributed this to the inherent musical nature of 
language (i.e., intonation inflection, accentuation, and tone) and how subtle changes in 
these factors profoundly impacted meaning. 
Ellesar clearly established herself as a dynamic teaching force at Oakdale High 
School. Although her primary function was to teach beginning, intermediate, advanced 
intermediate and advanced fluency Spanish to students, she also coordinated international 
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language immersion trips to Spain and Latin American with the other high school social 
studies and world seminar teachers. Her use of musical and academic resources equipped 
her students with new ideas and perspectives of the Spanish language. 
Ellesar focused her instruction in many different directions using a variety of arts. 
She did not limit her instruction of Spanish language skills to simple worksheets, 
vocabulary lists, and formal quizzes and tests, but focused her instructional efforts in 
myriad disciplines including: drama, poetry, movement, dance, and music. She used 
music in a deliberate way, infusing lessons with music as an alternative method for 
teaching specific concepts and ideas in Spanish. Ellesar also created opportunities for 
exploration and adventure within her classroom, generating a sense of open mindedness 
in her students. She based her teaching philosophy on global awareness with music 
functioning as just one piece in a larger instructional puzzle. She treated Spanish 
language, culture, and society equally with music as she engaged students in the learning 
process. By demonstrating the importance oflinguistic and musical intelligence, Ellesar 
created a dynamic learning environment for her students. 
CHAPTER6 
CAROLYN ROHAN 
Teacher Background 
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Carolyn Rohan, a humanities and technology teacher at Aldburg elementary 
school in suburban Denver, grew up loving drawing, painting, sculpture and the other 
visual arts. As an adolescent, she became more involved in visual arts, especially 
painting, sculpture, and drawing. She had an increasing interest in applied arts such as 
industrial design and graphic design. Rohan continued with these art interests throughout 
her high school years and into her college experience. 
Adolescence and Adulthood 
Upon graduation Rohan worked a variety of different jobs as she looked for long-
term work in communications. She finally landed a job with the Dillon Corporation, a 
division of Kroger foods. She began work in the art and graphics department ofKing 
Soopers, creating advertising for their chain of super markets across the West. Having 
worked as a graphic artist, painter, sculptor, and calligrapher, she was well prepared to 
work with in advertising. She maintained this position designing artwork, advertising 
layouts, typesetting, and sales campaigns until she began to develop an interest in 
teaching. Rohan did not share much concerning her early career in education or the 
transition from advertising into teaching. Her passion for creating art and sharing learning 
experiences with her students became evident through observation of Rohan's 
instructional approach and discussions of her personal educational philosophy. 
When offered the position at Aldburg Elementary School, it seemed a good fit for 
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Rohan. As a humanities and technology teacher, she taught students from first grade 
through fifth grade in various aspects of history, culture, and computer/media technology, 
affording her the opportunity to begin to explore a variety of different avenues of 
instruction. These included the use of the creative arts as a tool of instruction. She 
employed drama, movement, art, and music as a way of teaching visual art, history, and 
world culture. This led to her involvement in a graduate cohort of students from Lesley 
University. She studied for just over two years before receiving her Masters in Education 
with an emphasis in integrated teaching through the arts from Lesley. This gave Rohan an 
opportunity to explore in more depth the methodologies she grew up with, especially the 
use of art, dance, and music as a tool of instruction for her content area. 
Aldburg Elementary School 
Aldburg Elementary School is an elementary school south ofDenver. It is a fairly 
large elementary and has an open enrollment policy, serving nearly 700 students from the 
surrounding communities east, south, and west of campus (see Figure 11). The school 
consists of a large central building that contains a majority of the classrooms for grades 
K-6. At the central core of the building lie the media center and the adjacent computer 
core that houses the school's computer lab. Surrounding this core lay a majority of the 
classrooms that house the lower grades on the west side of the building, middle grades to 
the east and upper grades on the north. The south side of the facility houses the main 
offices, music and art rooms, gymnasium, and cafeteria area. On the southeast side of the 
building are two mobiles with six additional mobile classrooms located further south and 
east of the main building. These buildings house the overflow from some of the middle 
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and upper grades . The two mobile classrooms that are closest to the building house a 
foreign language teacher and the humanities and technology class taught by Carolyn 
Rohan (see Figures 11 and 12). This location for her classroom is somewhat isolating 
being an exterior satellite building separate from the main facility. However, each of the 
teachers bring their students to Rohan from the main building using the southeastern 
doors that lead out to the playground and field area . 
Figure 11. Front view of Aldburg Elementary. 
Figure 12. Entrance to Ms. Rohan 's mobile classroom 
School Site 
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Aldburg is designated as a Core Knowledge school and is one of the few within 
Edoras County School District that attained this distinction . Aldburg Elementary has 
achieved this award every year for the past decade. The Core Knowledge focus at 
Aldburg seeks to align the curriculum in such a way that the materials taught in one grade 
build upon the learning attained in the previous grade and support the program of study in 
future grades. The instructional focus at Aldburg attempts to create an environment 
where teachers actively seek to coordinate their instructional efforts to provide a base of 
knowledge for students as they move through the grades. 
Indeed the location of the media center and the computer lab at the center of the 
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school, both figuratively and literally, provides an indication of the value and importance 
placed on reading at Aldburg (see figure 13). This is addressed school-wide through a 
program called Accelerated Reader that facilitates student reading by challenging 
students with levels of literature that build their capacity to decode and make cognitive 
connections with the text . What runs thematically throughout the school is a sense that 
students at Aldburg need to possess a foundation of knowledge that supports learning 
across disciplines. 
Figure 13. Computer core in the middle section of the main building 
Although most elementary schools typically support music, art, and physical 
education classes in addition to the K-6 classroom curricula, the administration at 
Aldburg has chosen to add the study of humanities and technology as an integral part of 
their curriculum. Rohan integrates the study of culture, history, crafts, dance, movement, 
and music in conjunction with various technological platforms such as PowerPoint, 
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GoogleDocs, and Promethean boards. Her students use a variety of media to study 
cultures from many different parts of the world and many different historical eras as 
students research in the computer lab and independently at home. Since Rohan's 
classroom is located on the exterior of the school, she has limited access to many of the 
technologies within the school (i.e., the computer lab, Promethean/Technology suite, 
media center). As a result, she must "juggle" these needs in order to fulfill her teaching 
responsibilities; a recurrent theme throughout this case study. 
Classroom design. Rohan's mobile classroom is located on the southeastern side 
of Aldburg Elementary. The main parking lot for the facility lies to the west of the 
structure and includes an exterior drop off /pick up lane for parents and their students. 
Generally, students and teachers access these mobile classrooms from the southeast doors 
located on in the back of the building facing the playground and soccer field 
Rohan's classroom is fairly typical in terms of size and shape with a bank of 
windows facing both west and east with the door located in the southwest comer of the 
room. Rohan's desk, the television, VCR/DVD player, scanner, and several desk top 
computers are located in the southeast comer of the room with additional technologies on 
the east wall (see Figure 14). The west wall has several banks of shelves with a variety of 
different books, anthologies, and print media resources as well as numerous examples of 
student art work produced over the years. Located on the north wall are the two 
bathrooms with additional metal shelving space for storing student portfolios. With 
folders packed into every conceivable space, the need for additional space is apparent. 
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This becomes an even larger issue given that Rohan sees each student in the school on a 
three-week rotating schedule (i.e., A track, B track, and C track). 
Figure 14. View of Ms. Rohan's room looking south. 
There are five medium sized rectangular tables that are arranged in rows with four 
students per table (see Figure 15). Additionally, two round tables and one square table lie 
on the periphery of the center section of the room where other students sit in groups of 
two and three. Although space is not so much an issue for her early childhood classes, 
arranging 20-30 students from the upper grade comfortably can be a somewhat complex 
challenge, with students spread throughout the room to accommodate the large class 
sizes. In these situations, students are clustered in small groups at individual tables , 
allowing Rohan to walk around the room, monitoring and helping individual students. 
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Figure 15. View of Ms. Rohan's room looking north. 
As a way to begin speaking specifically about the role Rohan played when she 
used music-infused techniques to teach her content, I considered what kinds of attributes 
that best described her philosophical approach. Rohan played many different roles as she 
went about the task of teaching humanities and technology. Working with a variety of 
different subjects and disciplines as she delivered lessons in history and culture, Rohan 
clearly demonstrated that music played an important role in her thinking and instructional 
planning. She used art, dance, and costuming during instruction, combining these skills 
with the multifaceted talents of a technological innovator, crafting many age appropriate 
art and music-oriented experiences for her students . Unfortunately , a rotating school 
schedule (i.e ., three days on and nine days off), coupled with a mandate to teach 
technology skills to all grades without sufficient computers , forced Rohan to juggle her 
need for time in the computer lab with the needs of other teachers. It was this image of 
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having to keep several sets of "balls" up in the air at the same time that gave me a unique 
perspective into her teaching experience. 
In order to discuss the intricacies of Rohan's teaching style and educational 
philosophy, I included all of the observational, interview, document, and material data in 
the Case Study Data section below. I combined these data in chronological order so that 
observations that occurred in the classroom, statements made during the interviews, as 
well as all documents and written/verbal communication with Ms. Rohan could be more 
easily cross-referenced in the process of reviewing the case study. 
Combined Case Study Data 
Formal observations began at Aldburg Elementary in the winter of the 2011 
school year. In order to have the opportunity of seeing a variety of grade levels studying 
different historical, cultural, and artistic materials, I spread out observations over the 
course of five months beginning in January 2011 and ending in May 2011. Additionally, I 
chose to extend the number of observations from five to nine in an attempt to get an 
overall sense of Rohan's classroom instructional practices, focusing on both primary 
grades (first, second, and third) and upper grades (fourth, fifth & sixth). 
Rohan's classes consisted primarily of European-American students between the 
ages of six and twelve. Other ethnicities included Latino-Americans, Native-Americans 
and Pacific islanders. These classes focused on a variety of historical eras, multi-ethnic 
art, dance, music, and cultural topics using enrichment activities including principles of 
design, presentation development, image scanning, and research techniques. This 
provided a rich source of data given the variety of developmental stages, student 
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language abilities, and categories of music-infusion. 
There were two interviews undertaken during the course ofthis study. The first 
occurred after several of the observations were finished and I had a sense ofhow Rohan 
functioned in the process of delivering music-infused instruction. As described in Chapter 
3, I generated a series of interview questions and investigated the literature base with 
regarding the standard methodology concerning the techniques and procedures of the 
interview process (Borg, Gall & Gall, 2003, Creswell, 2003; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; 
Lincoln & Guba, 1985). After field testing these questions with several educators, I 
revised them and then set up an initial interview with Rohan. The initial interview 
occurred with Rohan on the 11th of March, 2011 at Aldburg Elementary School. The 
interview focused on a series of 17 questions that explored her approach to the process of 
implementing music-infused lessons. Given that Rohan's primary area of instruction was 
humanities and technology, I asked her about how she approached using music as a tool 
of instruction in her classroom, integrating academic content into her classroom. Rohan' s 
second interview occurred at Aldburg Elementary School on the first of April 2011. More 
personal in nature, this interview consisted of questions about her personal background, 
musical experiences, theoretical perspectives, and her social, political and multicultural 
rationale for using music 1n the classroom. The interview was also more self-reflective, 
with questions emailed in advance of the interview. 
Overview of Instruction 
Rohan affirmed that she taught humanities and technology at Aldburg 
Elementary, teaching students a variety of academic disciplines that informed the human 
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condition. Though not exclusive, some of the areas Rohan taught included history, visual 
arts, cultural studies, literature, religion, technology, fine arts, and performing arts such as 
theater, dance and music. Music played an important part in this process by providing 
students with another way to connect with different humanities disciplines. Rohan told of 
how she used music, dance, and art as a backdrop for teaching other topics stating, "I 
teach many different cultures and then I have students use technology to research 
culture ... the various cultures they are studying in the [regular] classroom, and then create 
presentations using music, dance, and other art forms." Rohan used thematic musical 
material especially with students in first, second, and third grade who needed to begin 
developing their understanding of fine and performing arts. Rohan used this 
complementary relationship between the humanities, technology, and music in a variety 
of ways in her classroom. 
From some of our initial phone conversations, Rohan spoke of the kinds of 
lessons she used at the end of fall term and what she was planning for the winter and 
springs terms. In the fall, her first grade groups studied prehistoric life and culture, 
focusing particularly on primitive expressions of art and the use of tools in the creation 
and performance of musical instruments. Third grade classes worked on the study of 
Native American crafts and culture, with fourth graders focusing on Native American 
music and dance. Fourth grade also did a unit on medieval illuminative manuscripts 
where students used calligraphy to bring color and style to their art. This was in 
conjunction with the study of Pope Gregory and the influence of the Catholic Church on 
medieval art, music, and culture. Fifth graders did a study of Renaissance Europe and the 
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new perspectives on art, science, and music that era brought forth. Finally, sixth grade did 
an in depth research project on medieval culture, dance and music, working in groups to 
research and develop presentations using the GoogleDocs platform. All of these units 
were typical of the kinds ofhumanities oriented studies that Rohan taught in conjunction 
with the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade curriculum, helping students at Aldburg to 
gain new perspectives on the development of art and music during these historical eras. 
Technological tools such as scanners, visualizers, computers, various kinds of 
software and hardware as mentioned above were frequently used as tools for teaching 
lessons that addressed different aspects ofhistory, art, music and culture. Rohan assured 
that each student had the opportunity to learn about different aspects of the humanities 
and the intricacies of technology from project oriented lessons undertaken in her 
classroom. Students built a repertoire of knowledge and technological skill using drama, 
sound, and movement as they studied various peoples and ethnic traditions across the 
world. Students used maps, art books and anthologies, and the internet along with DVD 
and computer related source material in the creation of their arts and humanities projects. 
These activities strengthened computer skills and cultural awareness, and included the 
use of music-infused instruction at various levels of complexity. 
Rohan used music in direct instruction at the early stages of humanities studies, 
especially with the youngest students. At higher levels of proficiency, students used many 
of these same activities, but in increasing complexity. Students used music, sound, 
drama, and dance to solidify their understanding as they interacted in creative ways with 
various aspects of history and culture. They used music and art as a way of expressing 
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their learning within the context ofboth short and long-term projects, such as studying a 
particular historical event or cultural issue like Japanese traditional musical instruments, 
or ancient Mayan art and culture. Rohan offered her students multiple perspectives 
through which to experience world languages, cultural phenomena, and social traditions 
using the lens of music as a method of inquiry and presentation. 
Observation 1 
The purpose of this lesson was to use music, culture, and dance to compare and 
contrast traditions, values, and heritage for Native Americans. The lesson explored many 
cultural, linguistic, and literacy themes as students studied the music and language of 
Native Americans. The second part of the lesson involved the continuing study of quilting 
as an art form and how the themes of jazz music were reflected in the work of Faith 
Ringgold. There were 23 third grade students in the class with eleven boys and twelve 
girls. They entered the room and proceeded to the shelves at the back of the room to get 
their portfolio notebooks and then sat in their assigned seats, grouping themselves around 
the tables as they prepared to begin the lesson. 
Through much of this and subsequent lessons, Rohan effectively used sound as a 
way to redirect student behavior, signal a transition, or otherwise refocus the class. In 
various places above and around her desk, hanging from the ceiling, Rohan suspended 
several sets of chimes and a large brass bell called a "Noah bell." The bell created a 
pleasant full sound when she rang it and student immediately focused their attention on 
her. From the perspective of the TOMI scale, this use of sound constituted a form of 
tuning the room, with the bell and chime sounds functioning to impact student behavior. 
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She then used the visualizer to call up some ofthe Native American portrait imagery that 
students generated as a part of this project. These self-portraits were to be used in a larger 
study of Native Americans within their regular classrooms. Rohan encouraged them, 
"Your Native American self-portrait needs to be fmished with fore-, mid-, and 
background clearly illustrated. When we get into the computer lab, we will be using your 
Native American self-portrait." Through all of these activities, even those that came 
before my observation in January, Native American flute music was used as an 
atmospheric underscore, filling the room with a sonic ambience that set the mood for this 
creative project. Though used in a subservient manner, the flute music played a 
historical/cultural role by providing a musical link to the artistic expression of the Native 
American cultures the students were studying. 
Rohan rang the Noah bell to signal a transition from the Native American self-
portrait project to a new study of the Jazz age and African American artist and story quilt 
maker Faith Ringgold. Rohan directed students to place their finished portraits in their 
portfolio notebooks and encouraged them to come in during lunch recess if they had not 
yet scanned their images into a digital format. Again, this was an example of Rohan 
accommodating students and "juggling" her schedule in order to provide students with 
additional opportunities to complete their work. As she moved forward with the lesson, 
Rohan showed students some of Ringgold's mural images, projecting them onto her 
video screen. She then focused her student's attention to one work entitled Tar Beach. 
This work, Rohan explained, was the artist's rendering ofhow she and her 
siblings used to spend long summer afternoons on the roof top of their tenement, 
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pretending they were at the beach. As the students chattered excitedly about this new 
project, Rohan put some music on from the jazz age, explaining to them that Ringgold 
married jazz composer, pianist, and band leader Robert Earl Warren. This music then 
became the underscore of the remaining discussion and artistic efforts of the students as 
they created their own story quilts using oil pastels. Rohan encouraged her students 
saying, "Next we are going to be doing Tar Beach ... Remember, I don't want you to tell 
Faith Ringgold's story, I want you to tell your story ... We have talked about pattern and 
repetition. I want to see it in your quilt." With this understanding of creating an original 
story quilt project, students began laying out their work. 
As a backdrop to the opening efforts of students creating their own story quilt in 
the style of Faith Ringgold, Rohan put on another piece of music from the jazz age by 
Duke Ellington. She then rang the chimes to get student's attention and reminded her 
students again of Ringgold's relationship to jazz pianist Robert Earl Warren. She then 
explained the connection with the piano music and faster be-bop music they were 
hearing, which was a popular musical style at the time of Ringgold's work. In fact 
Ringgold was a childhood friend of jazz saxophonist Earl Hines as well as many other 
musicians and artists from the Jazz Age. The music played in the background as students 
continued to work, responding physically, dancing and moving to the music as they 
continued to work on their story designs, encouraged to stay on task by soundings from 
the Noah bell. 
As they began the clean up process, the music continued. Three different students 
commented on the music, "Wow this music is crazy." " It makes me dizzy." "Yeah me 
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too, it's kind of different. I like it." Clearly, students have more than just a passing 
awareness of the music and sound used by Rohan during this lesson. With the underscore 
of the jazz music in particular, students responded physically as well as verbally to the 
music. Like the Native American flute music at the beginning of the lesson, the jazz 
music played an important historical/cultural role in the process of creating a creative 
atmosphere for the students. Additionally, Rohan's use of different sounds worked in 
combination to redirect students, tuning the room, refocusing their attention, and 
signaling transitions throughout the lesson. Although there was no direct connection with 
any of the elements of music, this time of review and transition, moving in a new 
historical and cultural direction, allowed students the opportunity to finish with one 
cultural, musical, and artistic style and progress fluidly into another. 
The relationship between art, dance, and music were often inextricably 
intertwined for Rohan, offering her opportunities to teach about history and culture 
through the integration of musical elements into the structure of her humanities lessons. 
She spoke of how students gained new perspectives through the use of musical 
terminology, song structures, and musical experiences. Much of what Rohan encouraged 
her students to do involved inspiring them to explore humanities and arts oriented topics 
in her classroom, and then investigate them further on their own. Students engaged in a 
variety of projects such as creating paint tools, stretching and sizing canvases, creating 
traditional costumes and dances, and constructing musical instruments as extensions of 
their learning. She explained: 
By planting these seeds in the early grades, first and second grade, 
then they can grow as kids get older. .. they can begin to learn and 
explore on their own. As kids learn about different cultures and 
peoples and arts in the past, or even in the present, then they can 
understand what art and music and dance means, what it represents 
and stands for, what meaning it has in people's lives. Because as 
they learn about culture, as they think about how art and music and 
dance worked in the society they can begin to learn more advanced 
materials and more advanced kinds of activities. 
An example of this connection came from Rohan's lesson on Edward Hicks' painting 
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Peaceable Kingdom and its relationship to Randall Thomson's symphonic tone poem of 
the same name. Artistic inspiration and production often have many correlates which 
function and interact in unexpected ways. Because of this, Rohan often played samples of 
music in class as a way to underscore the process of artistic creation, generating a sonic 
environment related to the topic under study. She further explained, "When students hear 
music and they can use it to explore as they paint or draw, it helps them get started as 
they try and create their own images .... " 
Observation 2 
Students from Rohan's first grade class came in and sat in groups of three and 
four at each of the tables. There were eleven boys and twelve girls and they were a fairly 
energetic group as Rohan met them at the door. She continued by having students gather 
their portfolio notebooks and sit in small groups to discuss Tchaikovsky's ballet The 
Nutcracker. The purpose of this lesson was to expose these younger students to 
Tchaikovsky's music using The Nutcracker as a thematic focal point, allowing students to 
compare and contrast various productions around the world. This process involved 
watching small segments of the battle scene between the toy soldiers and the Mouse King 
from production companies including the Bolshoi, the Royal Ballet, the New York Ballet, 
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and the Northwest Ballet Company. 
Rohan focused her students on the topic ofballet by asking, "What did we study 
last time?'' A student answered, "Tchai ... Tchai-kov-sky?" Rohan continued, "Where is 
he from?" Students answered from across the room, "Russia!" "He wrote songs." "Yeah, 
he wrote Sweet Nutcracker!" Rohan responded, "Yes, the Nutcracker Suite. What else 
did he write?" A student shouted out, "Swan Lake!" These conversations continued both 
at individual tables and in the larger context of the classroom as Rohan introduced the 
first clip from the Bolshoi Ballet production of the Nutcracker. She then reminded 
students of the vocabulary and definitions they previously discussed, using these 
vocabulary supports in the group discussions about the various productions that followed. 
Short five minute segments from the Mouse King battle scene were then shown 
using production companies from across the world. Focusing on elements of staging, 
costuming, and production design, students spoke excitedly about how the above 
elements changed from production to production while the music remained the same. 
Rohan arranged the viewing of these segments to progress from a very strict and 
traditional version of the battle scene (Bolshoi Ballet) to progressively more accessible 
versions using brighter costumes, sets, and children in the cast (Royal Ballet and New 
York Ballet) to the final version in which the characters and sets have a specific stylized 
look with production design by Maurice Sendak (Northwest Ballet). With brighter colors 
and more cartoon-like imagery in mind, students discussed the differences in each of the 
versions, choosing one version to illustrate in their portfolio notebooks. These drawings 
would then be used in future classes to reference concepts from the principles of design. 
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Rohan took the age of her first grade students into consideration in this study of 
design principles, allowing them to explore verbally the changing imagery before 
creating their own individual artistic representation of the dance and music. She 
encouraged her students saying, "As we continue to study these ballets, I want you to 
think about how each one is different with costumes, dancing, staging, making each show 
easier to watch as they are different, some for adults and some for kids." This concept of 
how the production imagery changed from clip to clip while Tchaikovsky's music 
remained the same was not lost on these first graders and was very accessible to them. 
From the perspective of the TOMI scale, this lesson fell somewhere in the middle, 
in the area ofhistorical/cultural techniques. Showing a condensed history of the different 
productions and performing companies over time enabled students to see the gradual 
evolution ofTchaikovsky's music. This gave students an opportunity to experience the 
cultural evolution of the music and dance while gaining insight into the composer, his life 
and work, and the struggles he endured in the process of creating the Nutcracker. 
Rohan commented on the role music played in motivating her students. She used 
the Nutcracker ballet lesson to describe how she sought to stimulate interest in a kind of 
performance art that was not readily accessible to her students, especially the boys. As 
Rohan related: 
When I'm showing the mouse king battle, knowing that some of 
the boys might not really be into ballet, I show the mouse king 
battle scene to them, along with some other scenes, so that I can try 
to catch some of these interest levels of the boys and the girls in 
ballet. 
This allowed these very young students to begin engaging in conversations concerning 
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music, dance, culminating in an art project related to the music of the composer and the 
different performance approaches studied. Rohan also expressed her belief that student 
motivation was both extrinsic and intrinsic in nature. The influence of peers and parents 
could not be underestimated in the process ofleaming nor could the power of individual 
student interests. In the study ofballet in the lower grades, parents contributed to 
students' learning experiences by taking their children to the Colorado Ballet and 
reinforcing the importance of dance and music. 
Rohan kept many of the personal materials that she developed over the years both 
as a teacher and as a graduate student at Lesley University. She used these materials as 
resources for instruction in her classroom. Two of the lesson plans Rohan submitted were 
her Medieval Music lesson plan and the Nutcracker Ballet lesson plan. The medieval 
lessons involved an in-depth study of the Ancient World exploring the power wielded by 
the Church, the development of music, the development ofhand-written scores, and the 
subsequent evolution of secular music. The Nutcracker Ballet lesson, as detailed above, 
involved the juxtaposition ofTchaikovsky's music and the painting and sculpture of the 
artist Degas. Students also explored the historical context of both Degas and Tchaikovsky 
as well as the backdrop of Russian history and geography. At various times throughout 
the observation and interview process, Rohan discussed many different kinds of lessons 
that she taught during her time at Aldburg. 
Observation 3 
Rohan met her fifth grade class, which had 27 students, at the door of her room 
and prepared them to go directly to the computer lab. After arriving at the computer lab, 
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students split into their individual research groups (i.e., Incas, Mayas, Aztecs, the 
Renaissance, Civil War Era, England, and Japan). Rohan reviewed with students how to 
log on and off of their student accounts and how to import and export a variety of 
different images, video, text, and musical samples for use in their coming presentations. 
The purpose of this lesson was to develop research and computer literacy skills 
through the generation of a GoogleDocs presentation on a cultural/historical theme. 
Students focused on a specific civilization or historical era and the different aspects of 
their cultural, artistic, or musical traditions. As students began to work, gathering 
information on their specific subjects, Rohan moved among them answering questions 
and redirecting off task behaviors. When the lab became too loud, Rohan redirected 
student attention back to their research by clapping her hands and giving a verbal caution. 
The Renaissance group focused their efforts on musical forms, styles of 
composing & performing, and the development of musical instruments during the period. 
Other groups concentrated on researching the art and architecture of Mayan, Inca, and 
Aztec societies, as well as their social and religious structures. The Japan group sought 
information about traditional costumes and musical instruments while the group studying 
England chose to focus on the composer Benjamin Britten. The Renaissance, Mayan, and 
Inca group appeared to work well independently, while Rohan spent more time helping 
the Japanese, English, and Civil War group with technical issues. Because Rohan 
designed this lesson around technological skill building and developing research 
expertise on the computer, there was little in the way of music-infused instruction beyond 
the research undertaken by students in the Renaissance, English, and Japanese groups. 
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Rohan described the many courses she took in order to maintain her position at 
Aldburg as essential to her capacity to use music as a tool of instruction for teaching 
humanities and technology. This additional coursework in various artistic disciplines, 
coupled with her graduate training at Lesley University, provided a depth and breadth of 
knowledge that prepared her to meet the many challenges of teaching humanities and 
technology. She shared that her desire was to: 
... teach it [music] in relationship to the culture, and trying to get 
kids to understand the significance of music and appreciate it for 
what it is and some of the historical changes in music and how it 
developed along with everything else [art, theater, dance and 
architecture]. I'm hoping to show them how music relates to the 
cultures and the individuals. 
Rohan also discussed the different processes involved in the integration of music-
infused techniques into a variety of materials and subject areas. She explained: 
So, we try to get them to think of why, what, where, how, who, 
when. They don't always broaden it out that much but I try to get 
them thinking about the significance, how important music was to 
each culture. Every culture has music, and dance, and art, and why 
it's so important for expressing oneself. And how it develops and 
changes through history is also important, and how it changes as our 
technology changes, how that changes music. 
Part of Rohan's developmental process involved articulating her curricular area in the 
humanities by applying different levels of complexity to her lessons across grade levels, 
incorporating music as she built skills and concepts from first through sixth grade. The 
examination of various cultures and artistic traditions gave students the opportunity to 
explore these civilizations in terms of modem society and current events. Rohan further 
elaborated: 
And then in future years I began to develop different kinds of 
programs with the different grade levels that would explore culture 
and different traditions through the arts and through technology. And 
sometimes what I teach goes from year to year and group to group. 
What I begin simply in first grade I can go back to when they're in 
third grade or higher up .. .it builds and gives kids a chance to use 
their skills and knowledge, all the things they've learned in class and 
other places ... we then build and learn on that knowledge, learning 
about culture, and history, and different peoples. 
These studies of various countries, historical periods, and cultures across the years 
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offered students the opportunity to revisit ideas and concepts introduced in earlier grades. 
Observation 4 
This lesson was a continuation of the lesson begun in observation #1. As 23 third 
grade students came into the room, Rohan encouraged them to scan into the computer 
network their finished Native American self-portraits and story quilt projects. The 
purpose of the lesson was to tie up some of the loose ends in these two projects as 
students scanned in their project images. 
After students were in their places, Rohan rang the Noah bell and focused their 
attention on the order of the day's lesson. While most students finished their self-
portraits and scanned them into the computer, others worked on their story quilts. The 
story quilt lesson was split into two different activities: the creation of the artistic work 
(the quilt), and the creation of the story behind the images making up the mural. This 
short narrative piece was the literacy component of the project and existed in 
conjunction with the pictorial images created by each student. "Ms. Rohan?" one student 
asked. "You told us yesterday that if we finished both our self-portrait and story quilt we 
could work on something about peace." "Yes," Rohan replied, "as long as you have 
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finished both the art and the story ... We will be creating our own 'Peaceable Kingdom' 
like Edward Hicks from Colonial America did." 
Rohan redirected the students by brushing the chimes above her desk gently with 
her fingers as students continued to color, cut out and apply images, scan, and write their 
short stories. As Rohan brought the session to a close, she reminded students: 
If you haven't signed up with a first grade student I will sign you 
up with one. Next time we will be in the computer lab and creating 
your 'Peaceable Kingdom' pictures on computer using images and 
text. You must be quiet when we work with first graders. Not all of 
us were quiet today. Some of us didn't get everything done. That 
needs to change. 
As Rohan facilitated these many activities, her capacity to multi-task and coordinate the 
efforts of her third grade class with the technological needs of her first graders was 
clearly evident though the use of music-infused teaching techniques were not. 
Observation 5 
This sixth grade class began inside of the building in the technology/Promethean 
suite located just east of the media center. As students entered, two groups accessed their 
Aldburg student computer accounts and set-up the GoogleDocs presentation on Hawaii. 
The purpose of this lesson was to present an internet based mini-seminar on the religious 
beliefs, artistic, musical, social, and cultural traditions of Hawaii. 
Rohan reviewed some methods to help improve presentations including things such as 
body language, eye contact, and how to create smooth transitions. The first group 
discussed the origins and history of Hula dancing, detailing the language, imagery, and 
religious significance of the dance and describing a variety of percussion instruments 
including the Pahu and To 'ere drums. Students then continued by reviewing the most 
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identifiable chordophone in Hawaiian music: the ukulele. 
Tracing the ukulele's origins from ancient times up to the present, they discussed 
the Mele music program, a course of study promoting Hawaiian music. This was 
followed by a history of Hawaiian music and native-hom artists from Bette Midler to 
Israel "Iz" Kamakawiwo'ole. Students then segued into a discussion of the general 
history of the islands and the religious/cultural significance of music, dance and song. A 
video oflz's famous rendition of Over the Rainbow along with other traditional Hawaiian 
dance presentations followed a demonstration of a handmade Pahu drum constructed 
from local materials. After performing some traditional rhythms on the instrument, the 
student compared his drum with a smaller native version of the drum he acquired on a 
family trip to the islands. At the conclusion of this first presentation, other students in the 
class gave "glows & grows" (i.e., what worked well in the presentation and what could be 
improved upon) followed by Rohan's personal critique. 
The second group presentation involved an in depth study of Hawaiian culture 
through the lens of religious tradition and the pantheon of Polynesian gods and 
goddesses. This student lecture furthered the study of Hula dancing in terms of the sacred 
nature of the dance, the use of natural materials in making musical instruments, and the 
political ramifications of the dance among local chiefs. Students elaborated on the 
differences between Hula Kahiko (ancient Hula) with its rituals and offerings and Hula 
Auana (modem Hula), which focuses more on entertainment. 
The nature of these student presentations functioned on several levels of the 
TOMI scale. Clearly the lesson functioned as a historical/cultural backdrop for the study 
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of Hawaii. The use of creative techniques was also evidenced throughout both 
presentations. Using technological tools, musical samples, and instrumental 
demonstrations, students demonstrated their capacity to apply creative techniques as tools 
oflearning. Finally, the work done in Rohan's room supported a common theme. She 
scaffolded the study units on Polynesia and other pan-Pacific cultures taught in the 
regular classroom by providing additional opportunities to creatively interact with the 
content. These presentations infused music throughout the planning and execution stages, 
generating a comprehensive learning experience for all. 
Rohan related that she approached the regional and historical cultures of Hawaii 
from the same instructional framework. As students explored the historical origins and 
geographic layout of the islands in the south Pacific, and the religious development of the 
Hawaiian people, the significance of ritual dance and music became clearer. Student 
exploration of traditional dress and dance went hand in hand with the creation and 
performance of Hawaiian instruments such as the Pahu drum. In a similar manner, Rohan 
gave some of her Native American students the opportunity to teach their peers 
traditional dances and rhythms from their tribal culture, learning the dance together and 
performing it as a group. In these scenarios, Rohan supported the knowledge students 
brought with them to class, using this schema to build new perspectives and 
understandings of culture. 
Rohan also spoke of the different end products created as a result of the multiple 
projects and lessons that she taught. She spoke in particular of the many long-range 
cultural and historical research projects that fourth, fifth, and sixth graders undertook 
over the course of the year. As Rohan said: 
The presentations that students are doing this time are supposed to be 
telling us about the cultural significance of music and 
dance ... creating a musical instrument from an indigenous culture. I 
was wanting them to think about the historical and cultural 
significance of the music, and then research and create a musical 
instrument they could actually use as they present their performance. 
This process allowed students to study musical instruments and traditional musical 
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celebrations while giving them experience in teaching humanities content to their peers. 
The resultant ownership of the presentation materials on the part of students, and their 
need to cultivate a spirit of cooperation and teamwork within their group, added value to 
the endeavor, creating and fostering student interest beyond the lesson. 
Observation 6. Much as the previous lesson began, the 22 students in this fourth 
grade class came directly from their regular classroom to the technology suite. This 
lesson was part instructional and part presentational as students applied techniques Rohan 
reviewed with them during the lecture. Rohan discussed the logging on process, citing 
sources, and managing the text, imagery, and sound samples used in student 
presentations. Finally, she spoke to each of the groups about cooperation, collaboration, 
and the importance of each member's contribution. 
The first group began a practice run of their GoogleDocs presentation on the State 
of Colorado during the gold rush years of the late 19th Century. Students used various 
images and texts they acquired from their internet research to discuss mining, state 
emblems, wildlife, ghost towns, clothing, ranching etc. The group also spoke briefly 
concerning the kinds of musical instruments, songs, and the role of music in everyday life 
during this time period. Rohan then spent a few minutes addressing some of the finer 
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points of managing computer generated imagery, documents, and online materials. 
A second group spoke about the different Native American tribes that lived 
around the Rocky Mountain region during the late 19th Century. Specifically the students 
addressed different forms of shelter these tribes used, their clothing, jewelry, hunting, 
farming practices and their use of horses. They then turned to other tribes outside 
Colorado such as the Navaho, the ancient Anasazi, the totem carving Haida and Salish 
tribes of the Pacific Northwest, and the Inuit cultures of Canada. As they presented these 
Native American groups, students addressed their spiritual beliefs, social practices, and 
diverse cultural experiences. This included samples of music, flute performances, 
traditional drumming, and video samples of native dancers. 
The practice presentations came to a close and Rohan encouraged students to 
comment and critique the presentations. She reminded students about saving files and 
various revision history commands in the GoogleDocs platform. Much as in lesson #5, 
music in this lesson functioned to support many of the images and information within the 
two presentations, tying into the same historical material that students studied in their 
regular classroom. Students also addressed multicultural aspects ofNative American life 
regarding the kinds of instruments used during rituals, celebrations, and other cultural 
events. 
Rohan also used music in a variety of other ways in her humanities and 
technology classes. From simple piggy back songs (i.e., songs using a common melody 
but with content specific lyrics) generated for the purpose of reinforcing classroom rules 
and expectations to various research units on world culture, dance, and music, Rohan 
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used musical samples, musical elements, and activities to generate interest. When 
learning about Native American dance, different student groups focused on a particular 
tribe and the cultural significance of their dance, generating costumes to use as they 
performed their dance. Rohan demonstrated cultural sensitivity by not using sacred 
dances such as the Sun Dance from specific native cultures. As a way of demonstrating 
their learning, fifth graders performed these dances and presentations for first graders. 
Rohan spoke of how she used presentations as a practical form of assessment for 
measuring student learning, particularly in fourth through sixth grade._ Often she used a 
rubric when beginning these long-range projects with her students, reminding them of 
specific criteria as they went about tasks of researching, designing slides, and preparing 
their presentations. Rohan facilitated the development of cultural awareness and 
technological savvy in her students, helping them to gain new perspectives about 
different cultures around the globe while learning research and technology skills they 
would use throughout their academic careers. 
Observation 7 
This fifth grade contained 16 girls and 13 boys, and came into the technology 
suite with the research they began weeks ago in observation #3 completed and ready for 
presentation. Rohan gave students a reminder of the procedure research, citing sources, 
and backing up data, and then gave the two presenting groups time to access their 
materials and set up the Promethean board. 
The Japan group was first and began their lecture with a discussion of 12th 
Centuiy Japanese painter Fujiwara Takenobu. Students then discussed a variety of 
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different cultural topics including poetry, tea ceremonies, ceramics (see Figure 16), food 
types and preparations, the Samurai tradition, Japanese technology and transportation, 
and the ubiquitous formal Japanese gardens. The last half of the presentation focused on 
Japanese music and its function within the culture. Student presented musical instruments 
such as the four stringed biwa, a chordophone similar to the lute, and the single stringed 
zither known as the ichigenkin with imagery and sound samples. Students then explored 
various Japanese musicians such as Shiloh Aizawa with samples of music played within 
the context of the lecture. The mini-seminar concluded with an affirmation of the cultural 
influences of China and a brief survey of Japanese religions such as Shinto and 
Buddhism. Students then took questions from their student peers while the Inca group set 
up their seminar presentation. 
Figure 16. 
Japanese clay 
icons with 
pictographs 
carved into the 
ceramic. 
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The Inca group began with an overview of the reign of the Incan empire from the 
early fifth Century to the mid-sixth Century. A video of Machu Picchu ran as students 
read their written narration underscored by the music of Peruvian pan flutes (see Figure 
17). This was then followed by a detailed history of the Peruvian empire and its 
subsequent decline at the hands of Spanish conquistador Fernando Pizarro. 
Figure 17. Peruvian Pan Pipe constructed by students . 
Although both of these groups focused their research on the history and traditions 
of the Japanese and Inca cultures, the Japanese group focused on a wider variety of 
artistic subjects in their survey of Japan including music and musical instruments . This in 
depth study of music in the second half of the presentation comprised a majority of their 
research. Conversely, the Inca group focused primarily on the royal lineage of the final 
emperors who succumbed to the Spanish and the various events leading up to the 
ransoming of Atahualpa. Although they used Peruvian pan flute music as a background to 
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their presentation, students did not use music elsewhere in their survey of the ancient 
kingdom, either as an instructional tool or as a study in the cultural function of music in 
Incan or Peruvian society. While the Japan group focused more on specific musical topics 
than the Inca group, both demonstrated their learning using multiple techniques on the 
TOMI scale including: historical/cultural and creative techniques as well as the common 
themes and content supported form their regular classroom studies. 
Rohan's resourcefulness and proactive communication allowed her to focus her 
instructional efforts on topics closely related to areas of study at each grade level. She 
encouraged her students to research how music influenced traditional ways of thinking, 
creative expression, and societal norms. Rohan explained further by stating: 
I've tried to get some of the older kids to understand ... how 
technology of like musical instruments influenced the art, the music 
form, or how the music changed as the instruments developed. So I 
try to get the kids to research it and find out for themselves how 
music has influenced the culture, and their perception of the arts [and 
humanities]. 
This involved studying social change such as war, the politics of revolution, and 
technology as they impacted art and music. An example of society as an agent of artistic 
change came from a fourth grade study on Pope Gregory I and the music of the Church 
during the latter part of the sixth century. The development and codification of music and 
the rules of its performance became an important area of discussion for students. Rohan 
explained further: 
.I try to get them to understand all the significance and then what part 
the arts including music played in a society as they developed, and as 
technology in the world changes, how our music changes ... maybe 
get the historical context of each of them as our society changes and 
our world develops, and to learn from the past. 
Part of this process involved students as an active part in the planning and 
implementation of different units of study. 
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Written artifacts documenting various aspects of Rohan's classroom and 
interpersonal discourse with students stimulated further reflection and interpretation of 
her capacity to use music-infused lessons to teach non-musical content. Rohan shared 
with me some of her archived lesson plans and online samples of art generated by her 
students at Aldburg. The lesson plans provided a way to codify the instructional 
techniques she used during the lessons such as conceptual, behavioral, and language 
objectives. Artifacts sometimes took the form of a class rotation schedule, an online web 
page reflection of her philosophy of instructional practice, as well as samples of student 
work such as sculptures, masks, and musical instruments. Other artifacts included written 
communications and emails between the two ofus during Spring, 2011. As these 
resources were made available to me throughout the course of the study, they were added 
to the data set. 
Observation 8 
This class of21 sixth graders came directly to the technology suite and sat much 
as their classmates did in observation #5. Rohan reminded students of presentational 
etiquette on the part of both the presenters and the audience (i.e., eye contact, body 
language, and active listening). 
The first group designed their presentation around the origins of break dancing 
and hip-hop music. They presented images, both still and video, of a variety of break 
dancing moves (i.e., the windmill, top and bottom rocks, freezes, the drop, float, and 
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various power moves). These images were accompanied by a variety of different samples 
of rap, hip-hop, and R & B music samples. Students then continued with a discussion 
about the origins of hip-hop and production techniques used in recording such as 
sampling, digital delay, and reverb. The group then gave additional samples of street 
dancing and the break dancing culture including dance fashion and new musical styles 
such as dub step. Students then gave a short history of break dancing and how the music 
evolved from the time of James Brown up to the present with artists such as Snoop Dogg, 
Rihanna, Xzibit, Mooncricket, and D J Kool. The presentation concluded when one of the 
boys demonstrated a basic floor technique called "the helicopter." After students 
critiqued the presentation, Rohan commented on the seminar with her own suggestions. 
The second group took a slightly different approach, tracing the development of 
the modem guitar from its origins in ancient Egypt through the evolution of the Blues 
starting in West Africa and continuing its journey up the Mississippi Delta. This was an 
extended historical overview with numerous pictures and images of primitive calabash 
lutes, Turkish tanburs, Persian setars, and West African griot lutes. Students spoke of the 
influence of the Moors in Andalucia and the development of the Spanish guitar with its 
further development in Mexico, flourishing through the evolution of musical forms such 
as Mariachi. They spoke of how the guitarr6n and vihuela evolved to provide a tenor and 
bass voice in the guitar family while the dobra came from the inventive craftsmanship of 
two Slovak brothers. The group then addressed the use of new plastics, metals, and 
composite materials in the generation of an entirely new breed of guitars since the mid-
201h century. Students also enumerated many different guitarists including Eric Clapton, 
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Richard Thompson, Alex Tibbs, Jimi Hendrix, Jimmy Paige, Eddie Van Halen, and Beck 
who brought these instruments to a new level of musicianship and craft. Musical samples 
from these artists and their live performances rounded out the presentation. 
These lessons involved a variety of musical, dance, and instrumental topics that 
students presented through images, historical narrative, and music samples. Although 
both groups focused on the history and culture of music, group one reviewed the 
evolution of dance and music within the past 30 years while group two traced the origins 
of the guitar from the fertile crescent, across North and West Africa, through Latin 
America and the Mississippi Delta all the way to modem guitar designs and the artists 
who create music with them. Although much of the music functioned as a simple 
backdrop to the GoogleDocs presentation, the process of researching musical and cultural 
history from the past (i.e., dancers, musicians, and individual artists/ensembles) provided 
students with an in depth experience. This presentation was an excellent example of both 
historical and cultural techniques, creative techniques, and thematic/content interpreted 
by students with Rohan facilitating the research and assimilation process through 
technology. 
Throughout her planning and instruction, Rohan engaged students in thinking 
deeply about various humanities topics. An understanding of how and why things 
worked, such as the development of musical styles and instruments over the centuries, 
heightened student appreciation of various fine arts. As Rohan said, "Anytime you use 
more of the senses I think it deepens their [students] understanding and processing ... 
imbeds it deeper [in their] understanding of the culture." This added value became 
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apparent as students engaged with Rohan in additional work after school and on their 
own time, investigating musical and artistic subjects in greater depth. 
Technology, both as a topic of study and as a cultural phenomenon, also played a 
role in these considerations. Rohan shared that: 
I like to try to get the kids to see how various cultures effect, with 
today's technology, the various cultures, and things that are going on 
in one country can affect the whole world just because of the way 
our technology is today ... [students can] learn about new musical 
movements, or new instruments, or new sounds .. . technology 
provides that instant gratification where you can automatically hear 
and learn about that. 
Rohan stressed to her students how the customs, beliefs, and even technologies of 
dominant cultures often transformed the subject cultures with which they came into 
contact. The life lessons that arose out of Rohan's teaching ofhistory and the arts created 
a reflexive environment where students could interact and respond to a variety of 
materials. Rohan further related that, "I just like them to learn how to apply and transfer 
the knowledge from this course into their life and their future education." Rohan's 
philosophy became evident both during the course of instruction and in her interactions 
with students. 
Observation 9 
This final observation of another fourth grade class of 16 boys and 11 girls 
created classroom management issues for Rohan based on the behavior of many of the 
boys. Once again, the lesson was part instructional and part presentational with Rohan 
reviewing instructional technology, archiving procedures, and issues concerning group 
work and collaborative cooperation. 
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The first group presented their research on Native Americans addressing different 
cultural topics such as clothing, war bonnets, jewelry, hunting, and sports. They then 
turned to a discussion of the Anasazi, and various archeological sites and cliff dwellings 
such as Mesa Verde and Canyon de Chelly. The group also spoke briefly about the 
Navaho culture, ritual masks, and traditional celebrations. Students addressed a variety of 
different spiritual beliefs and social practices and included an underscore of flute music 
thought to derive from the canyon cultures of the southwest. Students then discussed the 
presentation while Rohan spoke to issues of preparedness, punctuation, and editing. 
The next group focused their presentation on Ancient Egypt, with particular 
emphasis on religious beliefs with images and videos depicting statues of pharaohs from 
ruins and monuments across the region. Students also addressed ancient musical 
instruments and the function of music within ancient Egyptian society. Throughout the 
presentation, students played small samples of these ancient musical instruments in what 
is believed to be the style of the ancients. Students from the audience engaged in 
critiquing the presentation while Rohan reminded students of the nature of plagiarism. 
Given the study of Native American and Egyptian culture students undertook in 
their regular classroom, the presentations in Ms. Rohan's class further reinforced this 
thematic material. Using creative techniques to put together the technological aspects of 
their GoogleDocs presentations, historical/cultural research in writing the narrative for 
the presentation, students used a variety of music-infused techniques. 
Throughout all of the observed lessons and accompanying materials, Rohan 
focused her instruction in many different directions using a variety of arts. As a Core 
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Knowledge school, Aldburg teachers followed a somewhat standardized curriculum 
across grade levels, affording Rohan a simple way to design her humanities curriculum, 
supporting and accommodating student learning across grade levels. She then elaborated: 
.. . my class uses technology to teach the humanities. I don't teach 
any specific art, but I teach about culture, and history, and music, 
and people groups from different parts of the world ... they can use 
the learning that have gotten in class in different ways when they 
come to my class. 
The end products produced in this learning process became artifacts of assessment and 
gave Rohan a way to measure the depth of student learning. In these processes, music-
infused instruction functioned simply as another method for teaching content. 
Rohan used a variety of music-infused methods as she taught different topics in 
the humanities. The use of simple songs and techniques were evident in the instruction of 
students in the lower grades, while fourth fifth and sixth graders became increasingly 
adept at the process of research, using technology as a method of inquiry and 
communication. These techniques included the use of subservient tools and topics such as 
music from different cultures/composers and simple activities and tasks that employed 
various elements of music. Throughout the age levels ofher classes, Rohan used musical 
tuning techniques to impact the mood and affect ofher students. This was especially true 
of different rhythmic cues and sound elements such as wind chimes and the Noah bell 
employed to signal transitions or to regain her student's attention. In a similar manner, 
music, history, and culture functioned to help students gain perspective on world culture 
through the study of different historical eras, countries, artists, and traditions. Rohan also 
used lessons oriented around a central theme, such as the history of hip-hop and break 
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dancing or the evolution of the guitar, to help students explore different areas of art, 
music, and entertainment. She also used creative projects such as multi-media 
presentations, works of art, Native American studies, dance, and theatrical design to 
assess student learning. These music-infused lesson elements functioned at a variety of 
levels, helping Rohan teach a diverse range of age appropriate humanities content. 
Additional Art & Music-infused Lessons 
The first of these thematic units took the form of a school-wide focus on medieval 
life, culture, and tradition. Each area within the school transformed for a day into a castle 
from the 1oth Century. This included the study of medieval history, architecture, and 
technology in the regular classroom; music, dance, and art taught by the specials teachers 
(i.e., music, PE, and art); and a "medieval feast" served in the cafeteria at lunch time. For 
Rohan, her curricula addressed a variety of topics across the grades including the research 
and development of a castle construction project, the study of different medieval musical 
styles and instruments, medieval poetry, print making, and calligraphy (see Figure 18). 
Rohan explained: 
I do calligraphy myself. We've had the kids try to do pen and ink, 
and they have feathers on it and we talk a little bit about writing 
and writing poems in the medieval period. I do talk about the book 
making and things like that. ... They were to write music and then 
notate it using the old script that the monks used to use, creating 
calligraphy and using nuemes. Then this became a lesson about the 
history of the middle ages, the Catholic church and how powerful 
it was, the monks, the Black Death .... The kids wrote songs and 
then put the nuemes above the words and then illuminated the text 
using colored pencils and markers. 
Working together as a whole to teach this overarching unit that impacted every area of 
the school enabled Rohan to support learning across a variety ofhumanities disciplines. 
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Her preparation for the end of the year field day also included another sort of 
school-wide thematic approach: Mardi Gras. Once again all of the teachers and staff 
supported this effort as they created a series of lessons around the history and traditions 
of the celebration. As with the study of the medieval period, this included costumes , 
Figure 18. An example of illuminated medieval text created by Rohan. 
foods , dances, and the accompanying carnival and sports events. Rohan contributed to 
this process by teaching a mini-unit on the origins of Mardi Gras as both a religious 
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tradition and a time of festive merrymaking. Involved in the study of the music and 
costumes of the festival, Rohan focused on traditional forms of"Fat Tuesday," 
encouraging her students to develop dances related to the music that they performed for 
their peers. Beyond these kinds of interdisciplinary efforts, "specials" teachers were 
isolated from coordinated instructional effort. A majority of what Rohan taught 
functioned as a supplement to the subjects areas she was able to discover through her 
own initiative, dialoging with regular classroom teachers. 
Using music as a catalyst for generating a creative atmosphere, she tried to inspire 
in her students a passion for learning, specifically for investigating different art forms and 
their connections to the people and societies that inspired them. Her unit on prehistoric 
man offered her first graders the opportunity to explore the artistic/musical side of 
prehistoric society and social structures. She used the opportunity to investigate images 
from prehistoric sites and discuss the issue of how and why early peoples felt the need to 
express themselves through painting and music. This unit delved into the concept of 
music and art used in early celebrations and rituals as a way to express and reinforce the 
hopes and beliefs of the community. She shared that: 
I try to get them to see how and understand how prehistoric man 
came up with the art. How they might have dealt with death. How 
they might have come up with music as a tool functioning in society 
and music to celebrate certain instances. I try to get them to 
understand the role that music ... could have played in that society 
and then how music has developed. 
As students created their own primitive paintings and musical instruments, Rohan 
encouraged them to search out materials at home with which to construct simple 
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materials such as paint brushes and simple musical instruments that ancient people might 
also have used. In this extension activity, she encouraged her students to consider: 
.. . how they could use materials they had around them to create 
musical instruments and paint brushes. What could they use as paint 
material? And kind of just getting them to be inquisitive about things 
like that. And then try and come up with at home .. . a musical 
instrument or paint brush or something. What could they use for 
paint to paint on the wall and other flat [surfaces]? So I'm trying to 
get them just to explore some ideas and create ... things they had 
around, not to use tape and glue, and things people wouldn't have 
had back then. 
Both in the classroom and at home, Rohan challenged even these very young students to 
thoughtfully consider how ancient societies felt the need to create artistic and musical 
works using the materials and technologies available to them at the time. 
Another opportunity for the exploration of culture came when China hosted the 
2008 Summer Olympics. Rohan made use of the opening ceremonies in Beijing as a way 
to pique student interest and inspire them to explore modem Chinese forms of music and 
dance. This unit was also facilitated by the coming of the Terracotta Warriors touring 
company to the Denver area, a living dance version of this legend promoted by the 
second annual Chinese Performing Arts Festival. Many students were fortunate enough to 
compliment their study ofthe archeological find by attending this dance and musical 
extravaganza. This experience further inspired students to participate in listening to the 
soundtrack from the stage performance, working with Rohan in the development of their 
own original dances based on the account of this vast ancient army (see Figure 19). 
Students also developed their own costumes and props, finally performing for classmates 
and comparing their performance with the DVD version viewed in class. Some students 
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even created their own clay miniature versions of terracotta soldiers as an extension to 
this unit . This lesson was an example of how Rohan combined the events of local 
performing arts experiences with ancient Chinese culture as students created their own 
performances using dance and music. 
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Figure 19. Student clay sculpture of a Terra cotta Warrior. 
Part of Rohan's developmental process involved articulating her curricular area in 
the humanities by applying different levels of complexity to her lessons across grade 
levels, incorporating music as she built skills and concepts from first through sixth grade. 
Applying the Terracotta Warrior unit across all grade levels was an example of this. The 
examination of Chinese culture and artistic traditions gave students the opportunity to 
explore an ancient culture in terms of modem society and current events. Rohan 
elaborated: 
And then in future years I began to develop different kinds of 
programs with the different grade levels that would explore culture 
and different traditions through the arts and through technology. And 
sometimes what I teach goes from year to year and group to group. 
What I begin simply in first grade I can go back to when they're in 
third grade or higher up .. .it builds and gives kids a chance to use 
their skills and knowledge, all the things they've learned in class and 
other places ... we then build and learn on that knowledge, learning 
about culture, and history, and different peoples. 
These studies of various countries, historical periods, and cultures across the years 
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offered students the opportunity to revisit ideas and concepts introduced in earlier grades. 
Summary 
As a teacher of humanities and technology curricula, Rohan possessed skills and 
insights into the relationship between music, dance, and art that made her an important 
addition to this investigation of enriching student instruction. Given that the focus of this 
study was on infusing academic curricula with music, Rohan's approach served an 
important function. By using music-infused instruction with humanities and technology, 
Rohan made cultural connections with a variety of academic curricula outside of her 
classroom, infusing non-musical content, into the fabric of technological investigations. 
The levels of Rohan's music-infused methodology on the TOMI inventory scale 
ranged from simple tuning techniques and subservient tools all the way up to thematic 
units and conceptual/process lessons. She used her knowledge of music to blend her 
lessons with standards for technology, art, drama, dance, writing, and reading. Rohan 
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valued culture and society equally along with art and music in her classroom as they each 
functioned within the larger instructional puzzle. She facilitated a dynamic environment 
for investigating humanities and technology through the use of music. 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION & IMPLICATIONS 
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The actions of participants were the focal point of this study. Observing how 
participants integrated music in the service of teaching non-musical content helped me to 
analyze how these techniques aligned with current research findings. Although music has 
its own intrinsic worth, studying its ability to enhance the instruction of non-academic 
content is also an important objective. Music serves a utilitarian purpose both within the 
realm of society and within the context of education by offering students multiple 
perspectives that they can apply to their own learning (Goldberg, 2001; Jensen, 2000). By 
aligning the significant curricular goals of a given discipline with similar musical 
objectives, teachers infuse both subjects with new focus, interest, and value (Campbell & 
Scott-Kassner, 1995). 
Observations within participants' classrooms were the primary means of 
collecting data. Interviews allowed participants the opportunity to reflectively share their 
own beliefs and experiences about their instructional practices. Additionally, participants 
shared a variety of different written and online materials including: email 
communications, written materials, lesson plans, letters, photos, and other artifacts of 
their teaching that shed additional light on their use of music-infused instruction. I 
codified each participant's instructional style by using the Techniques of Music-infused 
Instruction (TOMI) content inventory creating a detailed record of what occurred in the 
classroom. How participants used music to teach non-musical content became clearer 
through the discovery of key evidence and plausible reasoning. By supporting and 
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validating these discoveries based upon the evidence and counterevidence uncovered 
during the research process, I formulated a set of thematic structures that supported their 
approach to creative music-infused instruction (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 
Findings 
Observing and identifying participants' instructional techniques and styles of 
delivery in the music-infused classroom enabled me to attain a clearer understanding of 
how they went about the task ofusing music as a tool of instruction. 
The central research questions used in this study included: 
1. How do participants make use of music-infused techniques? 
2. In what ways, if any, do participants use music-infused techniques to teach 
non-musical curricula? 
3. How are the music-infused techniques that participants use aligned with the 
Techniques of Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI) inventory scale? 
4. How does the use of music-infused techniques reflect participants' attitudes 
and beliefs and the training they received? 
As participants reflected on their philosophy of teaching and their approach to the use of 
music-infused instruction, it became clear that much of what they said was reflected in 
their educational practice. They did not simply theorize about the use of music as an 
instructional tool, they brought these practices and beliefs to life as they interacted with 
their students in the classroom. 
Perhaps the most important tool for measuring participant use of music-infused 
instruction was the TOMI inventory scale. I used this collection of instructional 
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approaches primarily as a way of recording and measuring the level of music infusion in 
each participant's classroom, and the consolidation of this data revealed how teachers 
approached instruction of their content on a daily basis. The inventory afforded me a 
simple way to revisit my field notes in order to reflectively consider how participants 
used music in a given lesson. I then recorded each incidence of music-infused techniques 
within TOMI, indicating the type and frequency of the occurrence. This process was 
performed in a similar manner with regard to the interview transcripts and the survey of 
document materials. 
It is important to note that while I was able to establish participants' use of music-
infused instructional techniques directly during observations, evidence was less verifiable 
during interviews and document reviews, because these occurrences were only anecdotal 
in nature. What is important to take into account is that what I observed as typical 
instructional practice within the classroom setting was often corroborated in discussion, 
formal and informal communication, lesson planning, and document review. By applying 
these criteria across the breadth and depth of the data, I obtained a clearer understanding 
of the extent to which participants used music in their classrooms as a tool of instruction. 
Most uses ofTOMI occurred on the lower end of the scale, although every 
teacher at some point reached into the higher functions of the range, such as common 
themes and conceptual content. The bottom heavy nature of these instructional 
approaches was understandable given the age of many of the students. Fiedler and Rohan 
both taught at the elementary level at which many students' cognitive abiliti~s and 
sophistication were continuing to develop. For Ellesar's high school students, the higher 
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functions existed mostly in the upper grades, and juniors and seniors explored long-range 
thematic and conceptual projects, as can be seen from Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Observational Data illustration based on the frequency ofTOMI technique use. 
Fiedler used mostly subservient song and experiential techniques in much of her 
daily teaching, employing a number of creative projects for her students as they sang, 
performed, and manipulated the elements of music in creative ways. Thematic materials 
also contributed to a large portion of her instructional time and effort, as did historical 
and cultural topics. The songs Fiedler used focused on different social studies topics, 
literacy themes and memorization tasks, and she took care to ensure that students 
explored musical elements as a part of the experience. Fiedler also used song form in 
creative ways, having students create their own versions of songs after studying different 
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styles of song and lyric writing. These projects generally paralleled the study of different 
concepts such as liberty, loyalty, freedom, good nutrition, and citizenship, and engaged 
students in various artistic forms of expression. Longer-range projects often included 
more media sawy ventures such as designing television and radio commercial spots on a 
particular theme or idea. Fiedler focused on historical and cultural themes because of the 
intrinsic musical value of studying the music of different eras. 
Ellesar employed music-infused techniques most often when utilizing subservient 
song, experiential, and topical approaches to instruction, as well as when tuning the 
atmosphere of her room. She used thematic and historical/cultural instruction to a lesser 
degree with relatively few creative musical activities directly related to musical elements. 
Ellesar believed in the power of music to support memorization, vocabulary, grammatical 
concepts, and syntactical constructions, as well as demonstrating modem vernacular 
through Spanish language songs. She enabled students to scaffold their understanding as 
they analyzed and discussed the content of these songs, identified different tenses, and 
interpreted the lyrics. Ellesar also used sound effects and skits along with music to 
accompany intermediate level student's dialogues. Advanced Spanish students worked on 
more thematic material as they explored the history and culture of Spanish and Latino 
artists by using drama and script writing, and presented thematic units in which musical 
content functioned as an equal partner. They spoke about the achievements of Spanish 
artists, their art, and the cultural/historical setting from which these artists derived their 
inspiration. In all of these scenarios, Ellesar imbued her language lessons with a variety 
of musical tools as an aid to instruction. 
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Rohan employed music-infused techniques through many subservient 
experiences, such as background music and simple uses of musical sound tracks and 
selections, as well as focusing on historical, cultural, and thematic forms of instruction. 
She used creative forms of music-infused instruction that directly employed musical 
elements less often than other areas of subservient instruction, giving her students 
ambient musical experiences related to the culture they were studying. Rohan often used 
musical samples of Gregorian chant, Native American music, jazz, or classical tone 
poems as her students embarked on these creative humanities activities. Her use of 
music-infused instruction provided students the opportunity to study a variety of artistic 
disciplines and their functions within the social traditions ofhuman civilization. 
Question #1: How Participants Used Music-Infused Techniques. 
As is shown in Appendix G, all three participants made widespread use of music-
infused techniques. The use of songs, topical foci, and musical activities were the most 
common areas of integration for Fiedler and Ellesar. Rohan also believed experiencing 
music was important and demonstrated a focus on history, culture, and other common 
forms of thematic content as she guided students through various presentations and 
cultural units. 
My survey of participant documents and materials revealed some interesting 
trends in the process of preparation. Fiedler's lessons, written communications, and 
preparatory materials showed a greater frequency of different creative techniques and the 
use of musical elements, more than seven times that of Rohan. Fiedler and Ellesar also 
identified both a practical and philosophical approach to planning and implementing 
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instruction in each of the twelve categories ofTOMI. Although the documents reviewed 
show intent on the part of participants to plan and implement music-infused techniques, 
these lessons were not always observed in an authentic classroom setting. Given the 
nature of Fiedler's assignment as a music teacher, this preparation for and use of creative 
musical techniques was to be expected. Because she taught musical curricula focusing on 
musical elements and content, as well as teaching different academic subjects through 
music, Fiedler demonstrated the use of various music-infused approaches including 
subservient tools and topics, historical/cultural applications, and thematic methods. 
Fiedler also made extensive use of creative techniques having her students work on 
musical projects that involved other topics and content areas. These techniques 
functioned well allowing her to teach non-musical concepts in, with, and through music 
while connecting and reinforcing musical and academic material and supporting her own 
musical curricula (Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002; Snyder, 1999, 2001). Although my 
primary focus was the exploration of each participant's use of music-infused instruction 
as a tool for teaching non-musical content, Fiedler's teaching reflected a duality of 
structure, that is, she operated in two worlds simultaneously. 
Her primary responsibility was to teach music in all of its forms: performance, 
critique, composition, listening, and working together in an ensemble. She also taught 
aspects ofliteracy, science, social studies, and math using music-infused techniques. 
Often this involved creative techniques that employed the elements of music in creative 
ways. As a music teacher, she was perhaps the best suited of all the participants to use her 
skills as a musician to accommodate student learning in other subject areas. This was not 
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only an appropriate use of music, and her own musical skill, but demonstrated to her 
students, colleagues, and other stake-holders at her school the value of music from a 
number of different research perspectives (Bresler, 1995b, 1995c; Reimer, 2002). Figure 
21 illustrates how the nature ofher curricular focus as a music teacher afforded her the 
opportunity of using songs and ready-made musical lessons as well as creative techniques 
in which she facilitated the design and production of new musical materials with her 
students. These materials focused on non-musical content while using techniques 
supported in the literature (Brogla-Krupke, 2003; Snyder, 2001;_Wiggins, 2001). This 
was also true to a lesser extent for Rohan as many of the elements of music paralleled the 
elements of art. As such, Rohan focused student learning on these differences and 
similarities between the two subjects (Eisner, 2002). For Ellesar, most of the songs and 
activities she used were either written or adapted for the purpose of teaching Spanish 
language content, in the same way that Shtakser (2001) and Salcedo (2002) advocated. 
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Figure 21. Document Data illustration based on the frequency ofTOMI teclmique use. 
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As I looked through my observational field notes, comparing them with the 
interview transcripts and the various archived documents and lessons, I kept a tally of 
how often a specific technique was mentioned, described, or demonstrated. Each 
repetition or description of a classroom event was considered one event, but participants 
often spoke of teaching scenarios and lessons that were not observed. These were also 
recorded as evidence of their use of or intent to use music-infusion. The breadth of 
evidence gathered from each participant during the nine observations and two interviews 
offered credence to their use of music-infused techniques. Whenever there were 
repetitions of a story, reference to an observed event or documented lesson plan or 
communique, it was counted only once. Often though, discussion of different classroom 
experiences triggered other memories of music-infused events or lessons that were added 
to the data set. In this way, I was able to substantiate written lesson plans, interview 
materials, and observed classroom lessons, triangulating the data and cross-referencing 
all of the observations, interviews, and other materials. 
Question #2: Ways Participants Used TOMI to Teach Non-musical Curricula. 
In answering this question, I quote participant Ellesar when discussing the use of 
music-infused instruction and how her students demonstrated their learning: "In every 
conceivable way!" Teachers crafted manyinstructional events within their classrooms, 
generating categories of non-musical curricula. Participants then taught students from 
these categories using various forms of music-infusion. Categories included: math, art, 
science, technology, language arts, poetry, literacy, drama, dance, geography, and 
religion. These eleven categories arose from the observational and interview data as the 
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study progressed, spanning the gamut of instruction for all participants. These data were 
similar in scope to the observational inventories and interview questions developed 
during the course of the study (see Appendix G). As I began to analyze the data, I 
generated categories that reflected both the information that I expected to see and other 
behaviors and responses that I did not expect, arising out of the observed teaching events 
and interview discussions (Eisner, 1998b ). I developed these categories using all of the 
input from the data sources, focusing on how each participant applied music-infused 
instruction on different topics in different ways according to their curricular needs. 
Fiedler used many different kinds of songs as she taught both musical and 
academic subjects, focusing on lyrics and their poetic origins, form, and song writing. 
Students then composed their own songs on specific conceptual topics as well as a host of 
multicultural topics (i.e., songs in Hebrew, songs from Africa, popular songs, etc.). 
Consistent with the research ofBrogla-Krupke (2003), Fiedler also taught units involving 
a variety oflanguage oriented projects such as radio commercial spots and group reports 
on literature, culture, and geography. As she helped students begin to use their creativity 
and musical knowledge to create new and original products that addressed non-musical 
topics, she created new connections, establishing the kinds of links between subject areas 
recommended by Dickenson (2005) and Snyder (2001). An example of this approach was 
her unit on sound and acoustics, in which students explored the function of sound and the 
materials used to produce sound in natural and man-made environments. 
Ellesar used music-infused instruction to support her students as they developed 
fluency in Spanish and knowledge of Latino culture. She employed modem popular 
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Spanish music with her younger students to explore different verb tenses and adjective 
endings, explored culture and practical Spanish skills through creative theme-based 
lessons in which students applied planning and logistical vocabulary as they described 
music events, festivals, and local musical performances. Ellesar also used sound in the 
listening and speaking process, having students distinguish between different tonal 
qualities and inflections. Ellesar described this process as having very musical qualities 
and often used musical terminology to describe pronunciation phenomena to students. 
Students used various musical sites as they searched for examples of specific 
grammatical forms. By using the internet, both to plan her lessons and as a resource for 
students, Ellesar brought new and fresh perspectives to the process of acquiring Spanish 
language skills and researching traditional, cultural, artistic, and musical subjects. 
Through her focus on humanities and technology, Rohan used music both 
experientially, such as the use of indigenous music and instrumentation as students 
studied Japanese art and culture, and as a background to other activities to teach non-
musical content, such as her use of swing music and bebop as a backdrop for the study of 
Faith Ringgold's art. Her use ofTchaikovsky's Nutcracker focused student learning 
specifically on music and the process of composition and production design. Although 
language and literacy topics occurred incidentally through the writing tasks involved in 
long-range projects, most of Rohan's extended units involved various kinds ofhumanities 
topics in art, dance, history, culture, and religion. Explored through the lens of music, 
Rohan accommodated numerous learning styles among her students, affording them the 
opportunity to experience history and culture through what Brogla-Krupke (2003) and 
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Eisner (2002) referred to as the aesthetic experience of music and visual art. These 
experiences created for students a more in-depth understanding of both disciplines. Using 
technology as a platform for presentation, students studied many diverse humanities 
topics, combining their research efforts as they investigated different regions around the 
world. Students demonstrated their learning of world culture, indigenous populations, and 
ancient civilizations through what Goleman (1998) called the emotional experience of 
musical aesthetics, helping them to generate a deeper more personal understanding of the 
material. 
Question #3: How teacher instruction aligned with the TOMI inventory scale. 
Participants used a number of different music-infused techniques throughout their 
lessons. Fiedler, spoke in detail during the interview process concerning how she thought 
about and integrated music-infused lessons in all twelve categories as can be seen in 
Figure 22. The primary categories she focused on included song activities, musical 
experiences, and student-directed creative experiences using rhythm, melody, and form. 
Snyder (2001) addressed this latter approach encouraging creativity, performance, and 
reflection as a way to develop the tools for future independent learning. The thematic and 
content connections Fiedler used during grade-level historical and cultural units aligned 
with research by Wiggins (2001) and Bolak, Bialach, & Dunphy (2005). Fiedler 
involved students and faculty members in implementing different thematic programs of 
study expressed during the interview process and demonstrated in classroom 
observations. 
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Figure 22. Interview Data illustration ofTOMI techniques most frequently used during planning. 
Ellesar used music in many of the basic ways identified by Bresler (1995b), Felix 
(1989), and Lehman & Gassner-Roberts (1988). Some ofthese approaches included 
tuning her room and having students translate the lyrics of songs. She also used the songs 
created by students as a form of assessment to address topical issues, directing her 
students to engage in research that developed many cultural and historical themes in 
Latino culture. Some of these activities advocated by Brogla-Krupke (2003) and Hom 
( 1990) took the form of translating and identifying parts of speech in the lyrics of Spanish 
language songs and the investigation of the music and culture of different regions of 
Spain and Mexico. For her advanced fluency students, the thematic-process oriented 
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investigations into Spanish artists used music as an aural form of language in the 
description and execution of their presentations. This approach aligned with the work of 
Bolak, Bialach, & Dunphy (2005) and Snyder (2001), affording students the opportunity 
to interact with language and culture. Analyzing and evaluating their own learning 
through these long-term projects enabled students to synthesize information in new and 
creative ways. 
Rohan infused music into her instruction as an experiential event, filling her room 
with different styles of music to support the study of an artist, dance event, or cultural 
era. Most often, she used subservient forms of music-infused instruction. She also used 
what Bresler (1995b) and Felix (1989) referred to as sound and rhythm cues to redirect 
student behavior and signal transitions within a lesson; otherwise there was generally 
little in the way of tuning in her classroom. Secondarily, Rohan used a variety of different 
humanities themes and content as a focal point for student research and exploration, 
asking what Snyder referred to as the "big questions" about the cultural themes students 
studied. Often these extended projects offered students an opportunity to explore music, 
create dance routines, and produce art projects within different cultural traditions, 
combining music with other elements. 
Question #4: Attitudes, beliefs, & training concerning music-infused instruction 
Evidence gathered through the observation and interview process demonstrated 
that all three participants possessed a philosophical frame of thinking that supported the 
use of music oriented instructional approaches as they taught their content. Fiedler's 
belief in the importance of developing well-rounded world views for her students drove 
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her to explore different thematic, conceptual, and multicultural units. Her use of music as 
a medium of instruction afforded students an opportunity to expand their awareness of 
different world perspectives while learning the fundamentals of performance and 
musicianship. 
Ellesar believed passionately in the power of music to teach listening and 
decoding skills that were a vital component in the process of acquiring Spanish. Not only 
did she advocate for her belief in the value of music as a teaching tool throughout the 
interview process, I witnessed her use of it during classroom observations. From the 
perspective ofTOMI, Ellesar used songs & musical activities, musical expression 
through sound, and the creative element of timbre as a way to explore and reinforce the 
textural subtleties of the Spanish language. Observational data also supported how she 
encouraged and motivated students by employing Spanish songs, culture, and musical 
traditions while allowing them to have choices in the use of these techniques as a lens for 
attaining fluency. Ellesar also employed historical contexts within individual Spanish-
speaking countries, bringing indigenous musical practices into her instructional process 
as a way to sharpen listening skills and acuity in language production and speaking. 
Lozanov & Gateva (1988), Lehman & Gassner-Roberts (1998), Salcedo (2002), and 
Shtakser (2001) all promoted these techniques and documented their impact on language 
acquisition. Just as the aboriginal people of British Columbia describe language as "the 
lifeblood of a people, carrying the spirit of the past to the children of the present," 
(Aboriginal Head Start Association of British Columbia, 2012, p. 2), so Ellesar believed 
that music was inextricably linked to the tones and inflections of language learning. This 
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belief led her to use music and sound in a variety of ways as a platform for teaching 
Spanish. 
Taking a slightly different approach, Rohan focused on the quality of her 
student's work, their cooperative attitude, and their effort in studying music, dance and 
culture. She believed in what Bolak, Bialach, & Dunphy (2005), Gonzales (2005), and 
Eisner (2002) advocated: motivating students by allowing them to choose areas of 
interest as they studied the humanities. As can be seen in Figure 23, a cooperative student 
work ethic that produced quality results in a positive and tolerant working environment 
was a quality Rohan stressed repeatedly to her students in class and as an instructional 
value during interviews. This belief was reinforced during my observations as Rohan 
stressed the need for students across grade levels to contribute to a spirit of cooperation, 
endeavoring to produce quality art projects using technology and music. This quality 
student work came as a direct result of her exhortation to excellence in learning. 
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Figure 23. Observational Data illustrating how participants valued student thinking and behavior. 
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Each participant possessed a unique set of beliefs that they brought to the study. 
These attitudes and beliefs influenced almost everything they did in the classroom, 
supported by the training they received in their degree program at Lesley University. 
Fiedler saw herself as a student oflife. Teaching and learning for her was not so much a 
job as it was a lifestyle. She considered her role as a teacher to be one where she taught 
lessons not only about music and culture, but about life. She felt compelled to help 
students use their musical and performance experiences as preparation for future learning 
and success in the working world. Teaching her students to love learning, to seek out new 
experiences, and to grow was a central aspect of her personality and her teaching style. 
She was a musician and performer in her own right and valued the idea that students' 
intellectual growth stemmed from every learning experience in their lives, whether 
musical or academic. Her graduate training supported this notion and gave her new skills 
and insights into how to infuse music into the lives ofher students in a variety of ways. 
Ellesar expressed her attitudes and beliefs about teaching language through music 
in a number of ways. A great believer in multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1993), Ellesar 
took the time to create a formative assessment instrument to get a better idea of what 
interested her students and where their strengths were in terms ofboth music and 
language acquisition. She then used this information to design instruction that touched on 
the strengths of individual students. This link is one she exploited in numerous ways, 
exploring the many different skills that students possessed in each area of multiple 
intelligences. Her belief was that students needed to learn the Spanish language from as 
many perspectives as possible. By providing an understanding of history, language, 
grammar and culture, Ellesar helped students begin to understand the entire gamut of 
Spanish language acquisition. Music-infused instruction played an integral role in this 
process. 
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Rohan faced some unique challenges given that her position involved the teaching 
of arts, humanities, and technology. Music for Rohan was one choice among many 
different options and functioned both as subject, such as the study of a composer or style 
of music, and as object, using music as a part of an aggregate unit such as investigating 
all aspects of Japanese culture. Whether teaching about a specific composer or using 
music as a topic of cultural study, Rohan enabled her students to view music both as an 
autonomous art form and as a complex critical and analytical tool for studying the human 
condition. This valuation of music as an art form worthy of study echoes the beliefs of 
both Elliott (2005) and Reimer (2004). Rohan approached music as an equal partner in 
the process of helping her students research and present projects involving different 
artistic disciplines. She also used music both as a backdrop to other experiences, as a 
transitional element, and as the primary focus of student learning. Although she had 
training in a great variety of art forms, both as a graduate student and through a series of 
ongoing in-services and specialized trainings, Rohan often felt overwhelmed by the depth 
and breadth of the subject areas for which she was responsible. Nonetheless, she 
consistently infused music into the core of her lessons in different ways at different times 
depending on the needs of the lesson. This helped students to understand the value of 
music both as a distinctive art form and as a partner in the process of learning about 
humanities and technology (Regelski, 2005). 
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Thematic Perspectives 
I distilled from the data set certain instructional patterns (i.e., participant attitudes, 
beliefs, and actions) concerning participant's approaches to teaching content through 
music. With this new awareness, a smaller more concentrated set of themes came to the 
fore concerning how music-infusion functioned within each participant's classroom. 
These themes provided a succinct way to refine the data into a more manageable form. 
As I looked at the vast amount of written material and graphic representations of 
observational, interview, and document/material data, I chose to amalgamate the most 
prominent of observed behaviors, themes, and concepts valued by participants (see 
Appendix G). These included: (a) Student Thinking and Behavior; (b) Teacher Effort, 
Awareness, and Concern; (c) Teacher Experience and Influence; (d) Encouragement and 
Motivation; (e) Musical Topics of Instruction; (f) Assessment, Curriculum, and 
Instruction; (g) Sound Environment and Instruction; and (h) Subject Areas and 
Instruction. In exploring each of these areas, I looked both at common themes and 
individual patterns of instructional behavior. 
Student Thinking & Behavior 
This category included a variety of different student behaviors and attitudes that 
participants believed were important for student success. All participants encouraged 
their students to be open-minded and explore diverse worldviews, an idea found 
throughout the literature (Davidson, 2004; Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002). Participants 
also felt that students needed to adopt a positive tolerant attitude toward their peers and a 
strong work ethic, bringing their best efforts to bear on projects and assignments. They 
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believed in the importance of hard work and diligent effort on the part of students to 
create for themselves quality learning experiences (Eisner, 2002). By personal example 
and through encouraging creative engagement with the material, teachers demonstrated to 
their students what it meant to be what Horowitz (2005) called an active and engaged 
life-long learner, applying music,.infused methods both to excite and motivate students. 
Participants also considered new musical and artistic experiences along with 
travel as the best forms of instruction. Immersion trips to the art museum, the opera, or to 
a foreign country helped students make connections between their own lives, the artistic 
events they witnessed, and the lives of citizens in the countries they visited (Goleman, 
1998). This process also offered students the opportunity to develop new understandings 
of the world around them while using their language skills in dynamic ways as they 
explored a variety of customs and cultures. 
Participants encouraged students to always strive to do their best work, both 
inside and outside the classroom. Along with Burnaford et al. (2001) and Burton, et al. 
(1999), participants believed that art and music were two ofthe noblest expressions ofthe 
human spirit, visible evidence of work carried to the highest level, for the sake of a job 
well done. These values of good work, represented graphically in Figure 22 above, were 
a common theme among participants. This passion for excellence went hand in hand with 
their desire for each student to be positive and tolerant of the cultures and art forms they 
studied (Brown, 2007). 
Teacher Effort/Awareness & Concern 
The area of teacher effort included participants' awareness of the learning 
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environment, the setting for each lesson, and the atmosphere generated in the delivery of 
content. While I did use an observational protocol going into the observations and took 
extensive field notes (see also Appendix C), much of the richest data derived from events 
that occurred "organically" within the context of a lesson. I made frequency counts for a 
variety of observed behaviors for all participants until patterns in the data began to 
emerge. As data analysis continued, I grouped these patterns together, forming thematic 
categories of similar behaviors that flowed from observed lessons, interviews, and 
informal conversations alike. 
All participants valued the spirit of collegial collaboration advocated by 
researchers such as Aaron (1996), Barr (2006), and Snyder (1999). Through various 
cross-curricular thematic units, teachers emphasized the value of music and cooperative 
teamwork among students and faculty alike. However, the lack of common teacher 
preparation time and the limited amount of instructional time afforded by her rotating 
schedule was an ongoing issue for Rohan. Nonetheless, they all sought out quality 
musical experiences and curricular resources for the purpose of infusing music into their 
lessons. Each teacher spent what instructional planning time they possessed generating 
creative methods of using music and sound dynamically in their classrooms. In particular, 
Ellesar passionately believed in what Horowitz (2005) and Shtakser (2001) referred to as 
the power of music to teach language, to lower the affective filter and allow students to 
take risks and apply their knowledge. Bowman (2004) endorsed this cooperative spirit 
and the willingness of teachers to use a variety of different perspectives in the delivery of 
their content, allowing the free exchange of ideas and an aggregate focus on learning. 
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Teacher Experience/Influence 
Both Fiedler and Ellesar stressed the vital importance of their childhood musical 
experiences and artistic upbringing in their effective use of music as a tool of instruction. 
For Fiedler, her father's interest in art, dance, and music played a vital role in her young 
life, providing a rich combination of experiences that would last well into her adulthood. 
For Ellesar, it was primarily her mother's involvement in music coupled with her father's 
love for folk music and historical songs that gave her deep insights into the capacity of 
music to profoundly impact social, political, and cultural aspects of society. Both women 
possessed an appreciation of art and music that made the use of music in instruction seem 
natural. 
Rohan's experience of music focused around her personal study of art as a post-
secondary student. Both through her graduate work at Lesley University and the 
professional development course work she took, Rohan became increasingly aware of 
music's emotional impact both affectively and cognitively (Bresler, 1995b; Felix, 1989; 
Lozanov & Gateva, 1988). She used music for many purposes in her room, from tuning 
the emotions of her students to giving them a better understanding of culture. 
Encouragement/Motivation 
All three participants listed motivation as a key factor for learning in their 
classrooms. Participants generated motivation by providing students with a positive 
atmosphere and freedom to learn different topics and musical/artistic disciplines by 
taking risks in the process of creatively engaging in presentations and performances 
(Elliot, 2005). Using music as a key component to motivate students, teachers overcame 
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student resistance to new and different instructional perspectives by encouraging listening 
and exploration oflanguage, and culture through music. This often involved the use of 
musical instruments, with songs and music performed in foreign languages such as 
Spanish. The process of learning language concepts, pronunciation, and culture aligned 
with the research of Salcedo (2002) and Shtakser (200 1) and involved the use of sound, 
imagery, listening, creativity, and the exploration of different artistic projects and 
technological tasks. All participants' considered student motivation an important issue 
throughout the instruction/assessment cycle (Horowitz, 2005). 
Musical Topics of Instruction 
Many musical topics of instruction were common to the three participants 
including: the study of different countries and cultures, composers and artists, musical 
instruments, the histories of art and music, and many different forms of world music 
(Eisner, 2002; Hom, 1990). From the perspective ofTOMI, teachers used these historical 
and thematic lessons to help students respond in appropriate ways, highlighting the 
intersection between music and different historical/cultural curriculum (Goleman, 1998). 
For Fiedler, her responsibilities as a music teacher and her development of additional 
cross-curricular instructional units taught in collaboration with other faculty allowed her 
to use her professional expertise in creative ways. She used outside source material in 
conjunction with musical concepts to teach a variety of topics to her students while 
maintaining an equitable relationship between different subject areas (Bresler, 1995b ). 
Ellesar had much the same perspective as she taught Spanish language, history, and 
culture because of how ubiquitous music was throughout Latin culture, Both women 
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freely used both simple and high functioning music-infused techniques as they led 
students in thematic investigations. These approaches were often topical in nature, using 
songs and other musical tools in a way that respected both the art form of song writing 
and the language/vocabulary functions that students studied (Salcedo, 2002; Bresler, 
1995b ). Finally, Rohan used virtually every TOMI category listed above in her 
instruction of humanities topics and technology. By the very nature of the historical and 
cultural topics she taught, Rohan consistently employed different techniques along the 
TOMI scale as she included technology, art, dance, and music in her lessons. 
Assessment/Curriculum & Instruction 
Another theme that arose from the data was how participants used assessment, 
curriculum, and instruction. Both Fiedler and Rohan relied primarily on presentations and 
performances as a way to integrate art and music into instructional delivery. This 
approach to instruction gave students an opportunity to use creative structures as they 
interacted with academic, artistic, and musical curricula culminating in some sort of 
performance or group orientation. Teachers helped students establish new connections 
between academic materials and the musical elements used in developing their 
presentations (Dickenson, 2005; Wolf, 1999). Fiedler structured her classroom like a 
laboratory, creating different school wide and grade level studies (e.g., Africa, Nutrition, 
Literacy, etc.). Rohan employed many of the same kinds of techniques focusing on grade 
level projects that utilized technology as a method of assessment (e.g., scanners, film, and 
video). Ellesar also used performances and presentations as a way to assess student 
learning. She focused her planning around Gardner's (1993) Multiple Intelligences 
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model, designing her lessons around the intellectual strengths of students as they acquired 
new skills and demonstrated their understanding of the content. 
Sound Environment & Instruction 
Both Fiedler and Ellesar considered sound, the function of tone, and the subtleties 
of meaning in music as important aspects of instruction. Student sensitivity to sound was 
a vital component in comprehending nuances of music, language, and communication. 
Although the TOMI system did not specifically address sounds and listening in the 
learning environment, it became evident that participants valued sounds and their impact 
on learning, using them in a variety of instructional ways. From using sound as a way to 
manipulate students' affective responses, to the use of songs as a mode for instructing 
grammar and vocabulary, to having students explore the sonic world around them, 
teachers used sounds in a variety of ways. By helping students discover the function of 
sound in nature, at school, and in various living and working conditions, participants 
facilitated the development of careful listening skills, giving them an opportunity to use 
sound as an ally in their own learning processes. Rohan helped her students develop 
listening skills by using sound as a way to manage behavior, aid in classroom transitions, 
and support student instruction. This use of sound enabled Rohan to focus students' 
attention on interacting both with the curriculum and with each other, fostering better 
concentration, storage and retrieval of information, and long term retention of materials 
across an array of subjects (Felix, 1989; Lozanov & Gateva, 1988). 
Subject Areas & Instruction 
Language and literacy topics comprised the most prominent types of lessons for 
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participants. Links between literature, poetry and music have always been strong and 
enabled teachers to make connections among different grade levels and different literacy 
needs. TOMI methods using creative, historical, cultural, and thematic approaches 
provided participants with the means to help students broaden their perceptions ofboth 
musical and academic materials (Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002; Lehman & Gassner-
Roberts, 1988). Teachers also infused drama with various musical elements to create 
learning experiences through performance. 
One of the benefits of the TOMI system was that it provided teachers with a menu 
of choices and approaches. As participants moved up and down the TOMI scale, their 
instruction progressed from simple topical techniques to more advanced creative, 
historical and thematic techniques (Eisner, 2002; Bresler, 1995b; Wiggins, 2001). The 
nature of Spanish language instruction offered rich opportunities to explore, vocabulary, 
poetry, and various forms of literature using music either directly in instruction or as an 
equal partner in the exploration ofhistory, art, and culture (Snyder, 2001). Participants 
often supported this approach through different forms of media and technological 
platforms as suggested by Bloom, (2010). Of course music also functioned in 
rudimentary ways, such as the use of songs for teaching vocabulary, sentence structure, 
parts of speech, and usage. Music also served as an effective tool for memorization. 
Participants used music to provide an instructional lens for students to view a 
variety of topics, combining many forms of graphic, visual, and fine arts through various 
mediums of technology. Teachers used these multiple perspectives to help students study 
music as an art form, teach foreign language concepts, reinforce literacy, and explore the 
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traditions of a wide range of civilizations using different artistic, dramatic, and musical 
forms of expression. While many of the lessons for upper grades, such as fourth, fifth, 
and sixth, encompassed creative, cultural, and thematic approaches, the projects for 
younger grades, such as first, second, and third, were often simplified, using subservient 
and topical methods. 
Summary 
For all three participants, the above themes emerged across a number of domains. 
Although no teacher could control how students thought or behaved in their classrooms, 
they certainly could influence and inspire them to action, especially when they used 
music as a tool of instruction. Encouragement and motivation also played a role in how 
teachers influenced student behavior and thinking (Horowitz, 2005). As Fiedler went 
about her school helping other teachers with long-range projects ofliteracy, geography, 
and culture, she was able to step beyond her role as music teacher and truly "tell new 
tales and sing new songs" using music as a medium of instructional delivery. Fiedler used 
her position as music teacher as a platform to reach out to other grades and subjects areas 
while maintaining her passion and mandate to teach music. Ellesar was a wellspring of 
information, language, folk wisdom, and song as she taught Spanish language and 
culture. Her conviction of the vital importance of music and sound in language 
instruction was second only to her ability to actively listen and decode the minutia of 
pronunciation and production. As she repeatedly said, "You cannot teach language 
without music," and, "There's no more authentic use of a language than music." Rohan 
tried desperately to keep "many balls aloft" during the process of daily instruction, 
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valuing and utilizing music as an instructional tool in much the same way the other 
participants did. Each participant shared many of the same desires for their students and 
often used similar thematic approaches in their teaching. 
Clearly, each participant was passionate about fine arts in some way predisposing 
them toward art and artistic endeavors. Their participation in the Creative Arts and 
Learning program at Lesley University further expanded their understanding of music 
and its function inside the classroom. Participants studied dance, drama, movement, 
visual art, and music, exploring many distinct arts-integrated approaches to teaching 
academic curricula. In tum, my collective case study examined the delivery of curricula, 
focusing on each participant's use of music to teach non-musical content either as a 
singular event or in conjunction with other approaches. As participants developed 
methodologies for employing music in a way that respected its intrinsic value, they began 
utilizing its elemental structures to facilitate learning. In tum, this collective case study 
served a vital function by providing teachers a platform upon which they demonstrated 
their use of music-infused instruction to teach academic content. 
Conclusion 
Given the nature of American education over the course of the past decade with 
an emphasis on high stakes testing and the No Child Left Behind Act, educators across 
the country feel the pressure to adopt a model of instruction that will deliver higher test 
scores and continual growth for students. Public funding and governing autonomy is 
often based upon this concept of continual growth, with state and federal legislators 
seeking ways to hold educators accountable. As a result, educators often feel compelled 
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to actively seek new ways to demonstrate ongoing achievement in the classroom if they 
desire to avoid the label of "failing school" or lose the right of self-governance. It seems 
clear that educational leaders will try almost anything if they see the potential for raising 
test scores (Abeles, Hafeli, Horowitz, & Burton 2002). The perceived need to justify the 
existence of music programs within the curriculum is often driven by pressures exerted 
from different levels of government (i.e., State Departments of Education, State 
Legislatures and the Federal Government). As a consequence, advocacy for the use of the 
arts as a tool of academic instruction often results. 
Although music exists as an art form distinct from other topics and valued as an 
aesthetic discipline, often it functions as a lens for viewing and interpreting other subject 
areas (Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002; Snyder, 2001). Reimer (2002) considered this 
approach flawed. He believed the use of music as an instructional tool was degrading, 
devaluing music as an art form and relegating it to a merely functional role. From 
Reimer's perspective, students should experience music through contemplation of its 
aesthetic values rather than its context or social use (Reimer, 2002). Others such as Elliott 
(1995) and Regelski (2005) believed that music possessed the capacity to exist in both 
worlds, as an esteemed performing art and as an equal partner in the·instructional process. 
Elliot (2005) spoke of acting with purpose to understand the meanings and values of 
music making in cultural contexts. In much the same way, Regelski (2005) articulated the 
need for students to explore the social and political structures surrounding music and its 
role in multicultural lessons. These praxial views of studying and making music maintain 
the value of the arts for art's sake while allowing for its use as an instructional tool, 
supporting non-musical curricula. This duality of musical integrity and instructional 
function lies at the core of the Creative Arts and Learning degree program at Lesley 
University and was the focus of this research. 
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The intent of this collective case study was to develop clearer insights into the 
pedagogical foundations, characteristics, and practices of teachers who use music to teach 
non-musical content. The three participants, having received graduate training in music-
infused perspectives and instructional techniques, engaged in a variety of music and arts 
related activities in the classroom. Participation in Lesley University's Creative Arts and 
Learning program prepared them with new tools and ways of thinking regarding the use 
of arts-based instruction. While my study focused specifically on participants' use of 
music as an instructional tool, I also allowed the scope of my observations and interviews 
to explore every instructional method evidenced in classrooms in order to gain a better 
understanding of how teachers applied these insights to teach content specific curricula. 
Teachers who base their instructional efforts on the work of Benjamin Bloom 
(1956) do not always engage students at the upper levels ofhis taxonomy on an ongoing 
basis. Rather, they work toward concepts such as synthesis and evaluation as a kind of 
reciprocal spiraling process, beginning with lower levels of knowledge and awareness 
and ascending to higher levels of cognition. In a similar manner, the participants of this 
collective case study used different levels of instruction on the TOMI scale at different 
times according to their curricular needs. Also, Bloom's Taxonomy has evolved over the 
years, with a revision of the six categories from nouns such as comprehension, 
application, and analysis to more active verbs such as understanding, applying, and 
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analyzing (Anderson, et al, 2000). This newer classification system reflected more 
modem educational sensibilities. In much the same way, I developed the Techniques of 
Music-Infused Instruction (TOMI) scale basing this new perspective on a variety of 
different researchers from extant literature (e.g., Bresler, 1995a & 1995b; Bloom, 2010; 
Bolak, Bialach, & Dunphy, 2005; Brogla-Krupke, 2003; Dickenson, 2005; Eisner, 2002; 
Goldberg & Scott-Kassner, 2002; Goleman, 1998; Felix, 1989; Hom, 1990; Lozanov & 
Gateva, 1988; Lehmann & Gassner-Roberts, 1988; Reimer, 2002, Salcedo, 2002; Scripp, 
2007; Shtakser, 2001 ; Snyder, 1999& 2001; Wolf, 1999; and Wiggins, 2001). Given that 
many of the terms used among these researchers, were similar in nature, I combined their 
ideas into a more cohesive whole. This new system, (TOMI), provided me with a more 
comprehensive way to assess the music-infused instructional practices of participants in 
the study. 
Implications 
All three participants spent one entire term of their graduate program studying 
how to infuse a variety of different curricula with music. This course, called Multiple 
Perspectives through Music (EARTS 6105), focused on understanding the elements of 
music and how to imbue lessons with music. During their time in this course, graduate 
students learned new and dynamic ways of infusing music into their instruction. 
Participants in this study demonstrated that they understood and were able to use 
different levels of integration at different times for the purpose of teaching content. 
What is important to understand in the process of reflecting on the data from this 
study is how each participant's understanding of the instructional power of music led 
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them to try new and divergent ways of using it as a teaching tool. As I discussed in 
Chapter One, the research on music integration that I coalesced into the TOMI system, 
functioned as an assortment of instructional approaches (Bresler, 1995b; Eisner, 2002; 
and Wiggins, 2001). At the beginning stages of the TOMI scale, simple music-infused 
techniques and activities such as tuning and the use of songs and chants for memorization 
purposes functioned to relegate music in the instructional environment to a more 
subservient role. Moving up the scale, historical and multicultural experiences raised 
student awareness of music to a level at which they actively engaged in a variety of 
creative processes, exploring music and its relationship to different subjects. 
Music as a tool of instruction functions best when it is taught in a synchronized 
manner. When teachers from different disciplines come together across grade levels to 
focus on thematic and conceptual ideas that integrate music and art across the curriculum, 
students develop a deeper understanding of the material. By the time teachers began to 
explore the upper reaches of the thematic and conceptual-process approaches, the level of 
group planning and cooperation required was daunting. Coupled with the sophisticated 
preparation needed to sustain such an in-depth approach to both musical and non-musical 
topics, participants struggled to find sufficient time to meet and plan with their 
colleagues. These divergent artistic lenses functioned best when teachers possessed the 
time and opportunity to offer students multiple perspectives as they investigated different 
academic concepts. 
While many previous studies addressed both arts integration, such as the Missouri 
Fine Arts Academy (McClellan, 2002), and the A+ Schools program in North Carolina 
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(Corbett et al., 2001); and music as an instructional approach, such as music and the arts 
in preschool (Cerniglia, 2006) and music-infusion and elementary reading (Lyons, 2008), 
few of these studies included any preparation in music-infusion beyond basic seminars 
and in-service training. Indeed, Cerniglia suggested that teachers receive additional 
training in how to use the arts and music as an instructional tool in order to ensure 
success in the classroom (Cerniglia, 2006). Lyons (2008) also spoke about the efficacy of 
music-infused instruction on reading and the need for additional teacher preparation in 
this area. The advantage of my study was that all participants received thorough graduate 
training in music-infused instruction as well as other areas of arts-infused education. One 
of the reasons participants in this study applied music-infusion so easily in their 
classrooms was because of this training. At a time when schools are seeking new and 
innovative ways to motivate and engage students in the learning process, this kind of 
training should be a part of teacher preparation at both the undergraduate and graduate 
levels. This training in no way supplants the need for formal instruction of and 
participation in music as an art form. 
As teachers in this study applied music-infused techniques in their classrooms, 
they mixed them not only with their own curriculum but with other artistic approaches as 
well. Using music and dance to teach about African culture, or music and drama to focus 
student thinking on the grammar and vocabulary of a foreign language, or music and 
language arts to prepare presentations exploring a theme or concept were all appropriate 
uses of music-infused instruction. The implication for teachers is that music does not 
need to be used in isolation as an instructional tool but can move fluidly through a variety 
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of iterations, interacting with other subjects, disciplines and art forms. While it often 
exists within the classroom as the primary topic of instruction, it also functions in a 
variety of roles and many different levels of complexity across TO MI. What is important 
is that educators apply music in equal ways during instruction (Bresler, 1995b; Snyder, 
2001). 
Formal training in music is likewise not a prerequisite for success in the use of 
music-infused instruction. While Fiedler was a musician and primarily taught music as an 
art instructional objective, she also worked independently to support science, literacy and 
social studies teachers. She also planned units that reached across curricular boundaries 
in conjunction with her colleagues. In a similar manner, Ellesar, who had some basic 
musical training in her youth, was able to apply many musical elements, processes and 
themes as she taught Spanish. Her belief that language instruction was inextricably 
intertwined with music was an important finding during this study, and was demonstrated 
in many ways in her classroom. 
While music is not a language per se, many of the elements of music parallel the 
elements of reading, writing, and speaking and can be used successfully to teach foreign 
language. Even teachers who have little or no formal training in music can apply music-
infused techniques in their classroom to teach academic content. What is important is that 
educators receive appropriate training to understand how musical elements are used to 
focus student understanding ofbasic topical materials, culture, and the advanced concepts 
and processes that are a part of every academic discipline. 
As educational leaders and legislators face a new millennium and the challenges 
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of working toward a better-educated populace, they would do well to reconsider music 
programming within public education. Research over the past several decades has 
demonstrated the efficacy of music study on reading, writing, and phonemic awareness in 
the early grades (Lyons, 2008; Wheat, 2005). There have also been studies demonstrating 
how music positively impacts spatial task performance and reasoning, which are 
fundamental abilities for math and geometry (Rauscher, 1999; Vaughn, 2000). These 
studies support the need for the study of music as an art form, but there is also a place for 
music as a tool of instruction (Snyder, 2001; Wiggins, 2001 ). My study will add to this 
research base by demonstrating how music can be employed as a tool of instruction for 
non-musical topics. The implication of my study is that music-infusion can be 
successfully implemented so that teachers and students alike treat every curricular area 
with equity and respect (Winner & Hetland, 2000). 
By applying the TOMI system to a variety of different classroom scenarios and 
curricular areas, teachers who have been given an opportunity to study the body of 
research on music-infusion can breathe new life and energy into their lessons. This 
process begins at the teacher training level, offering research based course work and 
planning materials to teachers so that when they begin their student teaching experience, 
they will possess additional approaches to instruction that can offer students multiple 
perspectives for learning. This holistic approach makes new music-infused methods of 
instruction available to teachers while maintaining the integrity of music as an 
autonomous art form. It is my desire for this study to inform educational leaders about the 
transformational ways music positively impacts learning. 
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Future Research 
Based on the implications above, it is important to identify several areas for 
further study of music-infused instruction both at the primary and secondary level. Future 
research should be focused on the many questions that remain including: issues of music-
infused instructional delivery, collaborative integration techniques, and the role of 
motivation in the use of music-infused techniques. 
The continuing search for new ways to engage students through the use of music-
infused instruction will benefit from the study of a single school where the entire staff 
implements creative arts based styles oflearning. The Techniques of Music-infused 
Instruction (TOMI) function best in such an environment. Results of extant research 
suggests that students are more engaged and take a more focused interest in learning 
when their entire school focuses on the delivery of content-rich curricula enhanced by 
music and other creative arts, (Bolak, Bialach, & Dunphy 2005; Bresler, 1995b; 
Horowitz, 2005; Wiggins, 2001). As administrators encourage these kinds of innovative 
instructional techniques, they set an example for everyone to follow. Supporting each and 
every method that can be used to reach students, teach content, and get kids excited about 
learning will further stimulate achievement. Investigating an entire school as they 
implement such a music-infused program of study will further the process of research in 
this area. 
By investigating topical and grade level subjects and curricular areas in primary 
and secondary schools, researchers can specifically target ways to teach academic 
subjects using music-infused techniques. Although my study addressed many of these 
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areas at the elementary and high school levels, more research needs to be undertaken 
specific to these academic areas at the middle school level. Other subjects still need to be 
investigated within each of these grade levels while providing opportunities for teachers 
to receive training on effective infusion techniques. 
How music-infused instruction motivates students and positively impacts their 
learning is also an area that needs to be investigated. My study addressed this issue in 
limited ways through interviews, as I allowed teachers to comment on their experience of 
the role music-infused lessons played in motivating their students to learn. However, an 
entire study on student motivation and the use of music as an instructional tool would 
contribute substantially to the literature base. Although a majority of these suggested 
research projects would best be served using a qualitative methodology, the nature and 
efficacy of music used as an instructional tool could also be measured quantitatively. 
Nevertheless, the areas enumerated above could be the next logical step in the ongoing 
process of research in arts and music integration. 
Final Thoughts 
At a time when results of high stakes testing often dictate the fate of schools, 
integrated arts and music used as a tool of instruction offers educators other ways to teach 
their students. As Mortimer Adler (1984) expressed in his book The Paideia Program, 
students who are most in need of education are least prepared to acquire it. What Adler 
said speaks volumes about the challenges facing modem American students: their level of 
maturity, their struggle to keep pace with a rapidly changing world, and their need to 
attain ever higher levels of achievement. This issue impacts every member of our modem 
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technological society, but especially students. How teachers use music as an instructional 
tool, offering their students different perspectives from which to consider the curriculum 
taught in their classrooms, serves to create new cognitive connections with the material 
and can strengthen the bonds oflearning. These connections made through music only 
have value when they cross curricular boundaries and support the existing knowledge 
students bring to the classroom (Gonzales, 2005). When teachers provide multiple ways 
to attain knowledge, students can begin to process information in new ways that have 
meaning for them. If we as a nation can respect music for its primary function as an art 
form then we can also use it as a tool of instruction for non-musical content. The value of 
this task lies in its potential to offer new methods of teaching and learning that will 
benefit everyone. 
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Appendix A: 
EMAIL PRE-SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE 
School Address 
School District 
Teacher name 
Year of Graduation from Lesley University ------------------
Date of Master's Degree conferred by Creative Arts and Learning ________ _ 
1. What is your current assignment, the grade level of your students and the subject areas taught? 
2. How often do you use integration of the arts as a technique of instruction? 
3. What kinds of Arts-infused techniques are used in you classroom (i.e., drama, dance, music etc.)? 
4. Do you use music-infused instruction as a way to deliver your content? Explain how. 
5. How often during the week do you use music-infused integration as a technique of instruction? 
6. Do you feel that you efforts at integrating music into your classroom are effective? Explain how? 
7. Do you believe that your training through the Creative Arts and Learning program has prepared 
you to use music as a tool of academic instruction? 
8. Would you consider participating in a case study of your use of music-infused instruction to teach 
content? (Participation in this study would involve some classroom observations and an interview 
process) 
Demographic Information 
School District--------------
Teacher ______________ Pseudonym--------------
1. Teacher Gender: Male Female 
Teacher Ethnicity 
2. Subject Observed: 
3. Current Assignment: 
4. Subject Taught: 
5. Degrees & Disciplines 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
6. Years of Experience 
Native American 
Asian 
_Hispanic or Latino 
African-American 
Pacific Islander 
_European American 
_Literacy 
Mathematics 
Art 
7. Non-Teaching Experience 
_Reading 
Science 
Other 
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Boston University College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
T 617-353-3350 F 617-353-5331 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
LETTER OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
Title of Project 
MULTIPLE FRAMEWORKS FOR CREATIVE INSTRUCTION: 
ACADEMIC CONTENT TAUGHT THROUGH MUSIC-INFUSED 
INSTRUCTION AND INTEGRATED ARTS 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
I have been in the process of earning my Doctorate in Music Education from 
Boston University over the course of the past few years. In 2008, I designed and 
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implemented a study on the use of music as a tool of instruction in the classroom. This 
study involved five members of a cohort from Lesley University located in Northern 
Colorado. As you have undergone much of the same training in the Creative Arts in 
Learning program at Lesley University, I would like to invite you to become a part of a 
new study, which will occur in the 2010-2011 school year. As a participant in this 
research project, we would work together to investigate how your teaching has been 
impacted by your study of integrated arts (music) in the classroom. 
Specifically, I would be coming to your classroom to observe you over the course 
of a semester as well as gathering any artifacts you may have developed in the process of 
implementing music as a tool of instruction in your classroom (e.g., lesson plans, emails, 
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notes, communications, personal journals, guided questions/answers, reflective narrative 
responses, etc.). Additionally, there would be some one-on-one interviews with you. 
These would take place either face-to-face or over the phone at your convenience. The 
interviews would be recorded, transcribed and analyzed as a part of the investigation. 
You may of course choose to skip over any question or reschedule 
interviews/observations for a different time. All recordings of the interviews will be kept 
in a secure location throughout the investigation and erased/recycled upon the conclusion 
of the study. Your anonymity would be maintained at all times through the use of a 
personal pseudonym. The location and identity of both your staff and school will also be 
kept private. Of course, as with all research, you have the right to withdraw from the 
project at any time. 
It is hoped that by investigating these processes through observation and 
interview a better understanding of how teachers enhance their classroom instruction 
through the infusion of music will be made clear. Your participation in this research will 
be a benefit both to your own understanding of best practices within your classroom as 
well as to the literature base of education as a whole. 
Sincerely, 
David Schmal 
Researcher 
College of Fine Arts 
Boston University 
Appendix B: 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
T 617-353-3350 F 617-353-5331 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT STATEMENT 
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Title of Project: MULTIPLE FRAMEWORKS FOR CREATIVE INSTRUCTION: 
ACADEMIC CONTENT TAUGHT THROUGH MUSIC-
INFUSED INSTRUCTION AND INTEGRATED ARTS 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to investigate teachers and how they integrate music in the 
service of teaching non-musical content, to observe and identify the kinds of instructional 
techniques and the styles of delivery they use in the classroom when music and sound are 
employed as a means of instruction. 
Voluntary Participation 
The Principal Investigator, David Schmal, is a Doctoral student at Boston University and 
the project is being completed for his dissertation research. This study will contribute to a 
better understanding of the factors that contribute to the successful use of music as a tool 
of instruction in the service of teaching academic content. Participation in this study is 
completely voluntary and your participation can be terminated at any time. The study will 
begin in the fall of 2010 and should take about one semester to complete (August-
December 2010). 
Procedures 
Participating teachers will be observed and interviewed concurrently based upon time, 
opportunity and availability. Participants will be observed in one-hour increments for a 
minimum of five and a maximum of seven different occasions. These observations will 
be as unobtrusive as possible, allowing for participants to go about their instructional 
tasks in as natural a manner as possible. There will also be two interviews; one near the 
middle of the study and one near the end. Each of the interviews will be no more than one 
hour long. All tolled, the time commitment on the part of participants in these case 
studies should be less than 10 hours. 
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Confidentiality 
All responses by study participants will remain anonymous. Your answers and identity 
will be kept confidential through the use of pseudonyms and will not be disclosed, unless 
required by law or regulation. The information you provide will be published only in 
aggregated form (for example tables of information etc.). No identifiable information 
will be included in any presentation or publication. 
Contacts 
If you have questions regarding this research, either now or at any time in the future, 
please feel free to contact the principal investigator or the faculty advisor. The Principal 
Investigator- David Schmal can be contacted by phone at 303-781-9462 or by email at 
dschrnal@bu.edu and will be happy to answer any questions you may have. Questions 
may also be addressed to the faculty advisor- Professor Andrew Goodrich at the Boston 
University College ofFine Arts 617-353-3386 or at andrewg@bu.edu. Further 
information about your rights as a research subject may be obtained by calling the BU 
CRC IRB Office at 617-358-6115. 
Agreement to Participate 
I have read this consent form. All my questions have been answered. I agree to 
participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form. 
Name of Subject 
Signature of Subject Date 
Permission to Audio Tape Interviews Date 
Person Obtaining Consent Date 
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Appendix C: 
Techniques of Music-Infused Instructional Inventory 
(TOMI Observational Content Inventory) 
Teacher Pseudonym 
In structwna 1 T hni ec 1que D escnptwn F requency 
TUNING Teacher uses musical 
Change of moods using music transitions; careful 
manipulation of musical 
stimuli to "tune" the learning 
environment 
SUBSERVIENT TOOL Low level cognitive function 
Casually including a song or of music "in the background" 
activity 
SUBSERVIENT TOOL Low level involvement of 
Simple technical activities students doing simple tasks 
and experiences 
SUBSERVIENT TOPIC Connecting musical content 
Use of topical connections with subject content in basic 
ways 
HISTORY & CULTURE Music/History/Culture are 
Music is used to reflect used in equitable and 
historical or cultural events mutually beneficial ways 
CREATIVE Rhythm used in the 
TECHNIQUES instructional setting 
Music specific skills used in Higher order responses to 
the service of teaching music and products produced 
content- Rhythm (i.e., written or artistic 
responses to musical stimuli) 
guided and encouraged by 
teacher 
Music specific skills used in Harmony used in the 
the service of teaching instructional setting 
content- Harmony Higher order responses to 
music and products produced 
(i.e., written or artistic 
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responses to musical stimuli) 
guided and encouraged by 
teacher 
Music specific skills used in Melody used in the 
the service of teaching instructional setting 
content - Melody Higher order responses to 
music and products produced 
(i.e., written or artistic 
responses to musical stimuli) 
guided and encouraged by 
teacher 
Music specific skills used in Form used in the instructional 
the service of teaching setting 
content- Form Higher order responses to 
music and products produced 
(i.e., written or artistic 
responses to musical stimuli) 
guided and encouraged by 
teacher 
Music specific skills used in Timbre used in the 
the service of teaching instructional setting 
content -Timbre Higher order responses to 
music and products produced 
(i.e., written or artistic 
responses to musical stimuli) 
guided and encouraged by 
teacher 
COMMON Higher order interpretation of 
THEME/CONTENT lesson elements guided and 
Thematic material used with encouraged by teacher 
music; common content 
Student interpretations and 
perceptions 
Student reflection and 
express ton 
Student observations 
CONCEPTUAL/PROCESS Higher order interpretation of 
Thematic material used with lesson elements guided and 
music; common content encouraged by teacher 
Student interpretations and Concepts stressed 
perceptions Process orientation 
Student reflection and 
expressiOn 
Student observations 
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Field Notes (Lesson Purpose- Music Integration- Supporting Evidence) 
Observation Date: _________ Time Index: Begin ___ _ End ___ _ 
School ________________ District _______________ _ 
TeacherPseudonym -----------------------------
1. According to the Teacher, the purpose of this lesson is: 
2. The lesson is infused with what musical elements (i.e., Rhythm, Melody, 
Harmony, Timbre, and Form). Explain: 
3. Supporting evidence for the use of music integration in the teaching of the 
lesson: 
4. Other observations: 
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AppendixD: 
FIRST INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (Revised 17 Jan 2011) 
Please use the following questions to express your approach to teaching through music 
and to reflect on how you teach your content through the use of music as a tool of 
instruction. Feel free to include as much rich detail as possible. 
1. How does your curricular area lend itself to exploration through a musical perspective? 
2. How do you identify and apply authentic connections (Bresler, Wiggins, and TOMI) 
between the two disciplines (i.e., your curriculum and music)? 
3. What kinds of assessments do you use to assure learning has taken place in all areas, 
making connections that transcend individual disciplines (i.e., music & social studies etc.)? 
How do students demonstrate their learning? 
4. Do you engage in any Cross-disciplinary instruction involving common planning 
time among teachers of the different disciplines where two or more subjects are integrated 
around a theme, concept, or problem? Is music involved in these processes? 
5. Are you adequately prepared to infuse your lessons with music (i.e., do you have the 
essential knowledge necessary/ feel comfortable facilitating instruction and in-depth 
discussions about your subject) using music as a tool of instruction? Explain. 
6. Have you used music as a part of a Multidisciplinary unit (i.e., a thematic unit in which 
several disciplines such as music, social science, literacy contribute to a single subject such 
as the Civil War or Segregation)? Explain. 
7. How have you used music in an Interdisciplinary unit (i.e., a thematic unit in which a 
theme is approached from several different perspectives, focusing the material through 
several conceptual lenses such as music, math, and literature, while maintaining the 
traditional subject boundaries)? 
8. Have you used music in an Intradisciplinary unit (i.e., a conceptual study within a single 
discipline such as the theme of music in a history class)? EX.- How music functioned to 
impact the morale of revolutionary soldiers in 177 6. 
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9. Do you believe that through music you can facilitate students' attitudes toward learning 
so that they feel as though they have some control as to the outcome of their learning (Locus 
of Control)? EX.- Students generate their own music/raps to learning about bully 
prevention etc.; SPED use of earned music card credits to as a reward for work. 
10. Describe a dynamic learning environment in which music is used as a tool of academic 
instruction in your classroom? Does tWs lead to any increase in deeper understanding, 
recall or comprehension? How? 
11. Describe how your use of music as an instructional tool impacts student motivation and 
performance in the learning environment? Do you believe that this is more intrinsic (deeply 
engaged because of their personal interest) or extrinsic (motivated by outside factors -
grades, credits, graduation requirements etc.)? 
12. Do you believe that music can motivate by adding value to the task? How? 
13. What end products are created when music-infused instruction is used? 
14. How are students' level of awareness about and processing of the task at hand 
impacted? 
15. Does their awareness and processing go beyond the task into new areas? Describe how. 
16. Does this imply any value added to your teaching? Added value for student learning? 
17. Describe how students are or are not motivated by their personal responsibility to the 
teacher; to a group of students (Social Motivation)? 
Is there anything that was not asked that you'd like to add? (observations, new insights etc.) 
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Appendix E: 
MUSIC-INFUSED LESSON DEVELOPMENT GUIDING QUESTIONS 
Teacher Pseudonym 
Use the guiding questions below to reflect on what happened in the development and 
implementation of this lesson. Include as much rich detail as possible. 
1. What is there about the curricular theme that can be explored through a musical perspective? 
2. What can be learned about music through the exploration of the curricular theme? 
3. Describe the process you go through in the development of a lesson in which music is used as an 
enhancement in the instruction of non-musical content? 
4. What are the steps that you use to implement an integrated lesson? 
5. Please evaluate the effectiveness of your integrated lesson? Provide specifics from the lesson. 
Is there anything that was not asked that you'd like to add? (observations, new insights etc.) 
Appendix F: 
SECOND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Please reflect on what happened in your lessons as well as your own personal 
instructional experiences and musical experiences using the following criterion: 
• The social, political and multicultural aspects of music 
• Rationale for using music in the classroom 
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• The value of teaching to musical intelligence; how it is used to build self esteem; how it is 
implemented to create a positive tolerance based approach to learning 
• The familiarity you have gained in implementing some of the basic elements of music (i.e., 
rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre and form) as a tool for teaching non-musical content 
• The awareness of how sound functions within the teaching environment and how music is 
a part of everyday life as well as an integral part of the learning environment 
• Applying diverse cultural interpretations and roles of music in society 
• Creating musical learning experiences that support and enhance their own specific 
curriculum to motivate, deepen and assess the learning of students 
• Using music as a source for building skills in self- expression, problem solving, 
motivation, critical thinking, team building, cooperative learning and creativity 
• How music is employed to impact students of varied abilities, differing linguistic and 
ethnic backgrounds. 
• The student's personal background and anecdotal musical experiences 
• Personal musical choices and stylistic preferences 
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• The student's personal anecdotal teaching experiences within the context of the lesson and 
the framework of using music as a method for teaching non - musical content 
• Evaluating, reflecting and commenting on the new perspectives/insights you have gained 
in the development of these music-infused lessons 
Were there any criteria not listed above that you'd like to add? Are there any other 
observations or ideas upon which you would like to elaborate? 
(clarifications, comments, new insights etc.) 
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Appendix G: 
THEMATIC PERSPECTIVES 
L Emergent Themes by Category 
Fiedler: 
In the area ofTOMI, Fiedler appears to use mostly subservient song and experiential 
techniques. She also employs a number of creative projects for her students having them 
sing, perform and manipulate the elements of music in creative ways. Thematic materials 
also contribute to a good portion of her instructional time and efforts as does various 
historical and cultural topics. 
Student Thinking & Behavior-
Open minds & Worldview, Student work ethic, Positive Tolerant Learning 
Teacher Effort/ Awareness/Concern-
Collaboration, Intrinsic Value of music, resources 
Teacher Experiences/Influence-
Childhood musical memories, Father's positive influence on Art/Music 
Encouragement/Motivation-
Positive atmosphere, Encourage students risk taking, Student 
motivation/resistance. 
Teacher Musical Preferences-
Most types of music, especially world music, classical, jazz. 
Musical Topics of Instruction-
Countries/cultures, Composers, Musical instruments 
Assessment/Curriculum and Instruction-
Presentation/Performance, Integrated arts instruction 
Sound Environment and Instruction-
Sound tone/language meaning, Listening skills 
Subject Areas and Instruction-
Language/Literacy, Language arts/Poetry, Drama 
Ellesar: 
Ellesar employs music-infused techniques most often utilizing subservient song, 
experiential and topical approaches to instruction as well as tuning her room. Thematic 
and historical/cultural instruction is used to a lesser degree with relatively little in the way 
of creative musical activities directly related to the musical elements. 
Student Thinking & Behavior-
Learning through Travel, Connections with everyday life, Quality 
student work 
Teacher Effort/ Awareness/Concern-
Planning integrated music, re-evaluating and refining lessons 
Teacher Experiences/Influence- . 
Mother's/Parental-Families positive influence on Art/Music 
Encouragement/Motivation-
Curricular student motivation, Listening /Exploration, Playing musical 
instruments 
Teacher Musical Preferences-
Folk music, Political/rock music, and Historical/War music 
Musical Topics of Instruction-
Countries/cultures, History & Culture of Art/Music 
Assessment/Curriculum and Instruction-
Multiple Intelligences, Presentation/Performance, Technology as a tool 
Sound Environment and Instruction-
Sound tone/language meaning, Student sensitivity to sound, 
Listening skills 
Subject Areas and Instruction-
Rohan: 
Language/Literacy, Music and technology, Music and art, 
Music & memorization 
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Rohan employs music-infused techniques through many subservient experiential 
techniques (background music and simple uses of musical sound tracks and selections) as 
well as focusing on historical/cultural and thematic forms of instruction in conjunction 
with other teachers. This is due in large part to the nature of her curriculum in the 
humanities, which naturally falls into the arenas of history and culture. Her uses of 
creative forms of instruction employing the elements of music are less often employed 
than are other areas of subservient instruction. 
Student Thinking & Behavior-
Student work ethic, Quality student work, Positive Tolerant Learning, 
Teacher Effort/ Awareness/Concern-
Collaboration, Lack of preparation/instructional time, Teacher discipline 
Teacher Experiences/Influence-
Experiences as a student, Musical impact on mood 
Encouragement/Motivation-
Student listening/exploration, Curricular student motivation 
Teacher Musical Preferences-
Most all forms of music, especially world music 
Musical Topics of Instruction-
Countries/cultures, History of Art/Music, Composers, Musical 
instruments, World Music 
Assessment/Curriculum and Instruction-
Presentation/Performance, Integrated arts instruction, Use of Media 
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(film, TV, video), Technology as a tool 
Sound Environment and Instruction-
Sound transitions 
Subject Areas and Instruction-
Dance, Art, Music and technology 
IL Conceptual Lenses derived from Thematic Material 
Fiedler: 
TOMI-
Subservient song and experiential techniques; Creative techniques; 
Common theme & content; History/Culture 
Classroom Behaviors: Thinking, Effort/Awareness & Motivation-
Open minds & Worldview, Student work ethic, Positive Tolerant Learning 
Collaboration, Intrinsic Value of music, resources 
Positive atmosphere, Encourage students risk taking, Student 
motivation/resistance. 
Teacher Experiences/ Preferences -
Childhood musical memories, Father's positive influence on Art/Music 
Most types of music, especially world music, classical, jazz. 
Instruction: Musical Topics/Subject Areas/Sound Environment-
Countries/cultures, Composers, Musical instruments 
Language/Literacy, Language arts/Poetry, Drama 
Sound tone/language meaning, Listening skills 
Assessment/Curriculum and Instruction-
Presentation/Performance, Integrated arts instruction 
Ellesar: 
TOMI-
Tuning; Subservient song, experiential, and topical techniques; 
Common theme & content; History/Culture; very little use of 
Creative Techniques 
Classroom Behaviors: Thinking, Effort/ Awareness & Motivation -
Learning through Travel, Connections with everyday life, Quality 
student work 
Planning integrated music, re-evaluating and refining lessons 
Curricular student motivation, Listening /Exploration, Playing musical 
instruments 
Teacher Experiences/ Preferences-
Mother's/Parental-Families positive influence on Art/Music 
Folk music, Political/rock music, and Historical/War music 
Instruction: Musical Topics/Subject Areas/Sound Environment-
Countries/cultures, History & Culture of Art/Music 
Language/Literacy, Music and technology, Music and art, 
Music & memorization 
Sound tone/language meaning, Student sensitivity to sound, 
Listening skills 
Assessment/Curriculum and Instruction-
Rohan: 
TOMI-
Multiple Intelligences, Presentation/Performance, Technology as a tool 
Tuning; Subservient experiential techniques; 
Common theme & content; History/Culture; 
Creative techniques and forms used rarely 
Classroom Behaviors: Thinking, Effort/Awareness & Motivation-
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Student work ethic, Quality student work, Positive Tolerant Learning, 
Collaboration, Lack of preparation/instructional time, Teacher discipline 
Student listening/exploration, Curricular student motivation 
Teacher Experiences/ Preferences-
Experiences as a student, Musical impact on mood 
Most all forms of music, especially world music 
Instruction: Musical Topics/Subject Areas/Sound Environment-
Countries/cultures, History of Art/Music, Composers, Musical 
instruments, World Music; Dance, Art, Music and technology; 
Sound transitions 
Assessment/Curriculum and Instruction-
Presentation/Performance, Integrated arts instruction, Use of Media 
(film, TV, video), Technology as a tool. 
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